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Introduction 

This represents the first section ofmy sabbatical project, Hispanic-American literature. 

The term Hispanic is currently used to identify descendants of Spanish-speaking peoples: 

Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cuban Americans, as well as Caribbean and South 

Americans. Moreover, according to editor Rodolfo Cortina, in Mexican American literature, 

Chicano or Chicana is used to identify the literature and authors who emerged or were influenced 

by the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s and 1970s (xiv). H~wever, Cortina goes on to say that 

although the nomenclature "Mexican American and Chicano are often used interchangeably, 

Mexican American is used in general reference to the national group"(xiv). Puerto Ricans, those 

from the island ofPuerto Rico, are also considered Hispanic Americans, while Puerto Ricans who 

are born or raised in New York have been referred to as Nuyoricans a word which is a 

combination ofNew York and Rican (xv). The following poetry, fiction, and nonfiction of 

Chicano/Chicana writers Rodolfo Anaya, Jimmy Santiago Baca, Denise Chavez, Sandra Cisneros~ 

Laura Esquivel, and Gary Soto and the poetry ofNyorican, Tato Laviera, are representative of the 

celebration ofHispanic culture and the expanded American literature canon. 

Winner of the Premio Quinto Sol literary award, Bless Me, Ultima attracted my attention 

when it was described by a literary critic as a bildungsroman or a maturation novel. Having read 

Alcott's Little Women, Twain's Huckleberry Finn and J.D. Salinger's Catcher in the Rye as 

coming ofage novels in American literature, I was interested in learning of the ethnic conflicts of 

a being a young Chicano boy in a Native American and Anglo environment. After having read the 

novel, I think that my students ( some ofwhom are also of bi/multicultural heritage) would 

perhaps see themselves in the protagonist Antonio Mares and glean valuable lessons from his 
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efforts to forge an identity. 

I was introduced to the poetry of Jimmy Santiago Baca as I taught an introduction to 

literature course. His poem~ "Green Chile," evoked such passion and longing not just for food ,but 

also for Mexican tradition, that I wanted to read more by this author. My students also enjoyed 

the connotations and denotations of the red and green chiles, a staple that most were familiar with. 

I was not disappointed when I read Baca's collection, "Black Mesa Poems" (in which "Green 

Chile" is included) and his autobiography, "A Place to Stand." Originally, my sabbatical reading 

list included Baca's poems and his novel entitled In the Way ofthe Sun. However, I could not 

purchase the novel because it is out of print, and a check of the computerized card catalog and 

interlibrary loan, the public libraries, and the Borders and Barnes and Noble bookstores yielded 

nothing. Therefore, I substituted another ofBaca's works, his 2001 autobiography, A Place to 

Stand in lieu of the obscure novel, In the Way ofthe Sun; and I was not disappointed. The same 

passion found in the life affirming poems of "Black Mesa"reverberate in A Place to Stand. Baca 

prefaces his autobiography with his reason for writing his memoir: 

When I asked my father about his history, he would never answer. When I asked 

my grandmother about her history, she did not want to talk about it. My sons 

won't have to ask. I want them to know their father's story, good parts and bad. I 

want to share with them what I have gone through, so they can make wiser choices 

where I did not and be invigorated with the courage and honor to live better lives 

(6). 

And Baca does very candidly chronicle his life from the age of five in an orphanage, to a detention 

home, followed by many stints in and out of prison. However, his life's story is a triwnphant one, 

,,) beginning with his learning to read and write at the age of twenty-one. Baca's message will serve 
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his sons very well; moreover, it may also be inspirational for those who are looking to belong to a 

community, searching to find their voice, or pursuing the American dream. 

Likewise, Gary Soto.'s fiction, Buried Onions, parallels Baca's autobiography in that both 

central characters are Chicano youths in search of the illusive American dream. The characters 

differ in that unlike Baca, Eddie, Soto's protagonist, has a series ofmisfortunes to which he 

ultimately relents to a life that is.punctuated with poverty and crime. However, Eddie's tenacity 

serves as an example and an inspiration_ to those seek personal fulfilment. 

I once saw a performance ofNtozake Shange's choreopoemfor colored girls who have 

considered suicide/when the rainbow is enuf Shange's message is that women should not 

succumb to the restrictions that society places on gender. When I read an excerpt ofDenise 

Chavez's Last ofthe Menu Girls in The Bedford Introduction to Literature, I was reminded of 

Shange's message to African-American women and its applicability to all women: black, white, 

brown and yellow. Chicana writers, Denise Chavez (The Last ofthe Menu Girls) Sandra Cisneros 

(The House on Mango Street) and Laura Esquivel (Like Water for Chocolate) reiterate the same 

message. Chavez uses the menu as a metaphor for the array of careers and life choices available 

to Chicanas. Similarly, Cisneros's central character, Esperanza hopes to empower herself through 

the nontraditional role ofwriter, thus deciding for herself what her future will be. In similar 

fashion, Teta, Esquivel's protagonist, also resolves to break the cultural tradition which requires 

her to care for her aging mother and forgo marriage. The relevant cultural topics of these three 

classics should render significant student response when discussing and writing about literature. 

Tato Laviera is the Nuyorican poet of these Hispanic American literary artists. Laviera was 

born in Puerto Rico but moved to New York at the age ofnine. Although he is considered Puerto 

Rican, he admits a strong affinity to the Afro-Caribbean culture. La Carreta Made a U-Turn is 
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Laviera's first book ofpoems. The poems speak of the migration ofPuerto Ricans to New York, 

and for Laviera, this is a process of deterioration for them, as they find themselves, in the thralls 

ofpoverty in the Bronx and other barrios ofNew York. The poems are written in both Puerto 

Rican Spanish and English to reflect the bi cultural, bilingual nature ofthe Nuyoricans. The 

proverbial oxcart or la carreta which is the vehicle for a new more prosperous life sought by the 

Nuyorican, often does a u-turn or longs to return to its origins as Puerto Ricans become 

disillusioned and nostalgic for their home island. 

The literary works in this genre reflect a rich cultural pride and provide an enduring legacy 

for generations to come. Just as each contributes greatly to the expanded canon of the world's 

great literatures, the enjoyment and appreciation can certainly begin in the classroom. 
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Annotated Bibliography 

Anaya, Rodolfo. Bless Me, Ultima. New York: Warner Books, 1972. 

Set in 1940s New Mexico, Rodolfo Anaya's novel, Bless Me, Ultima is classified as a 
bildungsroman, or novel ofmaturation. When the novel opens, Antonio Marez is 
approaching seven years old. At this time, Ultima, the aging curandera (folk healer) who 
presided over Antonio's birth, comes to live with his family. Over the two year time span 
of the novel, Antonio searches for his identity as a young boy of Spanish, Mexican and 
Native American heritage. He is plagued by having to make a decision to either follow 
his mother's desire for him to become a farmer, or to yield to his father's wish for him to 
become a cowboy or vaquero. During the course of the novel, Antonio is faced with 
several other moral conflicts which he is too young to understand. However, when he is 
with Ultima, his time is joyous, as she gently guides him in his search for moral certainty. 
Anaya has created a story of a young boy' s journey from innocence to experience as he 
ponders good versus evil, mysticism versus Catholicism, and life versus death. 

Baca, Jimmy Santiago. Black Mesa Poems. New York: New Directions, 1989. 

- - -. Poems Taken From My Yard. Fulton, MO: Timberline 1986. 

Poems Taken from My Yard began as a chapbook (1986) and was later incorporated 
into the collection ofwhat is now sixty-five poems entitled Black Mesa Poems (1989). 
Black Mesa Poems is a lyrical compilation that celebrates life in general and Baca's life on 
the ancient Black Mesa tablelands south ofAlbuquerque, in particular. Baca pays homage 
to the land on which he lives, first by describing the terrain ofBlack Mesa, next by 
acknowledging that the land holds the blood of great warriors and activists, and then by 
remembering the earth's endurance for epochs. 

Baca, Jimmy Santiago. A Place to Stand. New York: Grove Press, 2001. 

In a riveting memoir ofhis life, Jimmy Santiago Baca tells ofhis search to belong-''to 
feel more a part of the world." Abandoned by his mother at the age of five, and estranged 
from an alcoholic father, Baca tells ofhis life in a Catholic orphanage, a detention center, a 
New Mexico jail, and ultimately a maximum security prison. It is while in prison, at the 
age of twenty-one that he learns to read and write. Literacy opened up a whole new world 
for Baca; his masterfully written autobiography is proof that literacy has afforded him "a 
place to stand." 

.J 
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Chavez,Denise. The Last ofthe Menu Girls. New York: Vintage Books, 1986. 

The Last ofthe Menu Girls consists of seven episodic stories which could be read 
together or as individual short stories. The young college student, Rocio Esquibel, is a 
menu girl at a local hospital in New Mexico. In this her first job, she is responsible for 
taking the meal orders from the patients in the hospital. It is during this time that she meets 
many different and sometimes colorful characters. As she is initiated into a world of pain, 
death, and the drama that accompanies it, she realizes that her life is like a menu, from 
which she is able to choose which path her life will take. 

Cisneros, Sandra. The House on Mango Street. New York: Vintage Books, 1984. 

Esperanza Cordero expresses her frustration with her family's succession ofmoves, 
this time to a rather run down house in a dismal area ofChicago. Despite the dilapidated 
nature of this house on Mango Street, Esperanza's parents are happy to be homeowners, 
and they hold on to the hope that someday they will have enough money to leave the 
barrio. However, Esperanza does not share in their optimism as she agonizes over not 
having a home ofwhich she can be proud. The novel, a series of forty-four individually 
titled vignettes, covers a period of one year. During this time, Esperanza develops 
friendships and acquaintances with the colorful characters of ofher neighborhood. She 
begins to mature physically and emotionally, especially as she comforts her father when 
his father dies. As Esperanza searches for self-respect and self-knowledge, she resolves to 
leave Mango Street but vows to return to help those who see no hope ofrising above their 
lives ofpoverty in the barrio. 
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Esquivel, Laura. Like Water for Chocolate. New York: An Anchor Book, 1992. 

Laura Esquivel's.frrst literary work, Like Water for Chocolate, is part Mexican 
cookbook and part novel in which the kitchen becomes a place of refuge and creative 
energy. The novel's main character, Tita, is born in the kitchen, is nurtured in the kitchen 
mainly by the family servant, and at times is confined to the kitchen. Because she is the 
youngest daughter, Mexican tradition dictates that she can never marry, for her fate in life 
is to take care of her aging, widowed mother. Consequently, she is forbidden to marry 
Pedro, the man she loves. Instead, Pedro marries her sister, and Tita must bake the 
wedding cake. In this scene of the novel, Esquibel uses magical realism as a vehicle of 
revenge. Tita's tears of sorrow and longing for her lost love fall into the icing of the 
wedding cake. The guests at the wedding who eat the cake experience a profound sense of 
longing, begin weeping, and then experience pain and frustration. Through her food, Tita 
has gotten revenge for being denied her chance at love. In further instances in the novel, 
the themes ofhunger and frre/food and passion are intensified by the desires and emotions 
of the characters, and magical realism is used to heighten such scenes. The novel's title is 
explained as such: "like [boiling] water for chocolate [Tita was] on the verge of boiling 
over." 

This novel has been recreated in a film by the same name. Its extreme faithfulness to 
the storyline might be attributable to the fact that Esquivel, herself, wrote the screenplay, 
and her husband Alfonso Arau directed the film. The theme of passion and its correlation ) to food is fully enacted in the screenplay. The sound and cinematography are skillfully 
used to heighten the effects ofmagical realism. The trained actors are very convincing. 
However, it is worth noting that nudity is found in several scenes. All in all, this movie is 
worth viewing. 

Hinojosa, Rolando. This Migrant Earth. Houston: Arte Publico Press, 1987. 

The frontispiece of the novel, This Migrant Earth, by Rolando Hinojosa states that this 
is a "rendition in English of Tomas Rivera's ... y nose lo trago la tierra."(and the earth 
did not devour him). Consisting of fourteen lyrical reflections on the lives ofmigrant 
workers, the frrst chapter ("The Paling Time and the Fading Time") and last chapter ("The 
Burden of the World") contribute to the novel's circular structure in their themes of 
identity and maturation. The lyrical selections may be read together as a novel or as single 
vignettes. In either case, Hinojosa skillfully presents the enduring spirit of struggling 
migrant workers and their families just as accurately as Rivera intended. 

J 
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Laviera, Tato. La Carreta Made A U-Turn. Gary, Indiana: Arte Publico Press, 1979. 

Puerto Rican born author, Tato Laviera, moved to New York at the age ofnine. In his 
poetry, he portrays the harsh circumstances ofPuerto Ricans living in the United States, 
and describes America from the vantage point of an "AmeRican" one who seeks to be a 
part of both the American and Puerto Rican community. Laviera emphasizes the multi
ethnic nature ofNew York City as a microcosm ofAmerica. Laviera advocates that Puerto 
Ricans and other minorities in America should forge a new national identity to reflect the 
multicultural nature of the United States. 

Soto, Gary, Buried Onions. New York: Harper Collins, 1997. 

Gary Soto's novel, Buried Onions, is a story of a nineteen year old Chicano who 
desperately seeks to leave the barrio and live the American dream. However, even though 
he enrolls in a community college, honestly earns money by doing odd jobs, and tries to 
avoid trouble, trouble finds him and disillusionment mounts. Soto has used the onion as a 
metaphor for sadness, the source of all weeping; In this provocative novel, Soto's 
protagonist's ill-fated life is shaped by heredity and environment. 

) 

J 
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"The Function of the La Llorona Motif in Rudolfo 
Anaya's Bless Me, Ultima" 

Critic: Jane Rogers 
Source: Latin American Literary Review, Vol. V, No. 10, Spring-Summer, 
1977, pp. 64-69. 
Criticism about: Rudolfo A. Anaya (1937-), also known as: Rudolfo 
Alfonso Anaya, Rudolfo A(lfonso) Anay~ Rudolfo Anaya 

Nationality: American 

[(essay date Spring-Summer 1977) In the following essay, Rogers examines the 
archetypal themes ofpassage, longing, and deadly seduction in Bless Me, Ultim~ 
drawing attention to the symbolism and imagery ofthe "la l/orona" myth.] 

In The Odyssey, Circe warns the homeward-bound Odysseus of the menace of the 
Sirens, who, surrounded by the mouldering skeletons ofmen, lure and bewitch the 
unaware man with the music of their song. Yet just beyond their lovely voices--that 
Odysseus escapes by having himself lashed to the mast of his ship--lurks peril, a choice 
betweeD annihilation on the sheer cliffs of the Wandering Rocks or a meeting with the 
double menace of Scylla and Charybdis, the former hideously fishing for a passersby 
with her twelve dangling feet, the latter but a how's shot distance away threatening to 
suck men down into the deep waters near the foot of a luxurious fig tree. Certain death is 
the fate of the man who succumbs to the sweet lure of the sirens. The peril of life, and 
yet the promise of home, is the alternative. 

A 'similar theme is developed by Rudolfo Anaya's use of the la llorona motif in Bless 
Me, Ulti,ma. In the novel, Antonio, symbolically both Christ and Odysseus, moves from 
the security and from the sweet-smelling warmth ofhis mother's bosom and kitchen out 
into life and experience. As he weighs his options-priesthood and the confinement 
represented by the farms of the Lunas' or the Marezes' freedom on the pagan sea of the 
llano--and as he grows from innocence to knowledge and experience, the la llorona 
motif figures both on a literal mythological level and as an integral part of Antonio's life. 

As "literal" myth, la llorona is the wailing woman of the river. Hers is the "tormented 
cry of a lonely goddess" that fills the val]ey in one ofAntonio's dreams. La llorona is 
"the old witch who cries along the river banks and seeks the blood of boys and men to 

drink." 1 This myth is closely ~elated to Cico's story of the mermaid.2 The mermaid is the 
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powerful presence in the bottomless Hidden Lakes. Her strange music is a "low, lonely 
murmuring ... like something a sad girl would sing." (p. I 09) Cico relates that all that 
had kept him from plunging into the bottomless lake when he heard the sound was the 
Golden Carp=- whose appearance caused the music to stop. Not that the singing was evil, 
he relates=- but "it called for me to join it. One more step and I'da stepped over the ledge 
and drowned in the waters of the lake--" (p. 109) Cico continues with the story of the 
shepherd taken by the mermaid. A "man from Mejico," working on a neighboring ranch, 
not having heard the story about the lakes, had taken his sheep to water there. Hearing · 
the singing, he ran back to town and swore he had seen a mermaid. 

"He said it was a woman, resting on the water and singing a lonely song. She 
· was half woman and half fish-He said the song made him want to wade out 
to the middle of the lake to help her, but his fear had made him run. He told 
everyone the story, but no one believed him. He ended up getting drunk in 

· town and swearing he would prove his story by going back to the lakes and 
bringing back the mer-woman. He never returned. A week later the flock was 
found near the lakes. Re had vanished-" 

(p. 109) 

As an integral part of Antonio's life, the la llorona motif emerges in his experiences with 
nature. La llorona is the ambivalent presence of the river, which Antonio fears and yet 
with which he senses a sharing of his own soul and a mystic peace. La llorona speaks in 
the owl's cry and in the dove's cou-rou. Even the dust devils of the llano bear la llorona's 
signature, embracing Antonio in swirling dust as the gushing wind, which imprints evil 
on his soul, seems to call his name: · · 

Antoniooooooooooooooo ... 

(p. 52) 

But more significantly for Antonio, the la llorona motif emerges in his relationship with 
his mother and in the imagery of the women in the novel. It is the primary image 
associated with the mother, Maria. Her :frequent extended calls of "Antoniooooooo," like 
that of the whirlwind, reflect the wailing call of the la llorona of Tony's dream: 

La llorona seeks the soul ofAntoniooooooooo ... 

(p. 24) 

In the same dream, Tony hears his "mother moan and cry because with each turning of 
the sun her son [is] growing old ..." (p. 24) On his first day of school Antonio awakens 
with a sick feeling in his stomach, both excited and sad because for the first time he will 
be away from the protection of bis mother. As he enters the kitchen bis mother smiles, 
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then sweeps him into her arms sobbing, "My baby will be gone today." (p. 50) At 
IBtima's stern but gentle persistence, Antonio is separated from his mother, yet as he 
leaves, following the sisters Deborah and Theresa up the goat path, he hears his mother 
"cry" his name. Maria, as she prays around the Virgin's altar for Antonio and his three 
older brothers, is la llorona. On the return of Andrew, Eugene, and Leon from the war, 
Maria alternately sobs and prays until Gabriel complains, "Maria, ... but we have prayed 
all night!" (p. 58) Mother and Virgin both assume the mournful aspect of la llorona in 
one of Antonio's dreams just prior to the three brothers' return: 

Virgen de Guadalupe, I heard my mother cry, return my sons to me. 

Your sons will return safely, a gentle voice answered. 

Mother of God, make my fourth son a priest. 

And I saw the virgin draped in the gown ofnight standing on the bright, 
homed moon of autumn, and she was in mourning for the fourth son. 

(p. 43) 

Similarly, the la llorona motif is echoed in the tolling of the church bells and in the 
imagery of the mourning, lonely women as they are called to mass on the morning 
following Lupito's death. "Crying the knell ofLupito," the bell "tolled and drew to it the 
widows in black, the lonely, faithful women who came to pray for their men." (p. 32) 

· La llorona emerges in the patterns of imagery that surround the episode at Rosie's on the 
day of the Christmas pageant and ofNarciso's death. The "single red light bulb" which 
shines at the porch door over the "snow-laden gate of the picket fence" is "like a beacon 
inviting weary travelers in from the storm." Light shines through the drawn shades, and 
from "somewhere in the house a faint melody" seeps out and is "lost in the wind." 
Antonio knows he must get home before the storm worsens, yet he is compelled to 
linger "at the gate of the evil women." The music and laughter intrigue him. His ears 
"explode with a ringing noise," and he is paralyzed to flight. (p. 155) Instead, he must 
remain to learn that he himself has lost his innocence. The cry of the sirens prevails over 
Andrew, too, as the red-painted woman calls him from the back of the house: 

"Androoooooo...." 

(p. 156) 

When Andrew is summoned by Narciso, it is the giggling girl, her voice "sweet with 
allurement" that holds Andrew back. He fails to assume the responsibility that would 
have meant help for Narciso. Instead he succumbs to the allure of the siren. 

Wherever it emerges in the novel, the la llorona motif harbors ambivalence. La llorona 
14 



invites with music and wannth, and she offers security. Yet, like the mermaid in the 
hidden lakes, la /lorona threatens death. For Antonio, his mother offers warmth, 
fragrance, security. But his own maturity demands that he deny it. To succumb would 
mean the death of his own manhood and who, like the fate of William Blake's Thel, 
unwilling to accept the consequences of the generative life of experience, withdraws to 
an original state ofprimal innocence. Yet this world holds an even darker fate for her 
because it becomes at once prison and paradise, a state of natural innocence and a state 

of ignorance.3 This is the choice Antonio must make. He moves from the fragrance and 
the warmth and the security of his mother's kitchen, from the reassurance of her call, out 
into the world of experience, the world of school and his companions. 

Antonio is introduced into the inferno of school life by Red, who leads him on the first 
day into the dark, cavernous building, its radiators snapping with steam and its "strange, 
unfamiliar smells and sounds that seemed to gurgle from its belly." (p. 53) Antonio races 
the Kid and Time across the bridge to and from school as the years pass and he matures 
chronologically. With the tutoring of Samuel he learns of the Golden Carp which is to 
provide apocalyptical knowledge and understanding, an illumination which burdens him 
with doubt and responsibility. Cico leads Antonio to Narciso's magic garden where he 
tastes of the fruit--the golden carrot--and to El Rito Creek where he at last experiences 
the Golden Carp, the "sudden illumination of beauty and understanding," an 
understanding he anticipated but later failed to find in the ritual of the Holy Communion. 
Coincident with his vision of the carp, Antonio doubts his own Christian God when he 
suddenly realizes that IBtima's power had succeeded in curing his Uncle Lucas where 
the Christian God had failed. 

Antonio sees the powers of good and evil contend in illtima, who serves as his guide 
through life, and in the dark, diabolic Tenorio. He experiences the deaths ofLupito, of 
Narciso, and of the angelic and heretical Florence. He sees his brother Andrew deny his 
responsibility at the summons of the girl at Rosie's, of la llorona. Andrew remains to 
indulge in pleasure, yet the knowledge that he has failed in his responsibility to Narciso 
drives him, finally, away into the death, the world of lost wanderings, of his other 
brothers, Eugene and Leon. 

The experience at Rosie's is equally ambivalent for Antonio. He is at once lured and 
repulsed. It marks for him the beginning of a ritual death as he becomes abruptly aware 
of his own loss of innocence. 

I had seen evil, and so I carried the evil within me.... I had somehow lost my 
innocence and let sin enter into my soul, and the knowledge of God, the 
saving grace, was far away. 

(p. 158) 

The illness which follows is a "long night" as Ultima sits by "powerless in the face of 
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death." 

A long, dark night came upon me in which I sought the face of Go<L but I 
could·not find Him. Even the Virgin and my Saint Anthony would not look at 
my face. · 

... In front of the dark doors ofPurgatory my bleached bones were laid to rest. 

(p. 167) 

But, unlike Andrew's death, Antonio's experience at Rosie's becomes one that leads to 
death and ultimate rebirth. Antonio recovers from his illness, and though the events of 
the spring, of catechism and first communion, do not provide the enlightenment he finds . 
with the carp, Antonio is a new man. His life has changed; he feels older. He faces 
directly the question of the existence of evil, and he is ready to accept his father's 
explanation that "most of the things we call evil are not evil at all; it is just that we don't 
understand those things and so we call them evil. And we fear evil only because we do 
not understand it." (p. 236) Antonio learns to accept the greater reality of life, that he is 
both Marez and Luna, that he does not have to choose one but can be both. He accepts 
his father's explanation that the understanding he failed to find in the Holy Communion 
will come with life. He comes to realize that one's dreal)ls are "usually for a lost 
childhood." (p. 237) More importantly, he learns from ffitima that "the tragic 
consequences of life can be overcome by the magical strength that resides in the human 
heart." (p. 237) 

Antonio spends the summer working on the farms with his uncles in El Puerto. Finally, 
as he struggles to get back to Guadalupe and his family to warn ffitima ofTenorio's 
threat when his second daughter dies, Antonio encounters la l/orona once more: 

· With darkness upon me I had to leave the brush and run up in the hills, just 
along the tree line.... Over my shoulder the moon rose from the east and 
lighted my way. Once I ran into a flat piece of bottom land, and what seemed 
solid earth by the light of the moon was a marshy quagmire. The wet 
quicksand sucked me down and I was almost to my waist before I squirmed 
loose. Exhausted and trembling I crawled onto solid ground. As I rested I felt 
the gloom of night settle on the river. The dark presence of the river was like 
a shrou<L enveloping me, calling to me. The drone of the gri.Ilos and the sigh 
of the wind in the trees whispered the call of the soul of the river. 

Then I heard an owl cry its welcome to the night, and I was reminded again of 
my purpose. The owl's cry reawakened Tenorio's threat ... 

(p. 243-44) 
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Free of the call of la 1/orona, of the "dark presence of the river" which called to him, 
Antonio runs "with new resolution." He runs "to save illtima" and "to preserve those 
moments when beauty mingled with sadness and flowed through [his] soul like the 
stream of time." Antonio leaves the river and runs across the llano feeling a new 
lightness, "like the wind" as his strides "carried [him] homeward." (p. 244) No longer 
does he feel the pain in his side, the thorns of the cactus or the needles of yucca that 
pierced his legs and feet. Yet Antonio knows his childhood is over as the report of 
Tenorio's rifle shatters it "into a thousand fragments." (p. 245) 

Antonio has come home to himself. He has eluded the death call of la 1/orona, and as he 
buries the owl, Ultima's spirit;he takes on the responsibility of the future in which he 
knows he must "build [his] own dream out of those things which were so much a part of 
[his] childhood." (p. 248) Antonio has avoided annihilation on the sheer cliffs of the 
Wandering Rocks--the fate ofhis brothers--and he has moved through the narrow strait 
and evaded the menace of Scylla and Charybdis as he comes to face the reality ofhis 
manhood. 

Notes 

1Rudolfo A. Anaya, Bless Me, Ultima (Berkeley, Calif.: Quinto Sol, 1972), p. 23. All 
quotations from Bless Me, Ultima are from this edition; page numbers will henceforth be 
cited in parentheses within the text. 

2Joseph Campbell, The Masks ofGod: Primitive Mythology, notes the association 
. between the water image in mythology and "goddesses, mermaids, witches, and sirens," 

who may represent either the "life-threatening" or "life-furthering" aspect of the water. 
The use ofwater imagery to represent the theme of rebirth, Campbell says, is a 
"mythological universal" imprinted at the moment ofbirth when "the congestion of 
blood and sense, of suffocation experienced by the infant before its lungs commence to 
operate give rise to a brief seizure of terror, the physical effects of which ... tend to 
occur, more or less strongly, whenever there is an abrupt moment of fright. ... The birth 
trauma, as an archetype of transformation, floods with considerable emotional effect the 
brief moment of loss of security and threat of death that accompanies any crisis of 
radical change. In the imagery of mythology and religion this birth ( or more often 
rebirth) theme is extremely prominent; in fact every threshold passage--not only this 
from the darkness of the womb to the light of the sun, but also those from childhood to 
adult life and from the light of the world to whatever mystery of darkness may lie 
beyond the portal of death--is comparable to a birth and has been ritually represented, 
practically everywhere, through an imagery of re-entry into the womb." (New York: 
Viking Press, 1959), pp. 61-62. 

3 .
See Harold Bloom's commentary on "The Book ofThel" in The Poetry and Prose of 

William Blake, ed. David V. Erdman, (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1965), pp. 807-
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08. 

Source: Jane Rogers, "The Function of the La Llorona Motif in Rudolfo Anaya's Bless 
Me, Ultimo," in Latin American Literary Review, Vol. V, No. I 0, Spring-Summer, 1977, 
pp. 64-69. 

Source Database: Contemporary Literary Criticism 
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University of Ne~· w!exico, 1993--. 
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1981; honorary doctorates from universities in~luding 
University of New Mexico, 1981, and 1996, Iv[arycrest 
College, 1984, College of Santa Fe, 1991, University ofNe\V 
England, 1992, California Lutheran LTniversity, 1994, and 
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.Association ofChicano scholar, and ChampiQn ofChange 
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International, 1972. 
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• (Editor, with Francisco Lomeli) Aztlan: Essays on the 
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Gui de for "Bless Me, Ultima" by Rudolfo .Anaya, Eask.in 
Press ( Austin, TX), 1997. 

• Billy the Kid (play), produced at La Casa featro, July 11, 
1997. 

• Angie (play}, produced at La Casa Teatro, July 10, 1998. 

• Conversations with Rudolfo Anaya, edite,i by Bruce Dick 
and Silvio Sirias, University Press of Iviississippi 
(Jackson, MS), 1998. 
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(New ·yo~ N''t), 2000. 

i\uthor ofunproduced play "Rosa Linda," for the Corporation 
for Public Broadcasting; author ofunpublished and 
unproduced dramas for the Visions Project, KCET-TV (Los 
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reviews to periodicals in the United States anc. abroad, 
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CRITIQUE: Studies in Contemporary Fiction, Wntr 2004 v45 i2 pl 15(14) 

"Jason's Indian": Mexican Americans and the denial of indigenous ethnicity in 
Anaya's Bless Me, Ultima. (Rudolfo Anaya)(Critical Essay) Caminero-Santangelo, 
Marta. 

Full Text: COPYRIGHT 2004 Held.ref Publications 

Although Rudolfo Anaya's Bless Me, Ultima is regarded as a classic of Chicano/Latino 
literature and even of ethnic American literature generally, (1) "ethnicity". is not a theme 
that is foregrounded in the novel. The resulting critical and pedagogical problem is no 
minor matter. The scholarship ·of ethnic literature typically not only expects but also 
assumes that ethnic American novels have something important to say about being 
"ethnic" or bicultural in the United States. Further, ethnic texts are often taught with an e~ 
to what they might reveal--especially to monocultural students-about the specific cultura 
situation from which these works emerge. (2) Yet the narrative ofUltima, in the form of, 
bildungsroman, is driven by issues ofpersonal identity that do not seem connected to the 
larger social and identity issues at the heart of the Chicano movement of the 1960s and 
early 1970s--a movement that strove to construct and celebrate an ethnic identity on the 
basis of mestizaje ("hybridity") and the recovery of an indigenous past. The struggle of 
illtima's young protagonist Antonio ( or Tony) Marez to negotiate a dual inheritance, the 
elements ofwhich seem incompatible ifnot mutually exclusive, may call to mind Gloria 
Anzaldua's description of the mestiza who also negotiates apparently incompatible aspect 
of identity: "The new mestiza copes by developing a tolerance for contradictions, a 
tolerance for ambiguity. She learns to be an Indian in Mexican culture, to be Mexican fro: 
an Anglo point ofview. She learns to juggle cultures. She has a plural personality 
[ ... ]" (79). But, unlike Anzaldua's application of the theories of the postmodern subject to 
the particular sociohistorical situation of the Chicana, Anaya's representation of identity 
conflict appears highly personal-a family matter without larger implications for Chicano: 
The Marez men, Antonio's father's family, are associated with the freedom of the vaquerc 
("cowboy") who roams the expansive llano ("plain"); the Lunas, his mother's family, are 
linked with the more stable life of farming. The conflict for Antonio is whether he will 
become a vaquero, following in the footsteps of the Marez men, or a farmer like his Luna 
uncles-or even a priest, his fervently Catholic mother's dearest wish. 

These alternatives seem strikingly disconnected from the ethnic conflicts (Spanish versus 
indigenous, Mexican/Chicano versus Anglo) that served as the historical and contempora: 
context for the Chicano movement. Genaro M. Padilla, looking back on the body of critic 

~ reaction to the novel more than a decade ago, observed "Many critics objected to Bless 
Me, Ultima (I 972) on the grounds that it seemed non-referential even though it was set in 
a definable historical moment in a New Mexican village." (3) There was simply no 
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obvious connection to "the social contexts of the novel" (Padilla 128). (4) Unlike the muc 
earlier Chicano bi1dungsroman Pocho (1959) by Jose Antonio Villarreal that dealt with 
issues of assimilation and integration versus cultural preservation, Bless Me, IBtima 
contains no such struggles; no obvious or foregrounded "Anglo" influences are trying to 
Americanize Antonio at the expense ofhis Mexican roots. Passing references to Antonio' 
education in the English language and the "old people [who] did not accept the new 
language"(l80) or to bis discomfort when he brings a lunch of tortillas to school and is 
mocked by children with "sandwiches[... ] made of bread" (58) seem tangential-perhaps 
even irrelevant--to the core identity conflict of the novel. As Juan Bruce-Novoa decisive!: 
states, "Antonio is not tom between an Anglo and a Chicano world, but between two way 
ofbeing Chicano[... ]" (183). Furthermore, although the latter part ofBruce-Novoa's 
statement might evoke fissures in a collective Chicano/a identity that Antonio (much like 
Anzaldua's ''New Mestiza") must negotiate, it is hard to see how the particular familial 
choices that are constructed for Tony (e.g., cowboy or priest, valley or plain}°might serve 
this kind of "referential" capacity. ( 5) 

Perhaps responding to the implied censure of the novel for not being "Chicano 
enough" (Cantu 13), some critics have focused on its ostensible ethnic "content"-those 
elements ofilltima that serve as "ethnic markers," .including bilingualism and code
switching as well as folklore or pagan figures like la Llorona and the golden carp. (6) 
Indeed, it is by now a critical commonplace in Anaya scholarship that Bless Me, Ultima 
"draws deeply on Native American mythology" (Kanoza 160). (7) Such readings, 
however, are more concerned with the in.tluence or traces of indigenous thought and belie 
systems than they are with the ways in which Ultima's ·storyline might comment on 
indigenous or Chicano ethnic identity. Yet a third strain of criticism sidesteps the questio1 
of "ethnicity'' by approaching the novel in terms either of "universal" or of specifically 
Western structures and influences. (8) Thus the thorny question ofjust what, if anything, 
the novel has to say about "ethnicity" and the matter of being Chicano continues to be 
elided. · 

Although I believe that the novel has much to say about Chicana/o ethnicity, I suggest t:ru 
a first and crucial step in interpreting the novel's commentary is to recognize that the 
subject is not dealt with openly. A submerged subtext concerning hybrid, mestizo identit) 
lies beneath the plot ofAntonio's family-based identity conflict, but obscuring this ~btex 
within the narrative is thematical1y ·significant and has been overlooked too long. The 
novel actually concerns the cultural pressures that caused Mexican Americans to deny 
their Indian heritage in the decades--and even centuries-before the Chicano movement 
(after all Bless Me, illtima is not set during the '60s and '70s of the Chicano movement bt 
during World War II). Structurally:, Ultima mirrors those pressures by suppressing issues 
of Native American heritage and masking them with the father-mother conflict. (9) In a 
parallel to Antonio's learning process, readers must follow the traces of "Indian-ness" and 
unearth what has been repressed. · 

Perhaps the easiest way into the ethnic content of the text is not through Antonio's familic 
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identity conflict but through his religious struggles. As countless scholars have already 
noted, Antonio weighs the Catholic church against the golden carp, a pagan god vaguely 
associated with indigenous beliefs. One of the lessons that Antonio must learn on the roac 
to maturity is that elements of Catholicism and paganism can be combined to form a new. 
hybrid religion. He rejects the colonialist imposition of Catholic conversion onto pagans 
that is mimed in the scene in which the other children demand that Florence, a nonbelieve: 
confess his sins and submit to the Catholic faith: 

"Give him a penance! Make him ask for forgiveness for those terribJ 
things he said about God!" Agnes insisted. They were gathering 
behind me now, I could feel their presence and their hot, bitter 
breath. They wanted me to be their leader; they wanted me to punist 
Florence. 

"Make his penance hard," Rita leered. 

"Make him kneel and we'll all beat him," Ernie suggested. 

"Yeah, beat him!" Bones said wildly. 

"Stone him! " 

"Beat him 1 " 

"Kill him ' '" 

They circled around me and advanced on Florence, their eyes 
flashing with the thought of the punishment they would impose on 
the nonbeliever. (213) 

When Antonio refuses to play the role of punishing priest in this scene, the children tum 
on him, shouting: nGive him the Indian torture!" (214). The scene's historical parallel is, c 
course, the efforts by Spanish colonizers to force conversion of the indigenous peoples of 
New Mexico. (The term "Indian torture" is wonderfully ambiguous; although the childrer 
no doubt believe that "Indian torture" is torture administered by Indians, their own acts 
serve as a reminder and distant echo of the torture exacted on Indians.) Antonio rejects th 
dogmatic imposition of religious adherence. As aresult, Florence later tells him, "You 
could never be their priest" (215). Instead, by the end of the novel, Antonio opts for 
religious hybridity; he discovers that he can take "God and the golden carp--and make 
something new" (247). 

Antonio fails utterly to recognize that the sort of religious syncretism that he envisions as 
solution to his dilemma has already taken place. A hybrid religion is a reality for Mexicar 
and Mexican Americans, who routinely incorporate aspects of belief. systems inherited 
from Native American ancestors with the Catholicism imposed by the Spanish conqueror; 
fu one of Antonio's dream, the "ethnic" religious conflict is linked to the familial conflict 
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as he begs, "Oh please tell me which is the water that runs through my veins," and his 
parents give opposing responses: 

It is the sweet water of the moon, my mother crooned softly, it is 
the water the Church chooses to make holy and place in its font. It 
is the water of your baptism. 

Lies, lies, my father laughed, through your body runs ( ... ] the 
water that binds you to the pagan god of Cico, the golden 
carp! (120) 

The mother demands allegiance to Catholic rites in the dream, and pagan beliefs such as 
faith in the golden carp are here associated with the father. Later in the novel, Antonio's 
father Gabriel expresses preference for an Indian burial ceremony over a Catholic burial i 
a casket (233); and Antonio tells us that from his father (along with illtima) he has learne 
an appreciation of the interconnectedness ofman with the "noble expanse of land and air 
and pure, white sky" (228)--a lesson surely meant to.be inflected by Native American 
spirituality. Yet the Marez family, the story insists more than once:> is descended from 
conquistadors and would more logically be associated with Spanish Catholicism. Althou~ 
Antonio's mother battles his father on Catholic versus pagan grounds in his symbolic 
dream, in actuality she holds Ultima, a curandera, in the highest regard and actually asks 
for her help in the matter of the curse on Antonio's uncle. For Antonio's mother, 
Catholicism and IBtima's pagan form of spirituality are not incompatible, regardless of 
how Antonio might represent her in his dream. What Antonio constructs as a simple eithe 
or dichotomy is infinitely more complicated, with each supposed "side" a hybrid and 
contradictory construction bearing traces ofa creative syncretism that was part of the 
history of colonial New Mexico: 

Because the I ndians were deeply religious anyway, they followed mar 
Chris tian teachings perfectly[ ... ]. Only one God was placed before 
them, but the many Christian saints, and especially the Virgin de 
Guadalupe, found ready acceptance by a people accustomed to a 
pantheon. Baptism, rituals, ceremonies, ·prayers, fasting, 
confessions, heaven, hell, and purgatory were not new concepts to 
the Indians and were thus easily adopted[ ... ]. When possible, 
missionaries incorporated Indian practices to teach Catholic dogma 
( ... ]. For example, in pre-Columbian times towns honored a patron 
deity with a processional. The clerics staged the affair on the 
already established day but replaced Indian idols with Christian 
saints; thus, a mixed Lndian-Spanish ceremony evolved [ ... ]. 
(Vigil 71-72) 

It has been widely acknowledged that the synthesis Ultima advocates as a solution to 
Antonio's struggles points precisely toward the (already achieved) historical solution of 
syncretism and hybridity. What has gone virtually without commentary, yet is surely 
significant, is that Anaya represents this hybridity as obscured, so repressed that Antonio 
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does not see it; he understands each of his dual heritages as pure and nonoverlapping and 
\ 
) 

"discovers" hybridity as though it were a new solution. 

Particularly problematic, as I have been hinting all along, is that nowhere in the novel is 
Indian heritage explicitly mentioned as a part ofAntonio's conflicted identity. Yet, as 
Roberto Cantu notes, Antonio's "conflictive genealogy" is "generally understood to be 
Spanish and Indian" ( 40). We can speculate that such a tacit understanding might come 
from readers' presumptions about Chicana/a literature generally or about Anaya 
specifically; it certainly does not come from the text. (10) Antonio's father's family 
identifies its ancestors exclusively as conquistadors; his mother also describes hers as 
"colonizers"-although> in her case> Mexican rather than Spanish: "They were the first 
colonizers of the Llano Estacado. It was the Lunas who carried the charter from the 
Mexican government to settle the valley" (52). It is certainly not the Lunas' Indian or eve1 
mestizo heritage that is emphasized through this history. Mexican land grant policy after 
independence from Spain in 1821 was "to increase the size of land grants to individuals o 
groups who would settle on the dangerous frontiers> to enclose enclaves of [ ... ] Indian 
nomads, and to drive others of them beyond the edge of a moving occupance line" (Cline 
17). The Centralist Mexican government that took control in 1836, likewise, did not 
"recognize native rights to Mexican public lands; so far as they had a view at all> the 
government officials shared a developing Mexican opinion, current to the Mexican 
Revolution of 1910> that Indians were a drag on progress and the sooner they disappeared 
the better for the nation" (Cline 18). In other words, the Mexicans who colonized New 
Mexico, much as the Spanish before them> saw themselves as distinct from and in 
opposition to the Indians ( despite their own mestizo inheritance). (11) 

That sense of Indians as fully Other is surely what activates Gabriel's reaction to his 
children's use of "gosh" and "okay": "What good does an education do them[... if] they 
only learn to speak like Indians[?]" (54). The father's response is remarkable in that it 
displaces Anglo influence, identifying the "foreignness" of the words instead as 
"Indian" (perhaps to him a less threatening alternative than the pressing forces of 
assimilation to the dominant Anglo culture). All this suggests the degree to which Indian 
heritage, far from being represented as one of the competing aspects in Antonio's 
conflictive genealogy is actually so obscured that the characters understand "Indian" as 
"alien." 

Even Ultima, generally understood by critics as deeply in touch with indigenous 
spirituality (from IBtima, for example, Antonio learns that "even the plants had a spirit, 
and before I dug she made me speak to the plant and tell it why we pulled it from its horn 
in the earth" [391) apparently does not acknowledge a common ancestry with Indians. 
Antonio explains that Ultima "spoke to me of the common herbs and medicines we share, 
with the Indians of the Rio del Norte. She spoke of the ancient medicines of other tribes, 
;hp A7tPr.~~ Mi:iv~~ ~n<l E":ven of those in the old. old countrv. the Moors. But I did not 
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suggestion is that Mexican Americans ("we") share herbs and medicine~ with those of 
native cultures, rather than having drawn their knowledge precisely from those cultures. I 
other words, the passage distressingly seems to imply that even Ultim~ connected as she 
to Indian spirituality, fails to recognize a common heritage with Indians--until one realize 
that IBtima's words are reported through Antonio, who was so uninterested in the whole 
issue of any resemblance to Indians that he "did not listen" (and so is perhaps heating 
IBtima only incompletely). Antonio views IBtima's lesson about "ancient" tribes as 
absolutely tangential to his central concerns. 

IfAntonio's identity crisis is in fact meant to represent the tensions of being of both 
Spanish and Native American heritage, why did Anaya not make Antonio's Indian ancestJ 
more explicit? I suggest that Anaya supplies the cue for interpreting this silence in his bri, 
but mysterious anecdote about "Jason's Indian": "He was the only Indian of the town, and 

· he talked only to Jason. Jason's father had forbidden Jason to talk to the Indian, he had 
beaten him, he had tried in every way to keep Jason from the Indian. But Jason 
persisted" (10). Jason's Indian raises several critical questions. Given that the novel is set 
in Guadalupe, a New Mexican town inhabited at least in part by Mexican Americans (tha
is, by a mestizo population), why does the narrative so strongly assert irreconcilable and 
absolute ethnic difference here ("the only Indian of the town")? Why is Jason's father 
trying so ·vehemently-indeed, so violently--to keep Jason from him? (12) What is the 
critical significance of Jason's persistence--never mentioned again in the novel--of talkin~ 
to the Indian? In virtually the only critical discussion to date of this enigmatic passage (yt 
one that ignores the possible.implications for Chicano mestizo identity), Roberto Cantu 
observes that, although it is said that the Indian speaks only to Jason, it turns out, 
contradictorily, that the Indian speaks to quite a few other characters. Cantu poses the 
additional question: "Why does Antonio a:ffrrm that the Indian talks 'only to Jason'[... ] 
when obviously that is not the truth?" (17). (13) 

As one ofthe two moments in the text in which the presence of Native Americans is mad, 
explicit (the other, which I discuss later, concerns the curse laid on the ghosts of three 
murdered Indians), the apparently tangential and inconsequential passage about Jason's 
Indian actually reveals much. For one thing, it underscores that the Mexican Americans o 
Guadalupe (and for that matter, ofLas Pasturas, the original home of the Marez family) 
have buried any memory of their Indian ancestry. They do not see themselves as Indian
even in part-so Jason's Indian is regarded as the "only Indian of the town," (Perhaps this 
passage echoes the Mexican land grant policy toward Indians, which viewed them as quit 
separate and distinct from Mexicans.) In other words, the anecdote dramatizes Mexican 
Americans' deeply entrenched denial of Indian ancestry before the Chicano movement. B 
this denial of indigenous heritage is hardly unproblematic; the force necessary to maintaii 
it is suggested by Jason's father, who beats Jason in an effort to "keep [him] from the 
Indian." Only through a violent act of repression can the connection of Mexican 
Americans to their Indian ancestry (symbolized here by Jason's intense desire to 
communicate with the Indian) stay buried. And as Cantu observes, the text elsewhere 
implies that Jason's Indian does talk to others in the town, specifically to pass on 
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information about the golden carp (Cantu 17); perhaps these hints suggest metaphorically 
that, through such oral transmission, fragments of Indian belief systems persist, despite 
denial and repression. 

In their essay "Return to Aztlan: The Chicano Rediscovers His Indian Past," Guillermo 
Lux and Maurilio E. Vigil review the powerful pressures toward assimilation against 
which the Chicano movement reacted. (14) The denial ofNative American heritage had i1 
roots in the Mexican "colonial tradition of being pro-White (Spanish or other European) 
and anti-indian'' (96) and was given an additional dimension in the United States where 
Mexican Americans had to 

struggle to overcome pernicious, cruel and misleading stereotypes 
which have been created by Anglo society through· motion pictures ar 
other mass media. [ ... T]he Indian [ ... ] has been cast as savage, 
mean, and treacherous. [ ... N]ot only was the Mexican American 
impelled to shed his Mexican-ness [ ... ], but he has not been able 
even to begin to consider his Indian origins." (94, emphasis added) 
(15) 

Lux and Vigil further explain: 

For the person who may not_physiologically appear distinctive or 
different it is relatively easy to pass for white. For the 
distinctive person, the mestizo, the recourse must be "my family 
descended from the conquistadores; we are Hispanos, Spanish." (97, 
emphasis added). (16) 

That claim cannot help but remind us ofAntonio's father, who is drawn to beliefs that the 
novel labels pagan yet insists that the Marez men were "conquistadores" (25). 

It is important to note that although Antonio clearly lmows about his conquistador 
ancestors (in the sense that he knows about his "past"), news of an even more distant past 
causes him great anxiety. Early in the novel illtima attempts to give Antonio a history 
lesson: 

"Long ago," she would smile, "long before you were a dream, long 
before the train came to Las Pasturas, before the Lunas cam.e to 
their valley, before the great coronado ,built his bridge--" Then 
her voice would trail off and my thoughts would be lost in the 
labyrinth of a time and history I did not know. (40) 

This scene underscores the degree to which Ultima takes on the role ofhistorical mentor 
for Antonio, hinting at a past of which he is ignorant. Antonio hears more about his histo1 
from the people ofLas Pasturas who come to Guadalupe for supplies: 

[A]lways the talk would return to stories of the old days [ ... ]. 
The first pioneers there were sheepherders. Then they imported here 
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of cattle from Mexico and became vaqueros. [ ... ] They were the fir~ 
cowboys in a wild and desolate land which they took from the 
Indians. Then the railroad came. The barbed wire came. The songs, 
the corridos became sad, and the meeting of the people from Texas 
with my forefathers was full of blood, murder, and tragedy. The 
people were uprooted. They looked around one day and found 
themselves closed in. The freedom of land and sky they had known we 
gone. Those people could not live without freedom and so they packE 
up and moved west. They became migrants. (125} 

The fascinating part of this history is what Antonio does not learn from it. The stories tha 
the people from Las Pasturas tell is about the history of their confrontation with Anglos, 
who take their land and obliterate their freedom. Yet the vaqueros themselves, the stories 
almost inadvertently reveal, took the land from the Indians, obliterating their freedom. Tb 
historical lesson embedded in the stories is about the parallels between Anglo and 
Spanish/Mexican colonization, but neither the people ofLas Pasturas nor Antonio hear th 
lesson. The taking of "their" land is belabored as a tragedy; the taking of the land from th, 
Indians is mentioned only in passing, as a sort of "background" to the real story. On the 
other hand, Anaya, writing from the context of the Chicano movement with its renewed 
interest in the history of colonization and the violence done to indigenous peoples, is 
surely aware of, and intends, the historical lesson that his characters fail to apprehend. 

This particular history surfaces again later in the novet when Ultima is called to remove , 
curse plaguing the Tellez household. Explaining the curse's origins, Ultima narrates: 

A long time ago, [ ... ] the llano of the Agua Negra was the land of 
the Comanche Indians. Then the comancheros came, then 'the Mexican 
with his flocks--many years ago three Comanche Indians raided the 
flocks of one man, and this man was the grandfather of Tellez. 
Tellez gathered the other Mexicans around him and they hanged the 
three Indians. They left the bodies strung on a tree; they did not 
bury them according to their custom. Consequently, the three souls 
were left to wander on that ranch. {227) 

In the condensed historical narrative that opens this passage, the Indians are semantically 
supplanted first by the comancheros--traders from Spanish settlements who exchanged 
goods with Comanche camps (Anderson 231)--and then by the "Mexican with his flocks, ' 
suggesting a gradual ceding of the land. Once again, the history of land takeover seems tc 
be told almost in passing, as "background"; but the background is more intimately 
connected to the m:ain thrust of the story (the origins of the curse). The violence inflicted 
on the Comanche Indians is quite viyjdly metaphorized in the brutal hanging by Tellez's 
ancestor and is not justified within the text by the Indians' raid, which is itself only an 
outcome of their loss of land to Mexicans. The central focus in the passage is the violenct 

___J and desecration of the hanging and improper burial, not the criminality of the raid. 

Interestingly, the Indians who "haunt" Tellez's household are specifically identified in the 
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novel as Comanche, rather than Aztec or Mayan. (That is, they do not share a genealogy 
with the Mexicans who killed them.) As Lux and Vigil point out, the Comanches were 
enemies of Mexicans descended from Aztecs and were identified as "indios 
barbaros" (barbaric Indians); this identification provided ideological sanction to the 
cooperation of Mexican mestizos with Anglo settlers in their "campaigns against los indic 
barbaros" (95). Ultimately, of course, the Anglos did not draw fine distinctions between 
different native peoples: the "only good Indian was a dead Indian" (Lux and Vigil 95). 
Thus the Mexican identification of Comanches as "barbarians" became a factor in the 
suppression ofMexican "Indian-ness." Teresa McKenna observes that Aluri~ one of th, 
major early literary figures of the Chicano movement, "helped define and foster the notio: 
of 'Amerindia,' which connotes the unification ofall Indian peoples into one creative, 
political, and social force" (16). One aspect of the Chicano movement, then, was to reject 
the divisions and antagonisms among different indigenous peoples that from the beginnin 
had aided in their conquest and continuing suppression. It is notable that, although the 
spirits of the Indians are now wreaking havoc on the Tellez family (hot skillets and coffe( 
pots fly in the air and bum them; rocks rain on their rooftop), Anaya takes great pains to 
shift responsibility for the "evil" from the Indians to the wicked Trementina sisters (the 
central antagonists and villains throughout the novel), who have placed a curse on them. 
The Comanche Indians ofAnaya's text are not ( counter to eighteenth-and nineteenth
century representations of the~) barbaric or savage; they are simply responding to a threz 
to their way of life. 

Because they have been unjustly killed and improperly buried, they do not stay dead but 
return to haunt their killers. As Kathleen Brogan writes about ghostly hauntings in ethnic 
literature, "To be haunted in this literature is to know, viscerally, how specific cultural 
memories that seem to have disappeared in fact refuse to be buried and still shape the 
present, in desirable and in troubling ways" (16). Read in connection with the anecdote 
about Jason's Indian=- the scene of the three Indian spirits begins to take on a larger 
symbolic •significance, along the lines of the "return of the repressed." The town continue: 
to want to deny, suppress, and repress its Indian-ness, but that Indian-ness will not stay 
dead; Jason, for one=- returns to rediscover it. Incidents of "cultural haunting," Brogan telli 
us, "figure prominently [in ethnic literature] wherever people must reconceive a 
fragmented, partially obliterated history, looking to a newly imagined past to redefine 
themselves for the future" (29). (17) Anaya's novel, published at the height of the 

Chicano movement, is engaged in precisely such an endeavor; it provides the submerged 
pieces of a "fragmented, partially obliterated history" that must be constructed into the 
"newly imagined past" of indigenous identity that "redefined" Chicanos/as after the 
movement. In other words, it fully participates in the imaginative project of the Chicano 
movement: to lay the groundwork for an understanding of Chicanas/os as a "people." 

~ ':onsequently, it is possible to read Anaya's novel as sharing the larger essentialism that 
often characterized the movement. As Michael Hames-Garcia explains=- the push towards 
cultural nationalism in the 1960s and early 1970s "often resulted in an injunction for 
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Chicano artists to find artistic and liberatory truth in highly idealized visions ofan 
authentic indigenous past. [ ... hnages of an] essential (masculine) 'Indian-ness' represente 
the essence of Chicano identity" (466). However, although Anaya offers a renewed 
exploration of indigenous identity as a possible grounds for Chicano/a identity, what is 
dramatized in Bless Me, Ultima is the process by which identity--including ethnic identit 
-is a social construct that is continually being reconstructed. Indigenous identity has no 
part in the characters' understanding of their ethnic identity in the novel, despite the 
possibilities of genealogical ties, suggesting that what has determined their ethnic reality : 
the pressure of specific social forces, rather than some sort of essentialism. From this 
point, it is no great leap to the observation that even the cultural nationalist "essentialism'' 
that would privilege indigenous identity was a response to a particular social situation. Tt. 
history ofnative peoples subjected to dual conquests (by Spain and the United States) 
rendered indigenousness a powerful symbol and rallying point for a movement that 
grounded its struggles for economic and social justice in an oppositional (rather than 
assimilationist) stance. 

In this way we can read, behind a boy's personal and individual bildungsroman of 
negotiating between his mother and his father, a complicated story of the recovery projec1 
instrumental in constructing a Chicano consciousness. Just as Antonio's development to 
maturity is not complete by the novel's end, so also the process of identity (re)constructio: 
is an ongoing process, rather than one that is fully accomplished at the novel's conclusion 
As Antonio comme~.ts, quite obliquely> after he has heard the story of the Indians: "And 
there is also the dark, mystical past, I thought, the past of the people who lived here and 
left their traces in the magic that crops out today" (229). Antonio is now paying more 
attention to a particular past that he had neglected before (for example, when he "did not 
listen" to Ultima's lesson about what "We" share with Indian peoples); and he seems to 
feel less lost in and threatened by "the labyrinth of a time and history I did not know." An 
explicit connection of "the people who lived here" to Antonio himself has yet to be made: 
but at least he now is watching for their traces. 

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS LAWRENCE, KANSAS 

NOTES 

(1.) Articles on Bless Me, IBtima are standardly included in anthologies of criticism on 
U.S. ethnic and U.S. Latino and Latina literature, such as Hispanic-American Writers (pa 
of the Chelsea House "Modem Critical Views" series edited by Harold Bloom) or 
Teaching American Ethnic Literatures ( eds. John R. Maitino and David R. Peck). Delia 
Poey has noted that Anaya's Bless Me, Ultima and Sandra Cisneros's The House on Man! 
Street "have become 'representative' of Chicano and Latina/o literature" (202) and are 
often "the only Latina/o works assigned in[... ] Multicultural Liter~e and Contempor~ 

,, American Literature syllabi" (204). 

(2.) See for example Jussawalla, who also discusses the teaching of Bless Me, illtima, ani 
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Dasenbrock, who treats as a given the idea that "Multicultural works of literature are 
multicultural [ ... ] in having multiculturalism as part of their subject matter and 
theme" (18). In their introduction, Majtino and Peck focus on the "stories of assimilation 
and resistance, of immigration and oppression" and the themes "ofmarginality, identity, 
[ and] alienation" found in ethnic literature-in other words, on those stories and themes 
that are explicitly about the situation ofbeing ethnic ( 4). 

(3.) Hector Calderon, a prominent representative of this line of criticism, has interpreted 
Bless Me Ultima as a "flight from history" to a nostalgic and innocent "Golden 
Age" ("Chicano Romanc:e," 86, 88) in which mythic concerns substitute for-and erase-
historical ones. Calderon also censured Anaya's novel on the grounds that it is 
"individualistic" in its concentration on the "Hispanic version of the Oedipal triangle of 
father, mother and son" ("The Novel," 112) at the expense of larger communal issues. 

(4.) Horst Tonn is one of the few critics who disagrees with this assessment, claiming tha 
in fact, Bless Me, Ultima is centrally concerned with sociohistorical issues. Tonn argues 
that Anaya's novel is about the "pressing need for adaptation in the vision of the collectiv, 
identity" in response to the dramatic changes occurring in both the novel's moment of 
representation and its moment of production (5). Although he reviews the specific 
historical events that form the backdrop for Ultima's plot (World War II and the atomic 
bomb) as well as those that co:r,.stitute the immediate coil.text for its publication (the Civil 

) Rights Movement, the Chicano fieldworkers' strike, land ownership claims in New 
Mexico, and the "Chicano Moratorium 11

), he falls to elaborate on what specific sorts of 
adaptation are suggested by the novel or even what precise version of "collective identity' 
it invokes; nor does he provide any real explanation of the connection between the novel'! 
moment ofproduction and its themes. Thus he does not pose a strong challenge to readini 
Ultima as, at least at face value, divorced from the pressing issues of the Chicano 
movement. 

(5.) Some critics nevertheless elide these difficulties by sin1ply assuming some connecti01 
between the familial struggle and the conflicting ethnic heritages that form Chicano 
identity. Thomas Vallejos, for example, moves seamlessly from the Marez-Luna clash to 
the "syncretic mestizo culture" of Chicanos (9). Enrique Lamadrid asserts that the family 
conflict is a "cultural" one on the grounds that the two families have different 
"cultures" ( e.g., agricultural versus pastoral) and reads Bless Me, Ultima as a "dialectical 
exploration of the contradictions between lifestyles and cultures" (154), thus vaguely 
evoking the Chicano/ Anglo ( or perhaps Spanish/indigenous) context. Along the same 
lines, Paul Beekman Taylor asserts without textual explanation that the "blend of vaquerc 
and farmer" in Anaya's Heart ofAztlan is "a m~trix for an 1\.nglo-Chicano mestizo 
culture" (26). 

,__) (6.) Robert Franklin Gish, for example, focuses on "la Llorona" and ."curanderismo" to 
make his case that "Anaya's novels (especially Ultima) can be read as[... ] affirming 
Anaya's belief in the poetic rendering of one's ethnic identity and heritage[ ... ]" (128). 
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Willard Gingerich concentrates on Anaya's bilingual writing style as a key to the text's 
"ethnic" content: "the analysis of language style in Chicano literature[ ...] could provide, i 
short, the clearest window" to the writer's "unique vision of Chicanismo" (207-08). 

(7 .) See Bus, Lattin, and Parr. 

(8.) See for example Holton, Ha~ (who, despite the promise of its title, has nothing 
specific to say about Chicano/a or Latino/a culture), Taylor, and Kanoza ~e latter, 
ironically, also takes for granted the novel's indigenous "content," pointing out that "Bies: 
Me, Ultima has earned acclaim for its 'cultural uniqueness' and is lauded for such 
distinctive Chicano features as its use of Aztec myth and symbol[... ]" (160). Lamadrid is 
similarly contradictory in his approach, claiming that Anaya's writing "shows the greatest 
promise [in New Mexican literature] of transcending the limitations ofnarrow regionalisr 
and ethnic literatures" (151), yet simultaneously malcing reference to Anaya's use of 
"indigenous materials" (151) and to his treatment of "historical forces, from the 
colonization of Hispanic farmers and ranchers to the coming of the Anglos[... ]" (154), 
thus obviously invoking what would typically be considered "ethnic" aspects of the novel 
From her title, Jane Rogers would seem to belong to the "indigenous influences" camp of 
scholars, but she is more properly placed in the "Western/Universal" camp, as the book 
uses an entirely Western frame ofreference. She never mentions the possible indigenous 
roots ofLa Llorona; instead she reads this figure as another manifestation of the sirens in 

') Homer's The Odyssey. 

(9.) My use of the term "Indian" reflects the usage ofboth Bless Me, Ultima and . 
Anzaldua's Borderlands/ La Frontera. I also wish to respect recent efforts by the 
indigenous peoples ofNorth America to reappropriate this term. Thus I use "Indian" 
interchangeably with "Native American." 

(10.) In a striking misreading of the novel that testifies to how easily a Native American 
component to Antonio's identity crisis is taken for granted without an actual textual basis: 
Glen A. Newkirk writes, "The action of the novel centers on Tony's attempt to achieve 
self-identity in a world of conflicting forces. In his community he must synthesize his 
Hispanic roots with the 'magic' of the letters of the Anglo School and the legends told by 
his Indian friends, Cico, Samuel and Florence'' (143). Newkirk simply assumes that any c 
Tony's friends who are atheist or worshippers of the golden carp-that is, non-Catholics-
are "Indian," although the novel explicitly states that "Jason's Indian [ ... ] was the only 
Indian of the town" (10). Less egregiously, Feroza Jussawalla identifies Bless Me, Ultimc 
as one of several bildungsromans in which the "main characters' essential knowledge" is 
"an awareness of their rootedness within their cultures"; specifically in Ultima, Antonio 
learns "that the rituals of the Native Americans provide more comfort than Anglo
American Catholicism and its education" (222). Such a reading ignores Antonio's strikin~ 

,~_) lack of awareness of any Native American component to his own culture. To the degree t, 
which he is made aware ofNative American influences at all, it is as influences external t 
his culture, which he may or may not decide to adopt. 
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(11.) In many ways, earlier Spanish policy regarding land grants was more flexible towar• 
Indians than subsequent Mexican policy. An Indian settlement with "claims and 
documents to show that it had existed under orderly government, and [which] indicated 
that its people would be loyal subjects" to Spain, could be granted a "royal merced, the 
land title of that town"; stable Indian settlements were distinguished from nomadic 
"hostile" Indians under Spanish policy (Cline 13-16). In contrast, when Mexico achieved 
independence, "Many of the distinctions among Indian groups which earlier underlay 
Spanish practices had been forgotten or were now generally disregarded" (Cline 17-18). 

(12.) Roberto Cantu notes that although Jason, his father, ·and the Indian all reappear as 
characters in Anaya's Heart of Aztlan, the father's disapproval of the Indian has vanished 
(17)--and, I would add, with it the theme ofrepression of "Indian-ness" as an aspect of 
Chicano identity. 

(13.) Cantu's rather unsatisfactory conclusion is that Antonio is an "unreliable 
narrator'' (16). 

(14.) Although denial ofNative American heritage has historically been an aspect of 
Mexican culture as well, Lux and Vigil point out that strong pressures in the United State 
to assimilate to an Anglo mod.el created additional, culturally specific forces acting on 
Mexican Americans. Whereas "[i]n Mexico of the 1930s, during the presidency ofLazare 
Cardenas, the Indian origin of the Mexican people was accepted with pride" (94), differin 
political and cultural conditions ensured that an analogous cultural shift among Mexican 
Americans would have to wait until the Chicano movements of the 1960s and 1970s. 

(15.) Here Lux and Vigil echo Armando B. Rendon's Chicano Manifesto, which declared 
in the year before Bless Me, illtima first appeared in print, "We have hardly begun to 
investigate the fathomless inheritance that is ours from our Indian forbears[... ]" (281). 

(16.) Lux and Vigil cite Weiss 471. 

(17 .) Although, as I have suggested, Bless Me, illtima fits perfectly with Brogan's thesis, 
she herself refers to the novel only twice and in passing, connecting it loosely with "La 
Llorona" (3) and with "ghosts who straddle boundaries" (16) and making no mention of 
the episode of the Comanche Indian spirits. 
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"Chicanismo as Memory: The Fictions of Rudolfo Anaya, 
Nash Candelaria, Sandra Cisneros, and Ron Arias" 

Critic: A. Robert Lee 
Source: Memory and Cultural Politics: New Approaches to American Ethnic 
Literatures, edited by Amritjit Singh, Joseph T. Skerrett Jr., and Robert E. 
Hogan, Northeastern University Press, 1996=- pp. 320-39. 
Criticism about: Rudolfo A. Anaya (1937-), also known as: Rudolfo 
Alfonso Anaya, Rudolfo A(lfonso) Anaya, -Rudolfo Anaya 

. Nationality: American 

[(essay date 1996) In thefollowing excerpt, Lee explores the complex matrix of 
historical, geographic, and cultural legacies that underlies Chicano identity, as well as 
the significance ofmemory and remembrance in Chicano literature, particularly in 
Bless Me, Ultima.] 

To John J. Halcon and Maria de la Luz Reyes 

For those ofus who listen to the Earth, and to the old legends and myths of 
the people, the whispers of the blood draw us to our past. 

--Rudolfo A. Anaya, A Chicano in ChinaA Chicano in ChinaChicano in 
China 

Mexican=- the voice in his deep dream kept whispering. Mejicano. Chicano. 

--Nash Candelaria, Memories ofthe Alhambra 

I'm a story that never ends. Pull one string and the whole cloth unravels. 

-Sandra Cisneros, "Eyes of Zapata" 

I might say that I studied Spanish and Hispanic literature ... because I had to 
know more about my past, my historical past. 

--Ron Arias in Bruce-Novoa, Chicano Authors 

Four Chicano storytellers, four calls to legacy :tro less than other American cultural
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formations, chicanismo invites a play of memory coevally personal and collective. If one 
begins with the historical sediment,_ the substrata that have made up Chicano culture, it is 
first to unqerscore the human passage involved, those transitions from past to present 
that its novelists, poets, and dramatists have so remembered when making imagin~d 
worlds out of actual ones·. 

The Olmecs and Mayans provide a founding repositocy, passed-down legends, belief 
systems, alphabets, and an architecture. Los aztecas and the European intrusion of 
Heman Cortes in turn bequeath the very memory of mestizaje, a first joining to be · 
endlessly repeated through time. Mexican Independence in 1821, the Texas-Mexican 
War of 1836, the Mexican-American War of 1846-1848, and above all the Mexican 
Revolution of 1910-1917 again make for histocy as iconography, fact as also inward 
memory. Villa and Zapata, for their parts, supply the epic names, substance, and yet, as · 
always, shadow. Seen from the 1960s and beyond, and to a population burgeoning by 
both birth rate and immigration, it comes as no surprise that Aztlan has found new 
currency, a term of rally and consciousness, yet always a remembrance, a reference back 

to chicanismo's first homeland.1 

Memory, thus, for virtually every Chicano/a, has meant a dramatic crossply, 
Nezahualic6yotl and Moctezuma invoked alongside Lo~ Reyes Catolicos, or La 
Malinche, La Llorona, and La Virgen de Guadalupe alongside Cortes, Coronado, and 
Cabeza de Vaca. It has meant overlapping cuentos ofwar and peace, from the aztecas to 
the conquistadores, or from the Alamo of the Mexican-American conflict to the Los 
Alamos of the atomic bomb. It looks to the transition whereby Alto Mexico became the 
"American" Southwest ofNew Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, California, and Texas. 
Brojeria and curanderismo, likewise, carry a folk pastness into a later Catholicism of 
First Communions and Mass. So rich a human "text" has increasingly found its literary 
equivalent, memory as the pathway into a renaissance of Chicano word and narrative. 

In the same way as a Chicano legacy invokes the rural, a campesino life of crops and 
herding and festival, so does it invoke the urban. Barrios from East Los Angeles to 
Houston, Albuquerque to Denver, bear witness to the history of an estimated 60 percent 
of Chicanos who have now moved into the cities. IfHarlem for African Americans 
carries the residues ofboth Dixie and Manhattan, then an East Los Angeles or Houston 
for Chicanos looks back to both el campo and the exhilarations and losses of inner-city 
life. 

One refraction lies in popular culture, whether mariachi bands or Los Lobos, mural art or 
low-rider cars, work songs or "Latin" rap. Memory, at times nostalgia, it can be 
admitted, runs right through the cultural rebirth of the 1960s, from the music ofRitchie 
Valens to the actos ofLuis Valdez's Teatro Campesino, with, in train, the singing of 
Linda Ronstadt, the comedy of Cheech Marin, and the screenwork and directing of 
Edward James Olmos. In this latter respect, films like La Bamba, Zoot Suit, The Milagro 
Beanfield War, Stand and Deliver, Americ~e, BloodIn, Blood Out (coscripted by 



Jimmy Santiago Baca), and even television's once mooted El Pueblo/LA., for all their 
resemblance to the contemporary, could not have been more permeated by pastness, the 
appeal to shared recollection. 

In like manner there has been the view of Chicano community, even in poverty, as in 
and of itself a kind ofmemorial art form, an inherited pageant of culture and custom. In 
this, Chicano foodways bear an especially ancestral insignia--a now familiar menu of 
chile, frijoles, enchiladas, mole, chimichangas, or tamales. If, however, a single token of 
legacy were needed, it would surely be found in the ristras hanging in almost every 
Chicano home. 

In common with its nuyorriqueno and cubano-americano counterparts, chicanismo also 
involves a past held inside two seemingly parallel but actually deeply unparallel 

languages.2 For under American auspices English has long emerged as the language of 
power, leaving Spanish as the assumed lesser idiom, a signifier of illiteracy or migrant 
outsiderness. Even so, this is anything but to suggest that the two languages have not 
been historically symbiotic. Chicano Spanish, for its part, may resort to the street or 
vernacular cal6 ofpachucos, vatos, and chulas, but it also abounds with borrowed 
anglicisms like watchar ia tele or kikear (the drug habit). American English has in 
mirror fashion long made its own borrowings, like barrio and the all-serving gringo, as 
well as farm or ranch borrowings, like lasso, adobe, bronco, cinch, or sombrero. Endless 
repetition on television and other commercials of food terms like taco, tortilla, and 
nacho has made quite as marked an impact, one language's "history" remembered ( or 
more aptly misremembered) inside another. 

In the case of anglicization~ Chicano memory has been stirred in another way as well. In 
categories like Hispanic or, depending on the user, even the more generally favored 
Hispano or Latino, many have heard the carryover of a note of condescension. "Ethnic" 
likewise arouses suspicion, a WASP hegemony's self-appointed rubric for patronage of 
minority culture. The English Only campaigns, now under way in more than twenty 
states, recapitulate the same discriminatory process. Here, in all its historic loading, is 
but the latest effort to make the language as well as the general sway of Anglo culture 
the presumed standard for America at large. Does not, then, an accusing politics of 
memory lie behind a reaction like "English Yes, But Only, No"? 

A corrido, or folk song, like "The Ballad ofGregorio Cortez," adapted for the screen by 
PBS in 1982 from Americo Paredes's version with Edward James Olmos in the title role, 

nicely points up the discrepancy.3 The tale of a "Mexican" smallholder in the Texas of 
1901 falsely accused ofhorse theft, it turns on how the word horse in English can 
translate into Spanish as both masculine and feminine, namely caballo and yegua. At 

..._) issue, however, is infinitely more than a quirk ofphilology. The ballad speaks on the one 
hand to Gregorio Cortez's Mexican Chicano ancestry, and on the other, to the Anglo 
hegemony that lies behind the Texas Rangers who pursue him and the Yankee judge and 
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court that try him for the murder of the sheriff. What is involved here is the 
remembrance of two value systems, two misreadings across the cultural divide. Much as 
English and Spanish might seem to have been saying the same thing, the gap has been 
symptomatic, and in this case, fatal. 

Similar discrepancies in fact underlie a whole array of "popular" versions ofAmerican 
history. No better instance offers itself than the Siege of the Alamo (1836), and in its 
wake, the defeat of Santa Anna at San Jacinto. Told one way, the Siege has come to 
signify Anglo triumphalism. Where more so than in John Wayne's 1960 Hollywood 
version with its "Lone Star State" hurrahs and featuring James Bowie and William B. 

. Travis as the truest ofpatriot martyrs? Told in another way, did not Santa Anna's attack 
on the Alamo represent a timely resistance, a counterforce to Yankee expansionism? 
· Such a perspective, going against the grain, appears in Jesus Salvador Trevino's 
television film of 1982, Seguin. · 

These splits and divergences in memory extend more generally to the American 
Southwest and West, not least when they double as el norte. From a mainstream 
viewpoint, the link is to Manifest Destiny, an indigenista, tribal-Chicano world 
preordained to be won and settled. A Mexican or tribal viewpoint, however, speaks of 
colonized land, stolen tierra or patria. Counterversions of the Mexican Revolution 
similarly arise, on the one hand the Red plot, the Bolshevism so warningly reported ( and 
then not reported) by, say, the Hearst press, and on the other hand the heroizing popular 
revolution of the Institutional Revolutionary Party (known as the PRI) and leftist 
recollection in general. 

Sleepy Lagoon and the Zoot-Suit riots of 1942-1943 also yield their twofold 
interpretations. Were the assaults of a largely white Southern navy in wartime Los 
Angeles "straight" racism or, more obliquely, the fascination of one uniformed group 
(Anglo, English-speaking, Bible-Protestant, military) with its also uniformed opposite 

(Latin, Spanish-speaking, sexually knowing, baroque )?4 How, subsequently, should one 
remember 1960s movements like Cesar Chavez's United Farm Workers, especially the 
1968 grape boycott, Jose Angel Gutierrez's La Raza Unida in Texas, and "Corky" 
Gonzales's Crusade for Justice in Denver? Do they best refer back to mainstream labor 
politics (in Chavez's case, on account of the alliances with Filipino and other Asian 
_workers) or, when linked back into the wartime bracero programs, to a wholly more 
discrete Chicano politics? 

Nor, however collective the memory, does chicanismo yield some unconflicted view of 
itself. The class hierarchy, for instance, created by the conquistadores who devastated 
Moctezuma's Aztecs, has had its modem footfalls, still based on blood, skin color, 
landedness, and, as often, family name. Old chicanismo plays against new, especially 
between certain New Mexico dynasties and those of a supposedly inferior birthright. 
Does this also not call up the disdain of Spanish-born gachupines for colonial-born 
criollos or Creoles, and theirs:> in tum, for l9rr,indios (especially genfzaros-Indians 



forced to lose their tribal language and to speak only Spanish), for mestizos, and for 

negros (a distinct but Spanish-speaking black population)?5 

Just as a missionary-begun Catholicism largely took over from Aztec and other 
· cosmologies (though obliged to coexist with vernacular practices like curanderismo), so 

did evangelical Protestantism increasingly make inroads into that same Catholicism.6 

This, and the impact ofLatin American liberation theology, has led to increasing doubts 
about the church's attitude to family, women, birth control, divorce, and authority in 
general. How are Chicanas, especially, to "remember" Catholicism? As spiritual 
sanctuary or as yet another patriarchy able to oppress with its gendered rules of conduct? 

Another major contradiction lies in the continuing pull of California. It has, 
undoubtedly, promised betterment, the dream of abundancia, whatever the risk of 
repeated deportations by la migra. Somewhere in this persists the remembered myth of 
el dorado, the continuing lure ofLas Siete Ciudades de Cibola. But California has 
notoriously also flattered to deceive. Chicano unemployment has soared, as have high 
school dropout rates, barrio poverty and crime, and the wars of attrition with the police 
and courts. Yet as the continuing surge of cross-border migration bears out, and despite 

· each amnesty over residence papers, California remains history both made and still in 

the making. 7 

Imagining and reimagining the past may well be, in L. P. Hartley's apt and rightly 
celebrated phrase, to visit a "foreign country"-especially in an America notoriously 
obsessed with the future. Yet Chicanos, no doubt having known the flavors of defeat as 
well as those of triumph, have had good reason to dwell there. Whether it was the 
conquistador regime, a border as redolent ofhuman flight as El Rio Grande, the history 
by which Tejas was reconstituted as Texas, or the duality of California as promise and 
yet denial, the prompt to memory has been always ongoing. For it is the memory that 
serves as solvent for each generation's telling of la ,:aza, and nowhere more so than in 
the ongoing body of fiction of what rightly has become known as chicanismo's literary 

. 8
renaissance. 

Certainly that has been the case for Anaya, Candelaria, Cisneros, and Arias, however 
differently they have styled their uses of memory. Indeed, the Chicano tradition can 
virtually be said to have thrived on the shaping energies of remembrance, a present told 
and reinvented in the mirrors of the past. This is true especially for one of the seminal 
novels of chicanismo. Jose Antonio Villarreal's Pocho (1959) not only offers the life of 
its writer-protagonist, Richard Rubio, as a portrait of the artist, it also locates that life 
within the history of migration from Mexico to southern Califomia--thus memory as 

J collective in scope yet specific, a single trajectory.9 

In a story cycle as delicately 'imagistic as Tomas Rivera's "... Y nose lo trag6 la 
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tie"a'1/And the Earth Did Not Part (1971),10 another kind ofmemory holds sway, that 
of a single migrant-labor year of a Chicano dynasty headed for "Iuta" (Utah) in which all 
other similar years and journeys are to be discerned. Raymond Barrio's The Plum Plum 

Pickers (1971) makes for a linking memorialization, 11 this time set in the Santa Clara 
Valley during the Reagan governorship. Its very accusations of labor exploitation and 

, · . 
racism lie in remembrance. In Peregri.nos de Aztlan (1974),12 Miguel Mendez takes a 
more vernacular direction--the memories ofLoreto Maldona, car washer in Tijuana--as 
an anatomy ofborder life, of poverty and dreams, nationality and mestizaje. For his part, 

Alejandro Morales in Caras viejas y vino nuevo (1975),13 translated as Old Faces and 
New Wine in 1981, transposes barrio Los Angeles into a kind ofworking archive, a city 
of inheritances and the present-day told in its own imaginative right as at once then and 
now. 

In Klai/ City y sus alrededores (1976),14 as in the·rest of the "K.Iail" series, Rolando 
Hinojosa subjects Belken County to Faulknerian rules, a south Texas Chicano and white 
"mythical kingdom" invoked as through a lattice ofmulticultural (and bilingual) 
recollection. Daniel Cano's Pepe Rios (1991) attempts historical fiction of an older 

kind,15 the Mexican Revolution as an epilogue to- colonialism and yet a prologue to 

chicanismo. Arturo Islas looks to memory as myth in The Rain God (1984),16 the 
portrait of a Tex-Mex dynasty descended in the aftermath of the Mexican Revolution 
from the escaping but always imperturbable matriarch Mama Chona. In all these 
different modes ofusing chicanismo as memory, fiction lays claim to a special kind. of 
authority, a heritage of time and voice given its own dialogic measure. . . 

Memory has equally shaped an increasingly emergent Chicana fiction, in whose ranks 

Sandra Cisneros has been little short of a luminary. Isabella Rios's Victuum (1976),17 

through the psychism of its narrator, Valentina Ballestemos, renders womanist history as · 
a kind of ongoing dream script. Ana Castillo's The Mixquiahuala Letters (1986) creates 

an epistolatory,18 and teasingly self-aware, feminist novel ofwomen's :friendship that 
also explores the pasts of America and Mexico, a historic mestizaje again taken up in her 
fantasia, Sapogonia (1990), and in her New Mexico almanac-memoir, So Far from God 

(1993). 19 Cherrie Moraga's storytelling (and essay work), of which the anthology she 
co-edited with Gloria Anzaldua, This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical 
Women ofColor (1981), and her Loving in the War Years (1983) and The Last 
Generation (1993) can be thought symptomatic, yields another remembrance, that of the 
"silence" that, by historic writ, has surrounded lesbian life in a culture so given to 

. h 20patnarc y . 
.._) 

Literatura chicanesca, non-Chicano writing about Chicano life and culture, affords 

another.styling of memory in John Nichols's The Milagro Beanfield War (1974).21 
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However specifically set in the 1970s or local the story, its drama of contested water 
rights again calls up an inlaid older history of Indian, Mexican, and Anglo conflict that, 
across four centuries, took New Mexico from a Spanish colony to a territory to 
America's forty-seventh state. Joe Mondragon finds himself fighting Ladd Devine and 
his Miracle Valley Recreation Area Development for the right to irrigate his land. In 
fact, what Nichols portrays tacitly is the fight for the Chicano heritage in which the bean 
field acts as a trope for the very soil, the nurturing medium, of a whole people's history. 
Nichols's novel and the Redford-Esparza movie of 1988 (with its appropriately 
multiethnic cast ofRuben Blades, Carlos Riquelme, Sonia Braga, and Christopher 
Walken) can so play "fact" against el mundo de los espfritus, the historicity of the past as 
open to a figural or any other kind of access. 

Chicano autobiography as a related kind of "fiction" has been wholly as various in its 
uses ofmemory, whether Oscar Zeta Acosta's rambunctious, Beatnik-influenced 
narratives of the 1960s, The Autobiography ofa Brown Buffalo (1972) and The Revolt of 
the Cockroach People (1973), or Richard Rodriguez's elegiac, if controversially 
assimilationist, Hunger ofMemory (1981) and Days ofObligation (1992), or Linda 
Chavez's radically conservative manifesto, Out ofthe Barrio (1991), or Ray Gonzalez's 

El Paso "border" history, the lyric and pertinently titled Memory Fever (1993).22 

For as these texts, too, "remember" (even those of an assimilationist bent) so, like the 
novels and stories they accompany, they inevitably contest and dissolve mainstream 
decreation of chicanismo. Perhaps, overall, Frances A. Yates's notion of "memory 
theatre" applies best--the forms of the past, however obliquely, always to be remembered 

and re-remembered in the forms of the present.23 

"Some time in the future I would have to build my own dream of those things which 
were so much a part of my childhood." So does the narrator of Rudolfo Anaya's Bless 
Me, Ultima (1972) reflexively look back to the pending cuentista or authorial self who 

will write that childhood, that past, into being. 24 The note, for Anaya, is typical, one of 
retrospect, pastness, and memory as a textualized weave of events actual and imaginary, 
which, if less persuasively, also runs through his subsequent novels, Heart ofAztlan 

(1976), Tortuga (1979), andAlburquerque (1992).25 

The novel typically begins in remembrance. "The magical time of childhood stood still," 
says Antonio Marez at the outset. He repositions himself as the seven-year-old raised in 
the 1940s Spanish-speaking New Mexico who finds himself pulled between the vaquero, 
herdsman, Marez clan on his father's side and the farmer-cultivator Luna clan on his 
mother's. But he also acknowledges the writer-in-waiting who will learn to appropriate 

_j as his own the shamanism, the brujerfa, ofUltima, the anciana and curandera invited by 
his parents to spend her last days with the family. 

Anaya enravels each inside the other, a Chicano childhood as literal event, in Antonio's 
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case often the most traumatic kind, and a drama of inner fantasy and imagining. 
"Experience" and "dream," he rightly recollects, "strangely mixed in me." This blend 
makes the imagined landscape ofBless Me, Ulti.ma not a little Proustian, a New Mexico 
there on the map and yet personalized and sacralized by personal remembrance. 

One contour, thus, has the adult Antonio recalling his ill-matched parents, his sisters, 
Deborah and Theresa, and the three absentee brothers with their eventual disruptive 
return from the wars in Europe and Japan. It looks back to the Spanish of the home, the 
English of school, the latter having anglicized him from Antonio to Tony. It summons 
back his parents' competing hopes for him: his father's dream of a new beginning in 
California and his mother's hope that he will enter the priesthood. He sees, too, as he 
could not have done in childhood, the irony of a horseman father now asphalting the 
highways as if to seal in, to inhume, the very tierra his family once proudly herded. 

Yet another contour remembers the dreamer child within, drawn to the indio myths of 
earth, mountain, and river and to the legend of the Golden Carp--a creation myth of a 
god-protector of the village-in which he comes to believe under the tutelage ofhis 
friends Samson and Cisco. The center of all these memories, however, has to be illtima
-ancient, as her name implies, midwife at his birth, explainer ofhis pesadillas, or 
nightmares, teacher ofherbs and flora, and martyr who at the cost ofher own death has 
brought down the murderer Tenorio Trementina. Her grave, whose secret celebrant he 
becomes, serves the novel in two ways: as a figuration ofboth his past and his future, his 
legacy and at the same time his destiny. 

Antonio thus fmds himself irresistibly drawn in memory to her bag of potions, her 
nostrums, her deific owl with its links to a Christly dove or an Aztec eagle, and her very 
aroma. But if she signifies for him as at once guardian angel, muse, and the very anima 
of chicanismo, he, for his part, plays the perfect apprentice, the word ma}(er with his 
own eventual kind of brojeria. · 

This double weave, the memory of the "facts" ofhis history and ofhis first prompts to 
imagination, determines the whole novel. He thinks back to the deaths he has witnessed: 
Lupita, who, unhinged by his Asian war experiences, shoots at the sheriff only to invite 

· his own destruction; Narciso, the harmless drunk who, all too true to his name, is killed 
by Trementina; Florence, the drowned boyhood friend who frrst guided him to the 
Golden Carp; and IBtima herself. Each death "happens," or "happened," but each, 
equally, goes on "happening" in his own chambers of memory, to await transcription by 
the memoirist he will become. 

The back-and-forth movement of memory also encloses Jason's Indian, the unspeaking 
sentinel to a pre-conquistador past; like the carp and the owl, he embodies the tribal and 
vernacular folk past as against the Holy Weeks, Communions, and Masses of Father 
Byrne's parish church. There is a sheen, a membrane, that also settles over the novel's 
place-names, notably Los Alamos, as indeed the Poplars, but also, the irony of which is 
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anything but lost on Anaya, as the atomic test site. More domestically, for Antonio, "El 
Puerto" ("refuge," "harbor") as the home of the Lunas and "Las Pasturas" ("pasture") as 
that of the Marez family resonate with ~qual effect--even as they pass into time past. 
Memory, in other words, in all its overlapping and coalescing kinds, also yields mixed 
emotional fare for the narrator-memoirist, pain and warmth, breakage as well as love. 

But "build my own dream" Bless Me, Uldma does, a landmark portrait of childhood's 
dream itself told as a dream. The spirit of the dream derives, overwhelmingly, from 
IBtima, her creativity carried by the narrator from childhood to adulthood, from :fir:st 
associations to written word. For the memory ofher, as ofhis family, ofhis land, and of 
all the voices and myths that have made up his legacy of chicanismo, cannot be thought 
other (such is Anaya's triumph) than Antonio Marez's memory--and memorializ.ation-of 
himself. 

Notes 

1The following usefully address Chicano history ·and politics: George I. Sanchez, 
Forgotten People: A Study ofNew Mexicans (Albuquerque, N.M.: C. Hom, 1940); 
Carey McWilliams, North from Mexico: The Spanish-Speaking People ofthe United 
States (New York Greenwood Press, 1948); Matt S. Meier and Feliciano Rivera, The 
Chicanos: A History ofMexican-Americans (New York: Hill and Wang, 1972); Rodolfo 
Acuna, Occupied America: The Chicano's Struggle Towards Liberation (San Francisco: 
Canfield Press, 1972); Richard Griswold de Castillo, The Los Angeles Ballio, 1850-
1890: A Social History (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979); Marcia T. 
Garcia et al., eds., History, Culture and Society: Chicano Studies in the 1980s (Ypsilanti, 
Mich.: Bilingual Press/Editorial Bilingfie, National Association of Chicano Studies, 
1984); Alfredo Mirande, The Chicano Experience: An Alternative Perspective (Notre 
Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1985); Rodolfo 0. de la Garza et al., eds., 
The Mexican American Experience (Austin, Tex.: University of Texas Press, 1985); and 
Renate von Bardeleben, Dietrich Briesemeister, and Juan Bruce-Novoa, eds., Missions 
in Conflict: Essays on US-Mexican Relations and Chicano Culture (Tubingen: Gunter 
Verlag, 1986). 

2See Andrew D. Cohen and Anthony F. Beltramo, eds., El Lenguaje de Los Chicanos: 
Regional and Social Characteristics Used by Mexican-Americans (Arlington, Va.: 
Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975); also Dogoberto Fuentes and Jose A. Lopez, 
Ballio Language Dictionary: First Dictionary ofCalo (Los Angeles, Calif.: Southland 
Press, 1974). 

3Americo Paredes, "With His Pistol in His Hand": A Border Ballad and Its Hero 
....J (Austin, Tex.: University of Texas Press, 1979). 

4A persuasive interpretation of these events is found in Mauricio Mazon, The Zoot-Suit 
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Riots: The Psychology ofSymbolic Annihilation (Austin, Tex.: University of Texas 
Press, 1984). 

5For the implications of this nomenclature, see Alfred Yankauer, "Hispanic/Latino-
What's in a Name?" and David E. Hayes-Bautista and Jorge Chapa, "Latino 
Terminology: Conceptual Bases for Standardized Terminology," both in American 
Journal ofPublic Health 77, no. 1 (1987): 61-68. I am grateful to Dr. Arthur Campa of 
the School ofEducation, University of Colorado at Boulder, for directing me to these 
references. 

6A symptomatic publication would be Freddie and Ninfa Garcia, Outcry in the Barrio 
(San Antonio, Tex.: Freddie Garcia Ministries, 1988). 

7Perhaps the most provocative history remains Acufia, Occupied America. 

8For bearings on this achievement, see Joseph Sommers and Tomas Ybarra-Frausto, 
Modem Chicano Writers: A Collection ofCritical Essays (Englewood Clitts, N.J. : 
Prentice-Hall, 1979); Juan Bruce-Novoa, Chicano Authors: Inquiry by Interview 
(Austin, Tex.: University of Texas Press, 1980); Juan Bruce-Novoa, Chicano Authors: A 
Response to Chaos (Austin, Tex.: University of Texas Press, 1982); Salvador Rodriguez 
del Pino, La Novela Chicana Escrita en Espanol: Cinco Autores Comprometidos 
(Ypsilanti, Mich.: Bilingual Press/Editorial Bilingfie, National Association of Chicano 
Studies, 1982); Charles M. Tatum, Chicano Literature (Boston: Twayne, 1982); Robert 
G. Trujillo and Andres Rodriguez, Literatura Chicana: Creative and Critical Writings 
through 1984 (Oakland, Calif.: Floricanto Press, 1985); Luis Leal et al., eds., A Decade 
ofChicano Literature, 1970-1979: Critical Essays and Bibliography (Santa Barbara, 
Calif.: Editorial La Causa, 1982); Houston Baker, ed., Three American Literatures: 
Essays in Chicano, Native American, andAsian-American Literatures for Teachers of 
American Literature (New York: Modem Language Association, 1982); Luis Leal, 
Aztlan y Mexico: Perfiles Literarios e Hist6ricos (Binghamton, N. Y.: Bilingual 
Press/Editorial Bilingue, National Association of Chicano Studies, 1985); Marta Ester 
Sanchez, Contemporary Chicana Poetry (Berkeley, Calif., University of California 
Press, 1985); Maria Herrera-Sobek,, ed., Beyond Stereotypes: The Critical Analysis of 
Chicana Literature (Binghamton, N.Y.: Bilingual Press/Editorial Bilingue, 1985); Julio 
A. Martinez and Francisco A. Lomeli, eds., Chicano Literature: A Reference Guide 
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1986); Cordelia Candelaria, Chicano Poetry: A 
Critical Introduction (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1985); Vernon E. Lattin, ed., 
Contemporary Chicano Fiction: A Critical Survey (Binghamton, N. Y.: Bilingual 
Press/Editorial Bilingiie, 1986); Carl R. Shirley and Paula W. Shirley, Understanding 
Chicano Literature (Columbia, S.C.: University of South Carolina Press, 1988); 
Francisco A. Lomeli and Carl R. Shirley, eds., Chicano Writers First Series, Dictionary 
ofLiterary Biography, vol. 82 (Detroit, Mich.: Broccoli Clark Layman, 1989); Asuncion 
Homo-Delgado et-al., eds., Breaking Boundaries: Latina Writing and Critical Readings 
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(Amherst, Mass.: University ofMassachusetts Press, 1989); Ramon Saldivar, Chicano 
Narrative: The Dialectics ofDifference (Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press, 
1990); and Hector Calderon and Jose David Saldivar, eds., Criticism in the Borderlands: 
Studies in Chicano Literature, Culture, and Ideology (Durham: Duke University Press, 
1991). 

9Jose Antonio Villarreal, Pocho (New York: Doubleday, 1959). 

10Tomas Rivera: "... Y nose lo trag6 la tiella"/And the Earth Did Not Part (Berkeley, 
Calif.: Quinto Sol Publications, 1971). 

~1Raymond Barrio, The Plum Plum Pickers (Sunnyvale, Calif.: Ventura Press, 1969; 
rpr., with introduction and bibliography, Binghamton, N.Y.: Bilingual Press/Editorial 
Bilingue, 1984). . 

12Miguel Mendez, Peregrinos de Azt/an (Tucson, Ariz.: Editorial Peregrinos, 1974). 

13Alejandro Morales, Caras viejas y vino nuevo (Mexico: J. Mortiz, 1975). 

14Rolando Hinojosa, Klai/ City y sus alrededores (La Habana: Casa de las Americas, 
1976); Generaciones y semblazas, trans. Rosaura Sanchez (Berkeley, Calif.: Justa 
Publications, 1978). Author's English version: Klail City (Houston, Tex.: Arte Publico 
Press, 1987). 

15Daniel Cano, Pepe Rios (Houston, Tex.: Arte Publico Press, 1991). 

16Arturo Islas, The Rain God (New York: Avon Books, 1984, 1991). 

17Isabella Rios, Victuum (Ventura, Calif.: Diana-Etna, 1976). 

· 
18Ana Castillo, The Mixquiahuala Letters (Binghamton, N.Y.: Bilingual Press/Editorial 
Bilingue, 1986). 

19Ana Castillo, Sapogonia (Houston, Tex.: Bilingual Press/Editorial Bilingfie, 1990) and 
So Farfrom God(New York: W.W. Norton, 1993). 

20Cherrie Moraga et al., eds., Cuentos: Stories by Latinas (New York: Kitchen 
Table/Women ofColor Press, 1983); Cherrie Moraga and Gloria Anzaldua, eds., ThisJ Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women ofColor (Watertown, Mass.: 

.Persephone Press, 1981); Cherrie Moraga, Loving in the War Years: lo que nunca pas6 
por los labios (Boston: South End Press, 1983); Cherrie Moraga, The Last Generation 
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(Boston: South End Press, 1993). 

21John Nichols, The Milagro Beanfield War (New York: Holt, Rinehart, 1974). The rest 
of the trilogy comprises 'JJleMagicJourney (New York: Holt, Rinehart, 1978) and The 
Nirvana Blues (New York: Holt, Rinehart, 1981). 

22Oscar Zeta Acosta, The Autobiography ofa Brown Buffalo (San Francisco: Straight 
Arrow, 1972) and The Revolt ofthe Cockroach People (San Francisco: Straight Arrow, 
1973); Richard Rodriguez, Hunger ofMemory (Boston: Godine, 1981) and Days of 
Obligation: AnArgumentwithMyMexican Father(New York: Viking Penguin, 1992); 
Linda Chavez: Out ofthe Barrio (New York: Basic Books, 1991); and Ray Gonz.alez, 
Memory Fever (Seattle, Wash.: Broken Moon Press, 1993). 

23Frances A. Yates, The Art ofMemory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966). 
Some of these implications of "memory" I have explored elsewhere. See A. Robert Lee, 
,"The Mill on the Floss: 'Memory' and the Reading Experience," in Ian Gregor, ed., 
R~ading the Victorian Novel: Detail into Form (London: Vision Press, 1980). 

24R.udolfo Anaya, Bless Me, Ultima (Berkeley, Calif.: Quinto Sol Publications, 1972). 

25Rudolfo Anaya, H~art ofAztlan (Berkeley, Calif.: Editorial Justa Publications, 1976); 
Tortuga (Berkeley, Calif.: Editorial Justa Publications, 1979); andAlburquerque 
(Albuquerque, N.M.: University ofNew Mexico Press, 1992). 
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Bless Me, Ultima 

Terms and Words to Know 
Provide definitions for the following: 

llano 

vaquero 

. curandera 

atole · 

bruja 

lallorona 

hechicera 

bildungsroman 

epiphany 

magical realism 

ultima 

J 
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QUIZ ON BLESS MF,, ULTIMA 
Please match the following terms with the correct definition 

i.__ la liorona 

2. cmandera 

3. llano 

4.__bildungsroman 

~-__ Uitima 

6.__ epiphany 

7. Antonio 

·s.__ vaquero 

9. atole 

iO. Tenorio 

i l. owl 

12.__ Lupito 

B.__ Narciso 

i4.__ The Golden Carp 

15.__Gabriei 

i6. Cico 

i7. Fiorence 

i8.__hechiera 

19. __Andrew 

20.__Prudencio Luna 

A. A coming ofage novel 

B. The magical fish that offers a different type 
ofwisdom, comfort, and moral guidance. 

C. Father ofMaria and her brothers 

D. Sorceress 

E. A symbol ofilltima's spirit 

F. gruel made ofcom meal 

G. The plains ofNew Mexico 

H. He does not believe in God 

L One of.Antonio's brothers 

J. Literally, the wailing woman ofthe river 

K. The wise, complex character ofthe novel who guides 
Antonio on his quest for knowledge. 

L. A mentally distmbed war veteran who 
murders the she:ri.ff 

M. The protagonist of the novel who makes the 
journey from childhood to adolescence. 

N. the term used for a folk healer 

0. Antonio's fatp.er 

P. Acowboy 

Q. an awakening; a realization 

R Malicious and vengeful saloon-keeper who 
plots Ultima's death. 

S. Introduces Antonio to the golden carp. 
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QUIZ ON BLESS ME, ULT/MA __ _ _ _ . _ 
Please match the following terms with the correct detrmtion 

L__ ia llorona 

2.__ curandera 

3.__ iiano 

4.__ biidungsroman 

5.__ Ultima 

6.__epiphany 

7.__ Antonio 

8.__ vaquero 

9.__ atole 

iO.__ Tenorio 

ii. owl 

12.__ Lupito 

u.__ Narciso 

14.__ The Golden Carp 

15._ _ Gabriei 

16._ _ Cico 

i7.__ Florence 

i 8.__hechiera 

19. Andrew 

20.__Prudencio Luna 

J 

A. A coming ofage novel 

B. The magical fish that offers a different type 
ofwisdo~ comfort, and moral guidance. 

C. Father ofMaria and her brothers 

D. Sorceress 

E. A symbol ofUltima's spirit 

F. gruel made ofcom meal 

G. The plains ofNew Mexico 

H. He do.es not believe in God 

I. One ofAntonio's brothers 

J. Literally, the wailing woman of the river 

K. The wise, complex character ofthe novel who guides 
Antonio on his quest for knowledge. 

L. A mentally disturbed war veteran who 
murders the sheriff. 

M. The protagonist ofthe novel who makes the 
journey from childhood to adolescence. 

N. the term used for a folk healer 

0. Antonio's father 

P. Acowboy 

Q. an awakening; a realization 

R. Malicious and vengeful saloon-keeper who 
plots Ultima' s death. 

S. Introduces Antonio to the golden carp. 

T 'fife town drunk who has a lush garden 



QUIZ ON BLESS ME, ULTIMA 

1.-:T la llorona 

2._H__curandera 

3.11_nano 

4._A_ bildungsroman 

s_.4mnma 

6.-4 epiphany 

7.~Antonio 

s._f_ vaquero 

9. ~ atole 
) 

Io._L_ Tenorio 

11. f owl 

12.~Lupito 
--:--.. 

13._\_ ~arciso 
tb e,~ 

14._10_:caip 

15.j}___ Gabriel 

16.s_cico 

I7i°i Florence 

18.__h_ hecbiera 
--,._ 

19. ..l_Andrew 

20.~Prudencio Luna 
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Bless Me, Ultima 

Topics for critical thinking and writing 

1. Rodolfo Anaya employs numerology in his novel, Bless Me, Ultima. In particular, the number 
three characterizes events and situations. In an essay, discuss the significance ofthe number 
three and identify at least three tripartites used in the novel. (Example/Illustration Essay) 

2. Explain the function ofthe la llorona motif in the novel, Bless Me, Ultima. Remember to cite 
examples from the novel to support your contention. (Example/Illustration Essay) 

3. Define the literary term bildungsroman. Through extended definition, explain how Bless Me, 
Ultima can be classified as a Chicano bildungsroman. (Definition Essay or Classification Essay) 

4. In the novel, Bless Me, Ultima, Antonio is concemed·about his loss of innocence. Discuss at 
least three effects that the onset ofadolescence bas on Antonio. ( Cause/Effect Essay) 

·5. In the novel, Bless Me, Ultima, their exists a conflict between Maria's and Gabriel's attitudes 
regarding the process ofmaturati_on. Compare Maria's attitude with Gabriel's attitude regarding 
Antonio's coming ofage. (Comparison/Contrast Essay) 

6. Compare Antonio's first experience with the golden carp (Chapter 11) to his F~st 
Communion experience (Chapter 19). (Comparison/Contrast) 

7. In the novel, Bless Me, Ultima, Anaya employs different motifs. The dream motif is rec\lll'eilt. 
Define motifand explain what :function(s) Antonio's dreams serve. (Definition/ Illustration 
Essay) 

8. In the novel, Bless Me, Ultima, Antonio struggles to choose between his maternal and paternal 
heritages. Using instances from the novel as support, argue either for or against Antonio's 
becoming a priest. (Argumentative Essay) 

9. In the novel, BLESS ME, ULTIMA, cultural conflict is a major theme. Identify three cultural 
conflicts in the novel, and explain how they influence Antonio's search for his identity. 
(Illustration Essay/ Argumentative Essay) 
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Bless Me, Ultima 

Topics for research 

I. According to psychiatrist, Carl G. Jung. patterns ofpsychic energy originate in the 
collective unconsciousness and manifest themselves in dreams as archetypes or models 
upon which subsequent representations.are based. Specifically, Jung has identified such 
archetypes as the Shadow or inherent evil, the Anima or the feminine principle ofEarth 
Mother; Good Mother or Terrible Mother, and finally the Wise Old Man or the 
enlightener, the master, the teacher. The author ofBless Me, Ultima, Rodolfo Anaya, has 
been quoted (by Johnson and Apodaca in "Myth and the Writer") as saying, "One way I 
have oflooking at my own work... is through a sense that I have about primal images, 
primal imageries. A sense that I have about the · archetypal, about what we once must have 
known collectively." Using Jung's theory ofarchetypes, present an archetypal 
interpretation ofthe novel, Bless Me, Ultima. 

2. Cognitive structural theorist, William G. Perry, sought to understand how students make 
meaning ofthe teaching and learning process. His theory ofintellectual and ethical development 
provides a continuum ofdevelopment that includes duality, multiplicity, relativism and 
commitment. In the nove~ Bless Me, Ultima, as Antonio Mares gradually matures, he 
demonstrates the behavior found in Perry's scheme ofintellectual and ethical development. 
Using Perry's theory ofcognitive development as the framework, discuss the stages ofAntonio's 
matruation as he seeks to make meaning of the world around him. 

J 
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WRITINGS BY THE AUTHOR: 

• Jimmy Santiago Baca (Santa Barbara, Cal.: Rock Bottom, 1978). 
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• Immigrants in Our Own Land (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1979); 
enlarged as Immigrants in Our Own Land andEarlier Poems (New York: New Directions, 
1990). 

• Swords ofDarkness, edited by Gary Soto (San Jose, Cal.: Mango, 1981). 

• What's Happening (Willimantic, Conn: Curbstone, 1982). 

• Poems Taken.from My Yard (Fulton, Mo.: Timberline, 1986). 

• Martin andMeditations on the South Valley (New York: New Directions, 1987). 

• BlackMesa Poems (New York: New Directions, 1989). 

Play Production 

• Los tres hijos de Julia, Los Angeles Theatre Center, Spring 1991. 

other 

• "Ancestor'' and "So Mexicans Are Taking Jobs from Americans," in New Worlds of 
Literature, edited by Jerome Beaty and J. Paul Hunter (New York: Norton, 1989), pp. 
176, 928. 

• "6.00 A.M. awake ... ," in The PushcartPrize XIV, edited by Bill Henderson (New 
York: Pengun\ 1989), pp. 153-155. 

• "An Ear to the Grmmd," "Ese Chicano," "I Pass La Iglesia," and "Small Farmer," in 
An Anthology ofContemporary American Poetry (Athens: University of Georgia 
Press, 1989), pp. 25-27. 

Poetry and personal circumstance, each .inextricably linked to the other in a complete and 
unbroken cycle, are indispensable elements in coming to know and understand the poetic 
voice and the artistic development of Jimmy Santiago Baca,, an award-winning poet who is 
the author of two chapbooks and five larger collections ofpoems. Baca's work has been 
widely anthologized and has appeared in such respected literary publications as Iromvood, 
BilingualReview, Harbor Review, Corif/uencia, LasAmericas, New Kauri, Quarterly West, 
Puerto de/ Sol, and several others. In 1987 he was awarded a National Endowment for the 
Arts grant for poetry, and in 1988 he was the recipient ofthe Before Columbus American 
Book Award in poetry for his book Martin andAleditations on the South Valley (I 987). He 
has been a poet in residence at the University of California, Berkeley, and at Yale 
University, having received the Berkeley Regents' Fellowship in 1989 and the Wallace 
Stevens Fellowship from Yale University in 1990. Recently he was awarded a prestigious 
Ludwig V ogelstien award in poetry. Baca has served on the poetry selection cormnittee for 
the National Endowment for the Arts and bas been invited to judge various poetry 
competitions, including the 1990 San Francisco State University Poetry Contest. With the 
publication ofhis 1987 book by New Directions, a press noted for having promoted the 
work ofsome of the most respected and enduring poets in world literature, including 
1.\'.'"illi;i;:1 C' ·1 '.'l1..·:..~ '·' ' :Jl:;.g~_;;:, Allen Ginsberg, Octavio Paz, and D-:1ris~ L~,:citQJ•:, Baca has 
come to the forefront as one ofthe most widely read and recognized Chicano poets working 
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today. Not the least ofBaca's contribution to Chicano literature has been to widen the 
critical attention directed by mainstream critics and publishers toward his own work and 
1hat ofother Chicano writers. 

Baca first began to write poetry while incarcerated on drug charges in an Arizona prison. 
At the behest ofpublisher-friend Will Inman and with the encouragement offellow 
inmates, Baca sent three poems to Mother Jones magazine. He was rewarded a couple of 
weeks iater with a check for his efforts. Tne poems caught the attention ofLevertov, the 
magazine's poetry editor, who began corresponding with Baca, eventually helping to locate 
a publisher for his first full-length book ofpoems, Immigrants in Our Own Land (1979). In 
her introduction to Martin andMeditations on the South Valley , Levertov describes Baca's 
poetry as work that "perceives the mythic and archetypal significance oflife-events." 

The biographical file on Jimmy Santi.ago Baca might well be read as the working sketch or 
preliminary study for much ofthe autobiographical elements that infuse his poetry and in 
particular the long narrative poem Martin. Baca was born on 2 January 1952 in Santa Fe, 
New Mexico, an event he records in his poem "Bells," froni Bl~kMesaPoems (1989): 

Bells. The word gongs my skull bone .... 

Marna carried me out,just bo~ 

swadclled in hospital blanket., 

from St. Vincent's in Santa Fe. 

Into the evening, still drowsed 

with uterine darkness, 

my fingertips purple with new life, 

cathedral bells splashed 

into my blood, plunging iron hulls 

into my pulse waves. Cathedral steeples, 

amplified brooding, sonorous bells, 

through narrow cobbled streets, bricked patios, 

rose trellis' d windows, 

red-ti.led Spanish rooftops, bells 

beat my name, "Santi.ago! Santiago!" 

Despite the joyous tone ofcelebration in "Bells," Baca's early childhood was not easy. His 
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parents, a Chicano mother and an Apache father, divorced when he was two. He was 
abandoned to a grandparent and later shuttled between relatives and orphanages. His 
mother died tragically at the hands ofher second husband, and his father, with whom he 
had little contact, eventaally died ofalcoholism. When he was five, Baca was placed in St 
Anthony's Home for Boys in Albuquerque, where he lived until he was eleven. During his 
teenage years Baca was in and out of detention centers and spent much ofhis time learning 
to survive on the streets ofAlbuquerque's urban barrios. After a couple of years on the 
road, wandering first to the southeastern states and then back west to Arizona, Baca at 
twenty was given a five-year federal sentence for possession ofa controlled substance with 
intent to distribute. He refutes the charge made against him, explaining that his arrest was 
made on the basis ofassociation, because he was present during a drug sale. Baca's 
sentence in Florence, Arizona, one ofthe toughest maximum security prisons in the state, 
was eventually extended to over six years. 

Baca's experience in federal prison was marked by a succession oflockdowns, solitary 
con:finemen1s, electroshock therapy sessions, and beatings by prison guards, all ofwhich 
would push him to the lowest ebb ofhis life. These experiences, he says, "reduced me, and 
whoever I thought I was, disintegrated and I fell into an incredible pit ofhumiliation where 
I began to disintegrate .... Nothing was being nourished to discover and create,. and I finally 
destroyed myselfin this huge cemetery called the prisons ofAmerica. When I went to 
prison I no longer existed. I was a non-entity." However, Baca began a prolonged process 
ofself-discovery and education, which showed him that language could become a vehicle 
for bringing order to the chaos that surrounded him. In prison he eventually obtained his 
GED (General Equivalency [high-school] Diploma) and became fully literate, innnersing 
himself in the world ofbooks. 

Initially drawn to poetry, Baca began to read the work ofdiverse poets. While teaching 
himself Spanish, he read the works ofPablo Neruda, Jrnm Ramon Jimenez., and Federico 
Garda Lorca; in English he read \Vtlliam "\.Vor~-iworth, Mary Balcer, La\\irence 
Ferlinghetti, Robert Frost, Ezra Poun(b \.Vclt '.\Thitman, Levertov, and Ginsberg. Baca 
began to exercise a natural and gifted ability to arch his circumstance into metaphor and 
sling forth his poems as personal responses to the lived experience ofhis early years. His 
first real trimnph in poetry came as a sho:rl; powerful stanza that would sound out in his 
mind with the force ofa mantra: 

Did you tell them 

hell is not a dream 

and that you've been there? 

Did you tell them? 

As Baca recalls, the emotions emerged from deep within a wellspriilg ofharnessed 
feelings: ''And that was some sort ofvoice in me talking to another voice in me, saying, 
you've lived this: Did you tell them? Did you tell them? ... That was the most powerful five 
or six lines that got me going." Baca also became aware ofa tremendous obligation, of a 
sense ofresponsibility and urgency that accompanied his ne·wfound ability to write and to 
express his experience for others who could not do so. 
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Baca's poetry is to a large degree infused with elements drawn from his experiences, and 
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actualization that have accompanied the poet's own trajectory as an individual and a writer. 
The most significant turning point in Baca's life was his discovery oflanguage and poetry 
as a means ofexpression Prior to this revelation Baca describes himself as "an illiterate 
Chicano, who knew more of a phnnber's wrench than a pencil, more ofrebellion than 
submission,. more ofthe inside ofa cell than ofa book." 

Shortly after his release from prison in 1979 Baca went to visit his sister and was 
awestruck by a picture she had kept ofhim at sixteen His reaction was one of disbeliefas 
he viewed the photograph, and the moment caused him to reflect on how he had changed. 
Recalling that visit and the photograph he says, "I knew it was me, but my mind had taken 
such cosmic ieaps through ianguage, and consequently those ieaps entailed a sort of 
:immolation; a sort of ritual burning of the past .. . and language, the vowels, the consonants, 
the syllables all became a sort ofp)'re which the past was placed on, and bmned in the 
flames ofla11t,o-uage." 

Ath1nPrl tn r~Lli-fP r.ir~1=fanr.P<: P~r.h n-fR:i:1~•c: hnr.ln: TPTITP<:Pnk ~ r."nr.rPtP d-Pn -in thP----- -- --- --- -----------, ----- -- ----- -- --- --r------ - ------- ---r -- --
process ofrebuilding his life from the point ofnonexistence that he associates with the 
years spent in prison. Thus each book in tmn marks a step in Baca's determination to move 
his personal and poetic endeavor toward full realization. His first published material is to 
be found in scattered anthologies, his chapbooks Jimmy Santiago Baca (I 978) and Swords 
ofDarkness (1981 ), and his two collections Immigrants in Our Own Land and What's 
Happening (1982). All contain poems centered on his experience in prison, which 
triggered Baca's often bitter and direct poetic introspection. 

Baca's first chapbook, Jimmy Santiago Baca, consists ofnine poems and a short essay on 
his thougbt.s onleavingprison. fu a very telling way, these early poems became an 
------~-1 __ _ _a:,_,..]:.__ .,C___ __1_:_,_ T"'t- -- 1... _____ L- - .J..] ___________ 11____ -- -·----·=··-- ..&..1- ______ ...., __ ,L 
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he fully fleshed out in his subsequent works. His concerns are clear. He writes ofthe brutal 
harshness ofprison, ofregaining his own humanity, and of his personal and mbroken 
desire to reconnect to the world beyond the walls ofhis cell. The poetic style is terse but 
reveals the raw power ofBaca's uncaJD1y ability to create bold and forceful images, as in 
the poem "Just Before Dawn,." which draws a clear bead on the desperation that inhabits 
the prison's world: 

And yomg prisoners hug their blankets 

like frozen carcasses strewn acros.s 

timeless blizzard plains, and a few 

gnaw their hearts off 

caught in the steel jaws ofprison. 

Baca followed this slight and seminal collection ofpoems with the publication the next 
year of a major work entitled Immigrants in Our Own Land.. This group ofthirty-seven 
1"V'>Pmc P<:t<>hl;chPrl R<>r<>'c 1"V'otPnh<>1 <><: <> cPnAn<: <>nrl nr,-..1,fir TIPUT UA1<'P r,n tho0 1"V'oo0-tnr C<'PTIPr--u~ ---~--u-- ~--- -.t'-•-u-- - - -----~ ---- .t' ~--- ---·· --- -·- r---J ---~--• ----
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The publication ofbnmigrants coincided with Baca's release from prison, and its central 
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and of a central poem in the collection alludes to the alienation ofprison for newly arrived 
inmates, as they become divested ofany human capacity to respond to the institution's 
vindictive nature. Tiris underlying theme, along with Baca's chronological look at his years 
in prison, draws the poems in the book together and structures a mrity ofintent. ill a 
review, the VirKinia Quarterly stressed that the work is "a book rather than a collection of 
poems," an opinion shared by Joseph F. Velez, who in Revista Chicano-Riqueiia points out 
1hat in the work there is "a detectable progression, [a] development ofcharacter." 

Baca's chiefconcern in Immigrants is regaining a sense ofself, which is obscured by the 
prison system's ability to strip the individual ofdignity and self-worth. While tJ1e collection 
is centered on iucid and sustained images and metaphors, the work is uitimateiy more 
strongly conditioned by visceral and passionate impulses than by poetry as formalistic craft 
or incidental pastime. The sense ofurgency that emanates from Baca's struggle to release a 
passionate and desperate cry for recognition, above all else, lends a deeply moving and 
endming quality to the collection 

Baca's efforts to reconstruct his own psyche and sense ofidentity immediately move him to 
reflect upon his connection to family and community. Present in Immigrants is Baca for the 
first time rekindling a cormection to the·collective meaning and past ofhis ancestors. His 
search for personal meaning emerges in Immigrants as an ever-widening series of 
concentric connections that lead him to an individual and collective examination ofhis 
incarceration. Each poem in the work to some degree answers the question "Who am I?" in 
the context ofpresent and past circumstances. 

Baca's second chapbook, Swords ofDarkness, was edited by fellow Chicano poet Garv 
.S9to The poems were written during August and September 1977 and are about prison and 
-'- -~ ---·---=------ ___ , --=--- - -=-- ~ __ ..... : _....,__ --...A. ... :.J _____1.J A. ____ ___ ..L1____ ,_....,_ __ ____ ___ _ 
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are vivid descriptions ofa gaudy street atmosphere in which restless youths are caught in a 
surreal world ofcruising, music, and weekend nightlife. The most inspired and intriguing 
poem ofthe collection is "Walking Down to Town and Back," in which the speaker walks 
along old and familiar rural roads that he remembers from his chilcfu.ood He recalls a visit 
he made with his father to the former home ofan old widow. The incident narrated in 
dreamlike fashion, includes the fantastic tale ofhow, after her husband's fimeral, the old 
woman's small adobe house was beset by hoards of snakes and how she set fire to her 
adobe to rid herselfof that plague, tossing gunpowder along with all her fimriture and 
belongings into the fue. ill the flames miraculously appeared an image of the Virgin Mary, 
which is held in reverence by all who come to know ofit. The ymmg man and his father 
visit the charred remains ofthe oid woman's home, where they find peopie kneeling and 
praying. As the speaker passes by, the people begin to cry out "miracle, miracle," for they 
have seen a light surrounding him. The impression left by the incident is indelible, and 1he 
poem concludes with the speaker years later revisiting the scene of the apparent miracle, 
only to find that it is now a hangout where people come to drink. Despite its open-ended 
~f'll'.ldn":irm thP nl'"IPTTI 1<:. nivnfal -in R~~~•c;:. TV\Phr. ri-i~rnrr.:i:> -in rn~nvw-~v<:. P-r1,rn ~ <:.hil-i<:.tir. 
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point ofview, it signals his ability to create well-structured and engaging narrative poems 
that suspend the reader in narrative.time. The poem also clearly places the protagonist in a 
kind ofliteral search for meaning among the ashes and debris of familial and comrm.mal 
identity, and it forges elements of oral tradition into the poet's world ofvisions and dreams. 
As evident in subsequent works, Baca uses each of these const::ructs to shape and give form 
to his wider poetic vision 
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The title ofBaca's second book, What's Happening, should be taken as a declarative 
sf...3.temem-to ~11.e ree.der 'trJ!.t wrat lies-mead l-!i a cl:'J:[0nicle 0-f fr.e poet'~ most lliauediate 
experiences. The first five poems in the book return to Baca's continuing need to explore 
the psychological wounds left by his years in prison The remainder ofthe collection 
centers on his experiences after having left prison. 

1be recovery ofa sense ofself, which Baca began with his first incursions into poetry. 
contirrues to infuse much of What's Happening . The collection in many ways figures as a 
bridge that explores Baca's transition back into society at large. Just as Baca, now several 
years after his release from prison, returns to the world he literally left as a juvenile, his 
poetry> too, begins to reestablish meaning with familiar places ofhis childhood and 
adolescence. Th.us the second half of What's Happening beings to map out his search for 
identity and reintegration into a wider community. in the ia:tter halfofthis collection Baca 
begins to inscribe several key concerns into his work> themes he will ultimately come to 
embrace fully in his life and in his poetry. Drawing upon his mestizo roots in New Mexico, 
he .discovers his connection to the earth. He traces his search for love through tmfulfilled 
relationships and the bitter pain ofbreakups. In other poems he evokes the sensuous and 
enticing spirit of the city at night t.hai: compels him to. live v.i c.ari.n115J:y.. Antl in. one. of 
Baca's purest lyrical poems, foreshadowing his own fatherhood, be evokes the magical 
world ofchildren and registers his deep compassion and sensitivity toward them. In "I 
think oflittle people" he expresses his awe and inspiration as "This enchantment they tuck 
in twenty folds/ like a special coin, laid in cloth." 

The eight-year hiatus between the publication of Immigrants and that ofMartin and 
Medi1ations on the South V al.ley in many ways reflects a long period of transition and 
tm.certainty for Baca. These years were filled with restless, unresolved dilemmas and 
ongoing struggles in his personal life. Baca explains tha½ although he continued to publish 
minor works, he all but abandoned poetry and writing: "I was trying to figure out whether I 
was gd.wg to live ii, -pri3on. forever or wh~Jier I ·could li;;:e in. this wo-IM. I -Wfu"lted to-go 
back to prison, 'cause I couldn't live in this world and I was bored and I couldn't deal with 
the world out here." 

After having left prison, Baca spent some ti.me in North Carolina before returning to New 
Mexico. where he then spent some years livim? in Albuoueroue workine as a nieht 

- - - - - - _, -
watchman, janitor, and laoorer, and at other odd jobs, as he redirected his life through what 
was to be a sustained period ofbittersweet events. During these years Baca fought and 
eventually overcame bouts ofdrug addiction and alcoholism. He would eventually view 
marriage and family as vital and central in providing meaning to his life. Indeed he 
attributes much of his success to the love and support ofhis wife, Beatrice, and.bis 
children 

After the birth oftheir first child, Jimmy and Beatrice moved to Albuquerque's South 
Valley, a rural, Chicano barrio where they decided to gut and rebuild a small adobe home 
that came to symbolize the aspirations ofmany long-held dreams and promises. Baca fully 
embracedhis past and found a personal a...rfi..'1i~' v.ith the predow.i.n.a.'t?tly Chica."'1.c 
community. Poems Taken from lvfy Yard, published in 1986, chronicles in deeply moving 
poems the winter of the year that saw the birth ofhis first son and the rebuilding ofhis 
adobe home. These two acts ofcreation are paralleled by the poems in the collection, of 
which Baca writes, in "Poem XVII," 
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These are January poems

dollar down payments 

on an acre of sand dunes--

\Vb.at do they mean? 

a song ofa man on the run, 

who uses each poem 

to break the shackles on his legs. 

In the years that followed, Baca realized personal as well as artistic endeavors. His most 
critically acclaimed book, Martin and lvleditations on the South Valley, was published in 
1987, for example. But the late l 980s were also marred by a personal setback when the 
Baca family home was razed by fire. Consumed by the fire were ten years' worth ofBaca's 
poems. 

On +ho h.0015 of+l..A ...,,J.;J;,,_,,+;-"" ,..F D,,....,,ms 1'.'-'~~,,, .c..,,..m,.lf..,.- Var-1 1:),,.,.., "'"'moJ..,f,AA tlhe a.~ -£1.v"".1, liu,., .t-'u.v.u"'au..v--J..1. v• ~ vt.. l,,lJi,,E, .. jTv. ..:·f J .... w, ..i.Ju""'u. ....,v. f-".&"'c...vu. . 

manuscript for the long narrative poem Martin, decidedlyhis most autobiographical work. 
Martin was published along with a second grouping ofpoems titled Meditations on the 
South Valley. Together each half fonns a complementary volume spanning several years of) 
new work. Inspired by Baca's own experiences, the Martin narrative employs certain 
liberties in its recanting and recasting ofBaca's.own life story. He uses fictive names, 
adding or omitting events from his own life in an effort to distill the plot to those essential 
elements that reproduce a journey ofone man's ascent from personal devastation and 
1hrough the bitter searching that leads to an eventual triumph of the spirit. 

The long narrative poem tells the story ofthe tribulations ofMartin, a young Chicano. 
After bis birth at Pi.nos·Vvells, a decaying ranchi.ug cormm.mity, 1vfartinis·abaruioned by his 
mother at a very early age. He lives first with bis grandmother and th.en is placed in an 
orphanage, where he remains mtil he runs away at age ten. He is wi1ness to the chaos and 
the hardening of the spirit that permeates the street life ofthe urban barrios of Sante Fe and 
Albuquerque. Through news relayed to him by relatives and fiiends, Martin learns ofbis 
mother's life and tragic death at the hand~ ofher second bJ1soond and ofhis father's decay 
chle to alcoholism. As Martin reaches manhood he leaves New Mexico to travel. Trauma 
and turmoil take their toll on his psyche: "I gave myselfto the highway/ Like a bellrope in 
the wind / searching for a band" 

Martin's disaffection leads to wandermg through Arizo~ the Texas Panhandle, the 
southeastern coast, the Midwest, and finally back to New Mexico. Fully three-quarters of 
the poem recreates and explains the cause of Martin's discontent and ofbis inner sense of 
reflection and desire to l.lllderstand the shattered fragments ofhis broken life. The last part 
of the poem narrates Martin's final return to Albuquerque, the scene ofearlier misfortunes 
and the obvious locus ofhis intense need to rebuild bis life. The catalyst for change inJ "'-"~~..., 1.;~.o ;.,..... , l'~-1---.:.ol~ f-ho TT""........"' ...... TT...::f-k ....,. ,..1-.,",..._ J.,.,o +."':\11,... ~s-J.,....., ..o rrl---.,,.._,,,,.,..1"' j'l_,..J..-....;,01_,r 1.........,TC,. •')-?"I>,;
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1he birth of their child, Martin salvages his humanity and finds purpose and a reason to 
1;no Tho""""..,.,.. Ar,:,,'rTI'S t,..., ,-J~o..:.nf.r-msiosh,.,,,lh, -'.><" \.f-..-;t,~ u,-r.-r.lrc +,... T'..,.J;,,..t-;SJ.. "" nlrl ,,,1,-,ha
"'- • ..... . .t...1,..u,.., 1-"-'""-'-"• ~u.T• 4.x.,· c.. ~.&.~"-" v.t.a. :.&.U. u.""<.M..C.,,J uJ .1.1.a.u.r.:L.L.1 ,: •YV.t...t.\..., ,'-J· .t."-".&.u..:.Vl .1.1- .....,·.a: ~.&.u- u......."'v"' 

home on a half-acre lot in the South Valley that will house the dreams of bis new family. 
Martin's search and quest for the validation ofbis spirit and its cormectedness to 11all living 
fuings" moves him, in the last verse ofthe poem, to vow never to abandon his son 

Al1hough complementary to the Martin narrative, Meditations on the South Valley should 
also be viewed as a self-sustaining work framed by two events drawn from Baca's life: the 
destruction by fire ofthe family home and the raising ofa second house, an act deeply 
imbued with a phoenixlike promise of rebirth from the ashes ofpast tragedies. Julian 
Olivares, in bis article "Two Contemporary Chicano Verse Chronicles,'' views these events 
as having the metaphorical fimction ofmarking the begimring ofa new phase in Baca's 
poetry. :~loosely structmed around the loss ofthe family home and ten years ofpoetry, 
which is to be perceived as a mythic rite ofpassage or 'trial by fire."' 

The remaining poemsm.Medi.tations chronicle the time during which Ma.rtirrs family is 
temporarilyuprooted from the South Valley neighborhood and from the people they have 
.come to h:!.ow .al!n love. Because of the nre, they are .fort:ed. into. tb..e cr.owded a..n.d. 
impersonal world of a suburban apartment complex for a while. The occasion is a time of 
reflection for M~ who reaches back for the images ofhis neighbors and mends in the 
South Valley that will sustain his spirit in the sterile and anonymous surro1.D1dings: "To the 
South Valley / the white dove ofmy mind flies, / searching for news of life." Each poem in 
Meditations becomes a 1ribute and offering to the love and :friendship that inspired Ma:rtiris 
return to the barrio. Present in the poems is the gallery of friends, neighbors, and 
acquaintances that populate the rich human landscape ofMartin's South Valley. Baca 
paints with sharp and lucid details the ancianos (old folks), midwives~ field hands, 
construction workers, "low riders," r;holos (banio men), longtime residents, village fools, 
and comrrrunity activists, each ofwhom he weaves into a tapestry that reveals a people and 
~ ----"'!.~'!~k•J;,.._;-:-,,-=- _ .. .,...,.~1.. ...... 1-,:-~~ .,..,..,___.. _,1:_,.._; _ =-•• ~-~,..~ ,..__,3 a..J.., ..,.__,.,;.._ .. a ~V.LU.Lllu.J·u.t_y £LVlllf5 VU.L UlC J..(ULl..lu.&( ~<Xz:5" V.l. pa:i:11.,JVy, p.!vuu.:,... , wa.u: Uff._,~.1,y. 

WithMartinandMeditations on the South Valley, Baca brings to closure that phase ofhis 
poetry that deals with loss, dejection, a searching for identity, and a sense ofbelonging. 
Baca deliberately chooses to omit any reference to a prison past for Martin and, in doing 
so. outs to rest the :raee ofsome ofhis early ooetrv. Likewise absent are the self-destructive 

~ __, - . _, ., 

tendencies that typified Baca's earlier years of searching and wandering. In contrast, 
Martin's senses and aspirations are attuned to keeping the solemn pact he has made with 
life. The bond Martin has established with his corrnnunity sustains itselfthrough his period 
ofalienation, and, as expected, Meditations ends with a return to the barrio, an act made 
easier since it includes the wisdom and inspiration Martin/Baca has fol.Dld in his 
conummity. 

Baca's 1989 book, BlackMesaPoems, can be seen as bis ultimate and most complete 
recuperation and revindication ofbis barrio, qf its Chicano, working-class ethos, and ofthe 
life that he bas formed around his South Valley home. Baca bas always acknowledged the 
ir<>,:J;1,c,n;l,,.:,.1.:- c,•tn:n.fi"~P""" n.f'hi.C 7-"'blrn tn.. th"" c;::,..nfh ,,,,.n.<>v· "tho hnn,~:n 1-,,,,;.,.,,,. th,:,t J T,fT,:\C 
uv..... a·'""..c4~-...., .,'.&b.&aa..---...JL'WV V.L A. IJ .&-\.--:..CA.a.'"-'-" "-'•"""" W'-1~£ • ~<.,J· • IJ.'a:v ..L.a.-.. ... a-...:aA __.._..'O &.L4..._.~ .& ""_.._, 

found a total and wholesome and fulfilling relationship to the people of the barrio and now 
I had language. I was a language person and I listened to people and I looked at their lives 
and I saw how they suffered and how they loved, my gift to them was to use who I was, 
interpreting them on the page, and their gift to me was to love me and let me live next to 
1hem." 
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Black Mesa Poems is by far Baca's most ambitious work to date. It essentially becomes the 
hn<>l st~!7"!T'Q" f°0.,.- ~ n<>'ITT .,,J..~<;o ,-.f'_l,.;,- -~;,.o-f-rTT '><" snn-go,-t.orl "hu .t.J..o t-J:,o...... .o ,,-f'.,-o,l,0,l;~-h~n t.,-.
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life and community with which Martin andMeditations on the South Valley ends. Viewed 
in the context of a poetic ascent toward self-definition that began with Baca's first 
chapbook, Black Mesa Poems represents the culmination of a long process ofrecovery and 
vindication through language and poetry. 

Black Mesa Poems becomes in effect his manife~o of complete reintegration and 
strengthened sense of identity with the Chicano cornrnunity and its geospiritual homeland 
1hatis the Southwest. As the work chronicles the acquisition ofBaca's second home, a 
hundred-year-old adobe atop the ancient volcanic tablelands south ofAlbuquerque. it 
derives much ofits mythic and archetypal significance from the ancestral presence ofhis 
mestizo forebears--Indian, Spanish, and Mexican--whose spirits still echo in the land and 
1he traditions ofNew Mexico. Baca focuses on the vivid, detailed descriptions ofpeople. 
geography. and events that surround his new home on Black Mesa. He explores such 
themes as reconciling his broken past, the sacredness ofthe earth (figured in Black Mesa), 
1he courage and dignity he is witness to in the ordinary lives ofhis neighbors and friends, 
.bis abiding co.romimlent to family and b.oro.e~ tb.e birth of a .second cbilrl:r and aJJ. exploration 
of the historical confluence of cultures--Indian, Spanish, Mexican, andAnglo-American-
1hat fmm the human landscape ofthe Southwest. The book is 1.lllderpinned by Baca's vision 
ofa man moving from violence to peace and from personal twmoil to spiritual harmony. 

The collection encases Baca's most complex poetic vision of life, for he at once explodes 
1he narrative and autobiographical elements ofhis other poetry. Thematically connected to 
the reconstruction ofa second house, Black Mesa opens with a poem that describes how 
the poet and his family came upon and eventually were fortunate enough to acquire the 
adobe house atop Black Mesa. The significance of the poem conceptually is that Martin is 
no longer identified as the poetic speaker. Tiris disappearance of the fictive persona Martin 
~1;-;..,,••. ;...-~1- _ -i;-,,...,....1;..,,__ -+"nA ......,_ ••~,, ~-"' A•--"-1-..:-~-i.;.~-1 ,...,..,_...; ___ ..,...,, -~-....:-
-•·r'u"'.1.uy 31.5-11= a U(.:)J.Uu..ui.U:1'15 Vl. .ua,.,a.· .:, U-3\," V.1. a'.IAVUJ.V5-'Q.PH.L\,(Xl. UO:.J..L.a!U y ,;;- ll,3 _pv.;."U\., 

scaffolding upon which life is staged by example and depiction; what remains is a 
freestanding synthesis ofhis irmer and outer realities. With Black /vfe$a Poems, poetic 
discourse and life merge, and poetry and personal circumstance in metaphorical 
relationship redeem not only the individual but his people and culture. 

Baca's works have gained both acceptance and praise beginning with an early note by critic 
Juan Rochiguez ( CartaAhierta, 1978): "The man's poetry is worth reading mas de una vez 
[more than once]." Rodriguez's recommendation was followed by more generous 
estimations ofBaca's talents in such notedjournals as the American BookReview, Virginia 
Quarterly Review, Lamar Journal ofthe Hwnanities, Revista Chicano-Riquena, and others. 
Noted Chicano novelist Ron Arias, in a review ofBaca's Immigrants, was one of the :first 
to point out the powerful appeal of Baca's style andimagery by comparing it to the art of 
the jazz musician: "when he finds it [ a melody] he takes it wherever it might lead": Arias 
observed that a mainstay in Baca's poetry is a dynamic quality that "continually sl!!l?!ises 
by squeezing meaning out of ordinary sights" (American Book Review . September
nr:tAhPr 1OR n ThP hiffpr t<: TTl"<:t !;ITirn:'ITPnt-in "R~,-~•,;: lvnr:~1 vnir:p· Ari~<: l~rnPnk th~t thP 
_. __ .._._.. - ·+· ._ -;• • ~«.,_ --.--- ✓-- d, ✓.,.. ..,..,.r · ---.,; - ► ----- -.;•--- - • ----:, - ____, . ---·--•___, -- . .,. ---

weakest parts ofthe book are the "essay pieces" in which Baca employs a literal style. 
Levertov's interest in Baca's early work rings prophetic in her afterword to What's 
Happening: "I look on Jimmy Santiago Baca as one ofthe most naturally gifted poets I've 
ever known .... " Most reviewers have been of one mind when considering his work as far 
beyond anything that might be labeled as jailhouse ranting and frustration; in the 
estimation of Joseph F. Velez, Baca's work "is not poetry of prison, but poetry of 
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life" (Revista Chicano-Riquena, 1980). 

Martin andMeditations on the South Valley represents a pinnacle in the progressive 
development of Baca's ars poetica and is to date the work that has drawn the greatest 
acclaim and review. The value of the book goes beyond the simple plot that tells the story 
ofMartin/Baca's worst years and the realization ofa personal quest; as with all inspired 
literature its value lies nreciselv in the marmer in which the events are told-in the intensity 
ofits language and in the transcendent, metaphorical significance of the events it depicts. · 
Garv Soto, in a review for the San Francisco Chronicle (24 January 1988), wrote: "What 
makes the story succeed is its honesty, brutal honesty, as well as Baca's original imagery 
and the passion in his writing. Moreover, ahistocyis being written, ofa culture ofpoverty 
which except for a few poets like Phillip Levine, Thomas McGrath and the late James 
Wright, is absent in American poetry:::.As Levertov suggests in the books introduction, 
Baca "writes with unconcealed passion: detachment is not a quality he cultivates." Critics 
and reviewers generally are in agreement regarding this aspect of Baca's work; their 
accolades resemble Liam Rector's. In the Hudson Review (Summer 1989) he noted that 
Martin andMeditations on the South Valley is "also a powerful orchestration and revision 
-ofoorr.ative anrl.ly.ri@.l admixture--botb. C0nsh:n.ct:ivi!-;J: an.ti.expr.:e~~iooi~t in. it.s execntion:-
with an utterly compelling dramatic form fueling the entire vivisection and the pilgrim's 
progress which makes it so much more than another 'collection' ofpoems. Baca's book is a 
page turner, almost a novel in verse.... " 

The volume has also inspired debate and controversy. Olivares has suggested that the work 
is flawed. by the facts that it is not the poem ofepic stature that Baca seemingly intended to 
create, its publication reflects political opportwrism on the part ofa publisher intent on 
cashing in on a stereotyped, criminally prone minority experience, and Baca's writing 
depicts and promotes "a world ofsocial misfits." 

It is fui:r to say that by anyT11easurc lvflll'il1, is not a prem ofepie proportions fuat addresses 
an all-encompassing reality ofthe Southwest. What is clearly present is the stocy ofa 
personal kind ofredemption, but the redemptlive act implies an interaction with the social 
forces that have shaped the individual. Any epic or definitive treatment ofthe Southwest as 
a geographical space that includes the confluence ofmany peoples and their histories may 
not be reducible to any one marmscript or any one voice. Taken as a new poetic agenda,. 
Baca's suggestion "that the entire Southwest needed a long poem that could describe what 
has happened here in the last twenty years" makes ready sense ifone considers that the 
evolution ofhis poetry in his last three collections does in fact begin the work ofinscribing 
an epic, mythic, and archetypal significance to the confluence ofthe peoples and histories 
of the Southwest. 

Those detractors who argue that Baca's work promotes the image ofChicano culture as a 
world of"social misfits" seem to have misread the work and to deny its intent by engaging 
in social typecasting that reduces the possibility ofhuman potential to a predetermined and 
self-fulfilling prophecy ofbehavioral norms. As Baca registers the social world ofbis 
~nn'll n-:>ct ho ;c -,clr.nn .fho rc.<1.rtA1" 'hAth 4 nn-1,.__ A....., ...,;,..,.., .<>-nrl r'l-,;,..,.-,n tr,, ,:>11o ch.r.,n h;cf''"'..,..,-...,,1. .......... 1:"~~ .A.a.- .,_tJ. -...,~.........,·.a:z:,; .:.,,.,.;" ,.: ._.._...__..,, Uv~A ...._ -•.?::r"-- A .t..A.&.t_.... ..,...,...,._.. ~ ...- ........,~v-....a .. ~, """ "1._...,..._.._..,.a, ..,..-,_.,_,,. 

conditioned response, as Levertov suggests, by ascribing to the apparent social delinquency 
ofMartin-the down-and-out wanderer-a complexity of impulse far beyond the surface 
reality that shapes his life: "Martin is a poet (and the reader--though not deliberately--is 
challenged: next time you see such a figure, remember that though his head may be filled 

J only with quotidian banalities, and with crude and trivial wishes, it is also very possible 
that he is living an inner life at least as vivid as your own)." 
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At present Baca lives and writes at his Black Mesa fannhouse. He is at work on his first 
novel, 11In the Way ofthe Sun,"._which he envisions as the fust part ofa trilogy on the 
peoples ofthe Southwest. His first play, Los Ires hijos de Julia, was staged at the Los 
Angeles Theatre Center in 1991. Baca has recently completed a new collection ofpoems, 
titled "Healing Earthquake,"whichis forthcoming from New Directions Press, which bas 
also published a retrospective ofhis poetry, Immigrants in Our Own LandandEarlier 
Poems (1990). He has beeninvited to write the screenplays for two upcoming movies and 
is producing a docl.llllentary about Hispanic culture that will be filmed in eight states. 
Between writing projects, Baca dedicates himselfto sharing the responsibility ofraising his 
two yotmg sons, Antonio and Gabriel, andnmning 1he small fimrily farm atop Black Mesa. 

FURTHER READINGS ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

• John F. Crawford and Annie 0. Eysturoy, nJimmy Santiago Baca," in This lsAbout 
Vision: Interviews with Southwestern Writers, edited by Crawford, Eysturoy, and William 
Balassi (Albuquerque: University ofNew M~co Press, 1990}, pp. 180-193. 

• Beth Ann Krier" "Baca: A Poet Emerges From Prison ofHis Past,If LosAn.geles Times, 
15 February 1989, pp. V5-V7. 

• Denise Levertov, Afterword to Baca's Whars Happening (Wtllimantic, Conn.: 
OJ.rbstone, 1982). 

• Levertov, Introduction to Baca's Martin andMeditations on the Sauth Valley (New 
York: New Directions, 1987)~ pp. xiii-xviii. 

• Julian.Olivares, "Two Contemporary Chicano Verse Chronicles," Americas Review, 16 
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A review of Black lrlesa Poems 

Critic: Scott Slovic 
Source: BlackMesaPoems,in WesternAmericanLiterature, Vol. XX.--vI, No. 
2, August 1991, pp. 180-81 
Criticism. about: Jimmy Santiago Baca (I 952-);also known as: Jose 
Santiago Baca 

Genre(s): Poetry; Essays 

[In the following favorable review ofBlack..A,fesaPoems, Slovic praises Baca's style, 
commenting that reading the collection "is an experience at once stirring and soothing."] 

Black Mesa Poems is an impressive achievement, at once universal and thoroughly 
regional, even private. To read Jimmy Santiago Baca's poetry is to tramp across the uneven 
terrain ofhl.llllan experience, sometimes lulled by the everydayness ofwork or 
relationships, and then dazzled by a flood of emotion or vibrant observation. 

Baca has a compelling fondness for contrasts. The moods and imagery of entire poems 
resonate against each other, like a medley ofvoices echoing in a canyon.. One ofmy 
favorite pieces in this book is 1he brief, melancholy :;ketch called ''Hitchhiker." Other 
poems, however, consider life with a mixture ofhumor and tenderness. "Since You've 
Come," which was selected for the Pushcart. Prize: Best ofthe Small Presses 1989, opens 
with the exaggerated complaint ofan unappreciated ffilent. But the final couplet, sixteen 
lines later, expresses the inevitable t:ruth "We have never loved anyone more than you/ my 
child." 

Poems about friends and family abound in this collection But fue presence ofthe
J landscape ofNorthem New Mexico is equally strong. Details of the natural world are, for 
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the poet, either invigorating or stabilizing, sometimes both. In the poem "Spring" he 
recalls watching new life "swell" above and beside a community irrigation ditch; in 
"Picking Piiions" he receives "munnur[sJ" ofa "stable world" from a tree. Many ofthe 
pieces in Black Mesa Poems suggest a fine line between dream and reality; in ''What•s 
Real and What's Not," Baca regains contact with the elemental landscape during a two
day camping 1Iip with an "ex-vet Nam grunt": "My singleness glimmers bright/andmy 
first time from home in months/makes the land glow, the sky bluer/and the asphalt 
road/winding to the foothills ignites each nerve into a sacred torch." 

"Black 1\-lesa," the penultimate poem ofthe book, ties together many ofthe collection's 
prominent motifs, tracing the congruence between the "northernmost Utip/of Chihuahua 
desert" and the poet's mind. Baca's poetry itself;, like the land which inspires it.. is life
sustaining, life-vivifying-it makes life seem "real." Reading BlackMesaPoemsis an 
experience at op.ce stirring and soothing. 

Source: Scott Slovic, A review ofBlack Mesa Poems, in Western American Literature, 
Vol. XXVI, No. 2, August, 1991, pp. 180-81. 
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A Daily Joy to be Alive 

No matter how serene things 
may be in my life, 
how well things are going, 
my body and soul 
are blvO cliff peaks 
from which a dream of who I can be 
falls, and I must learn 
to fly again each day, 
or die. 

Death draws respect 
and fear from the living. 
Death offers 
no false starts. It is not 
a referee with a pop-gun 
at the startling 
of a hundred yard dash. 

I do not live to retrieve 
or multiply what my father lost 
or gained. 

I continually find myself in the ruins 
of new beginnings, 
uncoiling the rope of my life 
to descend ever deeper into unknown abysses, 
tying my heart into a knot 
round a tree or boulder, 
to insure I have something that will hold me, 
that will not let me fall . 

My heart has many thorn-studded slits of flame 
springing from the red candle jars. 
My dreams flicker and twist 
on the altar of this earth, 
light wrestling with darkness, 
light radiating into darkness, 
to widen my day blue, 
and all that is wax melts 
in the flame-

I can see treetops! 
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Green Chile 

I prefer red chile over my eggs 
and potatoes for breakfast. 
Red chile ristras decorate my door, 
dry on my roof, and hang from eaves. 
They lend open-air vegetable stands 
historical grandeur, and gently swing 
with an air of festive welcome. 
I can hear them talking in the wind, 
haggard, yellowing, crisp, rasping 
tongues of old men, licking the breeze. 

But grandmother loves green chile. 
Vvhen I visit her, 
she holds the green chile pepper 
in her wrinkled hands. 
Ah, voluptuous, masculine, 
an air of authority and youth simmers 
from its swan-neck stem, tapering to a flovvery collar, 
fermenting resinous spice. 
A v.rell-dressed gentleman at the door 
my grandmother takes sensuously in her hand, 
rubbing its firm glossed sides, 
caressing the oily rubbery serpent, 
with mouth -watering fulfillment, 
fondling its curves with gentle fingers. 
Its bearing magnificent and taut 
as flanks of a tiger in mid-leap, 
she thrusts her blade into 
and cuts it open, with lust 
on her hot mouth, S'Neating over the stove, 
bandanna round her forehead, 
mysterious passion on her face 
as she serves me green chile con came 
betvveen soft warm leaves of corn tortillas, 
with beans and rice-.her sacrifice 
to here little prince. 
I slurp form my plate 
with last bit of tortilla, my mouth burns 
and I hiss and drink a tall glass of cold water. 

All over New Mexico, sunburned men and women 
drive rickety trucks stuffed with gunny sacks 
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of green chile, from Belen, Beguita, Wllard, Estancia, 
San Antonio y Socorro, from fields 
to roadside stands, you see them roasting green chile 
in screen-sided homemade barrels, and for a dollar a bag, 
we relive this old, beautiful ritual again and again. 
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THE POETRY OF JIMMY SANTIAGO BACA 

Author: Jimmy Santiago Baca (1952- ) 
. 1)pe ofwork: Poetry 
Principal published works:· Immigrants in Our Own lAnd. 1979; Swords ofDarkness, 1981; Whd'.r 

H(!ppening,1982;PoemsTakenfromMyYard,1986;Martfn.;•~editiztionsontheSoulhValley,19:16; 
Black Mesa Poems. 1989 

. ~y critics ~ Tumny Santiago Baca ro witness to the suffering of his people and ro :he 
be .one of the most important cootempoiary Chi negating power of oppression and materialism A 
cano write.ts. Although he bas written essays. modem Walt Whitman. be has "'no use for the 
plays.and screenplays, be bas received.mostofhis pamperedpoets of the academy~ or the darling;: of -
_prajse and renown for bis poeny. Be was awanled famioo. Realpoetryoomes from andexp.esses dJe 
aNatioualF.ndowmentfortheArtsgrautforpoetty commoo eneigy of the people..,. Baca's poem, 
in 1987 and the Before Co~BookAwaro for written in fR:e verse with ~on and straigbt:ix
bispoetry coilectionMartfn; &.MediJatibnson the wanl ~ are dediC8led to lbe people oo the 
Soldh Valley. Behas served as poet-in-residence at streets I3tber than the e1iJes in lbliveisities. 
presligioos tmiversities such as Y.ale and the Uni Baca's firstfoB-length collection ofpoetry, Im
vemfy ofCalifornia, .Bedeley. migrants in Our Own Land. wriur::n while Eaca 

In Older lo understand Baca's poetry, which is was still in prison and peblished :iB 1979. is filled 
extremely anrobiograpbical, it is essential to know with ~ndoosenergy andpassion. Ifthese early 
at least the outlines of his life. Baca w~ bom in poems do not show Baca's full powers ~ a Ioet. 
1952 in Santa ·Fe, New Mexico, to a Chicana •they make up for the occasional slack line or flat 
JllOlhcl- and an Apache father. His parents were image with their incredible mgency and their . :00-

divorced soon afterhisbirth. and Baca stayed.with vincing modulationbetweenrage and compas:ioo. 
his grandmolbc:r aod cidleT relalives from lhe ages despair and hope~ Early in the collectioo, the poet 
of two to six. He ~ placed in various ddention admits that be is "Scared of what might beo~ 
cenrers and orpbaoages from the ages of six tQ Of me, the real me.I Behind these prison v.Ds," 
twenty. He ended up living on the streets ofAlbu bot the book as a whole shows a progiessioo as die 
queaque's barrios.. At the age of twenty, be was poet reflects on the power of poetry to cbaog: ~ 
seotenced to prison for possession ofdrugs. andbe life. In bis collection ofpersonal essays Wom ,g iJI 
remained.in prison until 1979. ltwas only inprison the Dark (19')1). be comments on this situalioa: 
that Bacabecame completely literate. received his "'They sent me to prison for drug possession.. .Ati1 
high-schooldiploma(theGeoeralF.quivalencyDi there, out of suffering, I found a reprieve fuJIJl 
ploma, OT GED). and began his interest in poetry. chaos. found language...• I discovered a K
Baca'sdifficultback:groundislik:etbatoffewotber for liviog. for breathing, and I could love rr.ysilf 
poets writing in the United States. again, tmst myself again, trust what my bead 

Through poetry. Baca bas beeo able to foige a dreamed and find the strength to pursue Jld 
new life for himself, to transform himself, and to dreams.." 
redirect bis energy away from drug addiction and The title oflmmigranJS inOurOwn Land r:!ftA 
despair toward communion with others and dedi at least in part. to the movement of coovicts avaJ 
cation ro his art. ..In Jangnage," be says, "I have from their old world, the bani.OS and ghettcs -
bmned my old selves and improvised myself into . · ~ and their "immigration" inn . ~ 
a new being." His poetcy, however. is not in any world of tbe prison. This newfound land, in -,,IJjck 
way simply therapeutic. His writing also bears the warden ignores "the blood of these c:eUbk:)cls. 
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· .. bucketfuls weekly . . . cutoff fingers/ caught in 
· · doors of cages, often, dead men thrown to the 

bo<>fed mud/ like chewed com husks," provides a 
tocaJe in which, remarkably, Baca establishes his 
identity and finds the power of compassion. He 
centerShimselfin this new worldby writingpoems 
abool the land in which he grew up, his grand
mother who reared him, and his father-the "child 
with a warrior's heart''-who offered Baca and his 
si"'blings 

to the wind, 
to the mo1mtains, to the skies of autumn and 

spring. . 
He said, "Here are my children! Care for them!" 
And he left again .•. 

Baca remains committed in the poems to forming 
these links with his past as well as to forming 
strong bonds with the people in his presenL He 
writes poems for fellow convicts, for Joe, his cell
JDate, who had been sent "lo Vietnam to serve a 
coontry/Whose heels onlyhe had seen . ., He speaks 
ofthepowerofdrugs in "ItGoes·by Many Names," 
sympa1h.izi.ng with the people locked behind bars 
"for taking heroin/ But they are not criminals." To 
the addicts, he speaks as a brother and say~. "I 
will ... weep for you, be silent for you. assistyou." 
It is in these poems that Baca offers his assistance. 
When he discovers that poetry can be a vehicle for 
anger and solidarity, he is able to offer himself as 
the voice of the people. In an interview, Baca said 
that he wrote the poems in Immigrants in OurOwn 
Land as a "weapon against sterility, ·mental and 
spiritual and emotional sterility"; the poems can 
also be used by reade£s to fight a similar kind of 
emptiness and despair they might find in their own 
lives. 

Baca con~ued his explorations into his prison 
experiences in the first five poems ofWhat's Hap
pening, a small book of only nineteen pages and 
ten poems published in 1982. The book's title 
comes from the first poem in the collection, in 
which "What's Happening" is not a question but a 
statement of current conditions in prison. What's 
happening is grotesque: Murders andbeatings take 
place, and the dignity of the incarcerated men is 

stolen from them, all in the name ofrehabilitation. 
The poem chronicles these abus ~. but it too is a 
poem in praise ofsolidarity. The· nen are on strike, 
protesting conditions, and all ti: rough the prison 
"f"rres bum and bum before etch ceIJJ voices 
scream and scream, We Want Jistice!" As usual, 
Baca is able to make something .~ood come out of 
all this suffering. In .. Who Understands Me But 
Me,"be remaiks that in "the mids tofthis wreckage 
of life ... I have found parts of myself never 
dreamed ofby me." 

1be last five poems of this cc llection leave the 
prison world, but Baca maintain! his loy~ty to the 
underclass, the oppressed. His career is focused on 
the marginalized, the poor, the c!thnic minorities. 
In ..There's Me," he attacks the 11pper-class world 
in which people make large amo llllts of money by 
using their brains and other peoJ •le's bodies. Baca 
wonders, "Wbatifthereweren't110 bodies/toworlc 
for them? Hub?" He also decidl :s that he and his 
friends are better off than· the Nealthy because, 
although he wakes up in the I norning to curse 
cockroaches, he decides "it's a ~ood/ life, better, 
because we know we're humai beings. Know/ 
what I mean?" To-some readers, :·Jacamay seem to 
romanticizepoverty and demoni. :e the wealthy,but 
his voi~ is convincing even if tl e language of the 
poems is not particularly arres; ing. His heart is 
good. . 

Martin; &, Meditations on the South Valley 
(1986), Baca's ~t critically acclaimed ~k, 
joins two self-contained worlcs that complement 
each oth~. Martin, the first secti :>D. is a fifty-page 
autobiography in verse in whicl. Baca recasts his 
own life by employing fictive na nes and eliminat
ing whole sections of his life stc ry; in Martin, for 
example, no mention is made of the seven-year 
imprisonmenL . 

The poem moves in time frlm the speaker's 
childhood to his adulthood, aIJ d in mood from 
despair and abandonment to h• >pe and commit
ment. Martin, like Baca, recm 1Dts his years of 
hopelessness as he is abandom d in Pino Wells, 
New Mexico, by his sexually al 1Used mother and 
his alcoholic father. He wanders between orphan
ages and relatives' homes, lean: ing finally of his 
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mother's murder by her new husband and his fa
ther's death in a gutter from alcoholism. The death 
ofhis father, who bad submerged his "feelings/ for 
fony years/ like embryos in whiskey bottles,., hurts 
Martfn terribly because he believes that .. there is 
ao reprieve/ from the pain/ from aot having em
braced each orherJ just once." After his parents' 
deaths, be taJces ~o the ope~ road, traveling by 
motorcycle across the United States. He eventually 
retums to Albuquerque, ready to begin again. He 
prays at Quara:f, a site ofIndian ruins, and promises 
himself to "learn the dark red Apache words/ and 
wind burnished chants/ the blazed red Spanish · 
names of things/ that absorb centuries of my 
blood." He attempts to rebuild his life by attaching 
himself to his cultural past, and, most important, 
by finding love and establishing a family. 

Thus, Martin ends on a triumphant note.. Martin 
finds love with Gabriela, feels an attachment to 
"MotherEarth," builds a new home, and witnesses 
his wife giving birth to their son, Pablo. Martin 
pr01¢ses his son that he,•unlike his own parents, 
will never a~on the boy. He extends this prom
ise to all living things, bringing to a very moving · 
cooclusion the ahnost mythic jowney from a kind 
of chaotic hell to the constructed pleasures of do
mestic tranquillity. 
· In the second section of this linked collection, 
Meditarions on theSouth Valley, the narrator, again 
Martin, begins in despair because the new house 
just completed in Martin bums to the ground, 
destroying hundreds ofMartin's poems in the pro
cess: Toe book ends, though, with another birth, 
this time of a newly repaired house with Martin 
serving as a kind of mother. As he says matter of 
factly, "I gavebirth to a house." The collection also 
ends with Martin's reintegration into his commu
nity. 

· Baca frames this collection with the story ofthe 
burned house and the new house rising, like a 
phoenix, out of the flames, but the majority of the 
poems are reflections about the South Valley in 
New Mexico. Because of the fire, Martin and his 
family are forced to move from their home tempo
rarily to the section of town tailed the Heights. 
Martin cannot leave the barrio behind him- 1be 

MaJ terpieces ofLatino Li 

Heights, a wealthy co nmunity, does not 
Martin; he hates the 01 :wness, the impers< 
and the empty perfecti, >n of the place, pre 
the warmth and persor ality of the South 
where his friends live. I .ach poem in this sec 
an attempt to recall the • :haracter of the Vall 
the characters who inhabit it with such gust 

Because Baca is tryi: 1g to capture the aUI 
voice of the people in tl ,e Valley, this sectio 
tains many examples c•f Chicano Spanish 
giving the poems an au henticity they wou) 
erwise lack. Martin rea Us the '<vatos," or g1 
hung out with: one whc died swimming dn 
the Rio Grande, and another, a janitor, who· 
against land developer.; for the people's ri1 
clean water. He rememt ers the "ancianos," 1 

people, who "slowly w1 :an themselves/ fror 
lifeJ and prepare for the nexL" He recalls Pa 
"the barrio idiot," who '1ould always fill Ma 
heart with delighL He ir1agines the dreams < 
immigrants from Mexic,, or thinks ofthe "vie 
the old men, who have e1 !dured poverty and "1 

a rich dream land/ out 01 ·a small garden plot. 
In Black Mesa Poem:.· (1989), a collectior 

includes poems from ttJ.e previously publi 
chapbookPoemsTakenj.-omMyYard(1986),i 
drops the- mask of Martin and speaks of his 
wife and children, not th! characters Gabriela 
Pablo. The book begins like Meditatio_ns or. 
South Valley, with the n construction of a hcu.se. 
this one outside the valley at Black Mesa, in J 
Mexico. The poems als, 1 follow a chronoloi 
progression, as they dicl in Martfn, but in 
volume the seasons, no : the central charact 
~o;tlt-aiid wanderings, loosely control the p1 

ress of the book. In this collection, Baca bet 
with the purchase and ref lllbishing of the hous 
fall and winter, and then he chronicles bis life 
a year, finishing the bo>k with fall and wiI 
again. Memories are inu rspersed throughout 
book. so that the chronological movement in 
collection is balanced n .cely with a movem 
across rime, back into the pasL 

In these sixty-five poems, Baca's prison eXJ 
rience is, once again, not mentioned. It is as if 
sweated out the poison of his previous life 
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writing the earlier collections of poems. Jn Black 
Mesa Poems, Baca focuses on the most basic as
pects of life, and he revels in them: the seasons 
of the earth -and the crops he grows; the animals 
that graze and give birth on the mesa; his wife and 
his second son, Gabriel. whose birth he celebra~ 
and his friends and neighbors, including Mr. 
Abaskin, "a gray-haired prophet in overalls" who 
is conspicuous in the collection because he is wel
comed into Baca's circle even though be is a Rus
sian immigrant ratper than a Chicano oi a Native 
American. 

Although Baca has always had an attraction to 
tbeelemental aspects oflife~ in this collection more 
than in any other he pays special tribute to the 
earth. seeing it and the creatures on itas metaphori
:al emblems to be studied: 

I await the burning books 

_.,,. of lilac buds 
to flame. This year I promise myself 
to read them 
as they are opening 
before they bum away. 

leca.use ofBaca's devotion to the !~I"£~ ofn~. 
nyooe who allies himself with the "enemies of the 

earth" earns Baca's wrath. He distances himself 
from a former friend who "::ells out" and becomes 
a weapons engineer at Lo; Alamos Laboratory. 
He gives the finger to a criver of a car with a 
bumper sticker that reads, • Jet Noise, The Sound 
of Freedom." 

The poems here, as in Marti~;&, Meditations 
on -the South Valley, pay ::pecial tribute to the 
courage, dignity, and homer of people who live 
lives that are rich in passbn and commitment. 
Perhaps a third of the collec :tion focuses on indi
viduals who live lives not of quiet desperation but 

o~ diffi~~}l~- ~e characters, people 
from the barrio or the mesa, are praised in Baca's 
poems because of their tenaciousness, their ability 
to survive with dignity. Baca is no longer the poet 
of futile rage as he was in bh earliest poems; he is 
able to mix his anger aff3:in ;t the injustices of a 
system with fierce compassic n for those who have 
suffered and have endured. I le is the true poet of 
his people. ooe who sees the r shortcomings {and 
his own) and still manages to ::ing a hymn ofpraise 
for them and for life. The re. 1der has a sense that 
Jimmy Santiago Baca. despite the hardships~ has 
endured, will never abandon bis family, his people, 
his art, or the earth. 

J 
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Jimmy Santiago Baca 1952-
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.American poet, essayist, novelist, screenwriter, and pfaywrtght. 

INTRODUCTION 

D 
An acclaimed Chicano poet, Baca is renowned for his richly lyrical and 
autobiographical verse. Baca's poetry mingles his experiences of rage and 
dispossession as a former convict with poetic narratives of spiritual regeneration 

and renewed connection with his community and ethnic heritage. In such notable 
works as Martin and Meditations on the South Valley (1987) and Black Mesa 
Poems (1989), Baca elucidates themes of self-actualization and personal 

metamorphosis by drawing upon his own transformation from an illiterate prisoner 
to a celebrated poet who delights in the discovery and expression of language. 
Featuring both realistic and mythologized portraits of himself and the Chicano 
communit'j in his works, Baca helped bring widespread, national attention to the 
literary and cultural contributions of Chicanos in America, as well as to the plight 

of those who are poor and underprivileged. In addition to his work as a poet, Baca 

is also a noted novelist and screenwriter; his first film, Bound by Honor, was 

produced in 1993. 

Biographical Information 

Born in Santa Fe, New Mexico, to parents of Chicano and Native American 
descent, Baca experienced a troubled childhood. His parents divorced when he 

was very young, and his mother was subsequently murdered by her second
J husband. Raised by his grandparents until the age of five, Baca was then · 
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relocated to an Albuquerque orphanage where he remained for six years. 

Dissatisfied with his life in the institution, he ran away at age eleven and survived 

on the streets and in juvenile detention centers until 1972. That year Baca was 

arrested and convicted for narcotics possession-charges he consistently denied. 
Neverthelessr he was sentenced to a seven-year term at the federal prison in 
Florence, Arizona, and reportedly subjected to electro-shock treatments for 
recalcitrant behavior. Functionally illiterate at the time he was incarcerated, Baca 
taught himself to read and write in prison, producing a journal and several short 

poems. With the encouragement of his fellow inmates he sent several of his 

pieces to MotherJones magazine, attracting the attention of poetry editor Denise 
Levertov, who published three of the poems in the periodical. Baca's first 

collection of verse, Immigrants In Our Own Land,r appeared in 1979 at 

approximately the same time as he was released from prison. Baca published 
several additional volumes of poetr/ in the 1980s, including his broadly successful 
Martin and Meditations an the South Valley. Aft:er the appearance of this work 

Baca's fame as a poet and spokesperson for Chicano culture rapidly developed. 

Soon he was lecturing and reading his works extensively across the United States, 
as well as hosting poetry woikshops. By the late 1980s Baca had lived as poet in 

residence at the University of California, Berkeley and Yale University. Mainstream 

media coverage, the staging of his drama Los tres hfjos de Julia (1991), and the 
production of the film Bound by Honor contributed to his growing celebrity in the 

Chicano community and on a national scale. In the 1990s Baca, now one of the 

most extensively read _and respected Chicano poets in the United States, settled 
with his wife and two sons to the Black Mesa region in New Mexico and continued 

to write prose and poetry, including the novel In the Way of the Sun (1997) and 

the collection Healing Earthquakes: A Love Story in Poems (2001). 

Major Works 

The poetry of Immigrants In Our Own Land, Baca's first significant collection, is 
largely focused on his experiences in an Arizona prison. Detailing personal 

torment, thoughts on injustice and oppression, and his feelings of camaraderie 

with his fellow inmates, Immigrants In Our Own Land outlines a vision of hope 
and faith amid suffering. In addition to its title poem, which alludes to the 

impression shared by many Chicanos of being aliens in the southwestern United 

' States despite their long history there, the collection also includes the powerful 
"So Mexicans are Taking Jobs from Americans," one of Baca's more political 

pieces. What's Happening (1982) also largely deals with Baca's prison experience, 

while additionally depicting the poet's attempts to reestablish his identity after 

incarceration, both in personal, psychological terms, and in relation to the wider 
community. Martin and Meditations on the South Valley represents a considerable 
development in Baca's poetic works. It takes the form of two complementary, 

semi-autobiographical narrative poems that detail in near-mythic terms the world 
of a poor, 'disestablished Chicano youth, Martin, as he grows up on the streets and 
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wanders through the American Southwest in search of identity, meaning, and 
stability. Eventually finding what he is looking for in Gabriela, Martfn makes a 

home for himself, starts a family, and reconnects with his Chicano roots. Baca 

incorporated an earlier collection of lyrical works, Poems Taken from My Yard 
(1986} into Black Mesa Poems (1989), in which he once again evokes the 

working-class world of the barrio and emphasizes themes of regeneration and 

reconciliation brought about by a renewed connection with community, history, 
Chicano culture, and the landscape of the American Southwest. Among Baca's 

other works, his chapbook entitled simply Jimmy Santiago Baca (1978) contains 

several short poems and a prison journal, while the essays and autobiographical 
stories of Working in the Dark: Reflections of a Poet of the Barrio (1992) reveal 

his frequently expressed love of language and thoughts on the process of poetic 
composition. 

Critical Reception 

Despite certain limitations in terms of technique and theme, the lyrics of Baca's 
, Immigrants In Our Own land were heralded as the impressive first works of a 

, new poetic voice from the American Southwest. While critics of his succeeding 

collections, especially What's Happening, expressed concern over Baca's potential 
inability to adequately modulate his passionate expressions, such unease was 

largely allayed when Martin and Meditations on the South Valley appeared several 

years later. Considered a breakthrough volume, Martin and Meditations on the 
South Valley earned Baca a National Endowment for the Arts grant and was 

honored with the Before Columbus American Book Award in 1988. Other critical 

accolades accompanied the volume, tempered only by a small minority of 

commentators who wondered if Baca had accurately rendered the realities of the 
southwestern barrio in his portrayal of Chicano life. Many such detractors were 

silenced with the publication of the follow-up book Black Mesa Poems, which is 

generally considered Baca's most impressive literary effort to date. Extending his 

themes of Chicano reintegration and communal strength, Black Mesa Poems 

evinces a continuation of Baca's epic reinterpretation of his own life and 

rediscovery of his ethnic heritage, critics have observed. Among his subsequent 
works, commentators acknowledge that Healing Earthquakes: A Love Story in 
Poems suggests a further expansion in Baca's poetic technique and thematic 

development, particularly in his strongly metaphorical representation of the 
feminine and nurturing qualities of Chicano culture. 
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August 9~ 2001 

Elizabeth Farnsworth talks with author and poet Jimmy Santiago 
Baca about two new books, "Healing Earthquakes" and "A. Place to 
Stand" 

ELIZABETH F_A.RNSWORTH: The writer Jimmy Santiago Baca 
has two new books out this summer: "Healing Earthquakes'' ~rhich is 
a collection of love poetry, and "i\ Place to Stand," a memc ir ofhis 
childhood in ne\V co-and his six years in a maximum security prison 
after being convicted, wrongly he says, ofpossession ofdn.gs with 
intent to sell. Santiago Baca taught himselfto read and writ! and 
published his first poetry while there. Since then his eight v :>lumes 
of verse have won numerous prizes:, including the American Book 
Award. In 1989 he-held the \Vallace Stevens endo,ved chaiI at Yale 
University. 
1'tanks for being with us. 

JilvtMY S.ANTIAGO BACA, Author, "Healing Earthquake:;" and "A 
Place to Stand:" Thank-you very much. 

ELIZABETH F_ARNSWORTH:. \Vhy a memoir, prose, about your 
past after many years ofwriting poetry about it? 

JIMMY SANTIAGO B_ACA: Well there are some things tb at a 
'"Titer has to do to move on:, and this was one of those thing:; where: I 
had to ... In order to go, to broaden out myself as a writer and to sort 
ofexpand my wings, so to spe~ I had to go ... I had to deal with a 
memoir because it kept getting in the '\Vay.

J 
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ELIZABETH: F ARNSV/ORTH: Its an an1azing story. You tell the 
story of your childhood. You were deserted by your parent!:. Your 
grandparents took care of you for a ·while. Then you ended up in a 
orphanage and finally in prison. Tell the story ofho,¥ the.. . The 
specific story ofhow words and language entered your life and 
helped save you. 

ll~i.MY Si\i"\JTIA..GO B.A..C.A.. : Well, you kt10,v, word<;... '\V ords ,vere 
like butterflies and I ahvays had spring inside my heart. I speak 
n1etaphorically, ·of course. But \Vords ,:vere magical prayerH to me. 
They were single stars that were... That ca.tne out ofpeopfo. In dark 
times it see1ned that lvords \Vere really special to me. \Ve didn't 
really have a lot of books around the house when I was grt)\ving up 
except the bible, and I think that's about it. TI1en, of course, I never 
had a..ny books until I \Vas in county jail, Yvhen I took that one book. 

ELIZABETH Fi\.RNS\VORTH: TeH us "vhat happened. 

..lTh1fMY SA.i.1'JTIAGO BACA..: \\leU, I stole the book :trom the clerk, 
the desk clerk? and I took it 11p to 1ny cell. Late at night I , vas tearing 
pages out of it so I could cook up some coffee. Everyone was yelling 
for their coffee. They ,;vere vvondering \vhy I ,:vasn't coming because 
I ivas ... I ·was on tune n1ost ofthe tune, and \\•hat happened was I 
got... As the fire beneath the coffee can \Va~ flaring, I caught a. 
couple of ·words that I recognized phonetically. A.s I read 1nore and 
n1ore~ I quit tearing the pages out of the book and I began to read 
more and 1nore. It was about a man ,vho ·was ·walking his dog around 
a lake. And that triggered phenomenal memories in me ofn1y 
grandfather and the love I had for him and hovv vve went around the 
pond ·with our sheep and dog. Incidentally the man's narn e that I \Vas 

reading later on that night I fell asleep enunciating the nzme ,vords -
words -- \¥ords\vorth. 

ELIZ,A.BFTH FAR.i"I\JS\VORTH: Then in prison you just kept loving 
·words n1ore and more and you started writing to son1ebody who sent 
you books. Eventually you had poetry published in 1\,1other Jones 
1--fagazine even while you \.Vere in prison. Ho,v did you ~;o fron1 
being aln1ost illiterate to that? · 
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JI1vfMY SA.i"\JTI.AGO BA.C.A: It \Vas really funny because I didn't 
knoiv ho,v to address a letter and I didn't kno,v ho,v to... I didn1t 
knovv people paid for poetry. I'tn not sure if that's a good t1ing. But a 
±iiend ofmine came by. I think he \Vas tired... I v;ras chargi ng people 
cigarettes and coffees to \.vr:ite letters to their mothers and ·Nrite · 
letters to their girlfriends and poen1s and so forth, for :tvfother's Day. 
He e-ame by and said, hey, they're buying poen1s here. I mi(ed ho\v to 
address it. I took my shoebox and grabbed a bunch of poe1ns ti¾at I 
had vvritten on baby paper. And I sent them to a place called San , 
Fra..ncisco -- never expecting to hear back from the1n. \f\-7hen $300 
came in my book~ at the prison that I ,vas i~ I bought the ~vhole cell 
block ice cream that day. Everyone ate ice cream. 

ELIZA.BETH F A.Ri"'\JSVlORTH: '"'fou lo-ve langu.age, you say. rm 
going to ask you to read a poe1n in a 1ninute. First tell us ho,v you 
love language and why. You've called it almost a physical thing for 
you. 

JIMl\tfi:'" SA..1"\JTIA.GO B.A.C.A.: Oh, I love .language. I love language. 
Language, to 1ne, is ,vhat sunrise is to the birds. Language, to me, is 
what vvater is to a man that just crossed the dese11. I ren1e1~1ber, as a 
boy, ,vhen gro-,.vn-ups, they looked like huge red\vood trees to me in 
a stonn, or they looked like boats without a 1nap in a bad ~tom1 at 
sea. And the gro'\-vn-ups in my life \.Vere ahvays caught up in dramas. 
i\nd the one thing that they all had in comn1on was they couldn't 
express that storm inside ofthemselves. And I "vVas so caught up in 
that drama. that I vov.red one day I v,ould grasp hold of the po,ver that 
could evoke their emotions. For me:, at least, I ·wanted to know how 
to say ·what was happening to them and I wanted to kno,v . ... 

ELIZABETH FA.Ri~S\\Tt)RTH: Go ahead. Sony. 

JI1virvfY S.ANTI.A.GO B..t\CA: I just ,vanted to kno\v ... I \v:1nted to 
name things. 

ELIZ.A.BETH .t<ARNS\VORTH·: Read a poem for us ,vhere you do 
name things. TI1is is from "Healing Earthquakes/ your ne\v books of 
poetry. 
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JI1vltv1Y S.ANTI.,L\GO B,..\C.A.: Yes. TI1is is n1unber 18, part one. 
HYesterday driving across the bridge ,vith my friend the brilliant 
orange cottonwood leaves along the river n1ade me think of love. 
And the red plun1 tree neA1 to the bus stop bench of enduri1g 
resilience, and the brovvn leaves in the gutter became 1ny 
disappointtnents. I in1agined a ghostly specter visiting my Jedside 
and piling those bro\vn leaves on my tiny heart. That was ·when my 
friend asked n1e vvho or ·what did God give his unending blessings? 
He expected me to say the innocent, but I replied that God gives his 
blessings and miracles to ¥-,hat rots and is broken and is c111mbling -
that \Vhich is decomposip.g. Blessings in the rot, in the darl ~ matter 
that is breaking apart like a fractured wall, bricks falling tc, the 
ground because iife ,vants opened fields:, not separation - everything 
L."t'}tegrating into one black mass of decreation and creation -- bit-thing 
a.•.t1d dying. In the \.Vound is freedo1n; in the young crippled boy 
stn::ggling to step up to the bus, the imperfect. \Valls eve11 \Vhere. 
Every business has barred '-'rindo-ws. Walls, \Valls. ~le adnrire the 
Iviercedes driver \Vith smoked tinted \Vindo\vs. His \Valls a lio"\>V no 
intrusion. But the hitchhiker's ,valls have come dovvn. Tue kid on the 
street corner \Vith purple locks is saying look at rny purple hair. It's 
my wall. But ·walls that fall are where life feasts on n1iracl ~s or 
·where God lives and does the \Vork oftrue living." 

ELIZABETH FAR..~JS\Vt1RTH: I love tllis poe1n both for the 
language but also because it seems to express sort. of the c~ntral 
then1e of your work. Tell me if I'm right about this: The m~cessity of 
the \Valls to fall and the sort of holiness of·what isn't perfect. 

Ill\,flv.fY S"'.:\i~TIAGO BACA ..: I think you're righi:, yeah. I :1ave this 
passion for vvhat's not petfect. I have a passion for openin;~ up the 
heart to the world. I have a passion for people that have the courage 
to live vvith their souls on their skin, so to speak. 

ELIZABETH FA.RJ.'JSV/ORTH: And for bri.e.41ging do\Vll \Halls of all 
kinds=' prison walls. You do a lot of ,vork in ,vorkshops, \., -alls of 
racis1n. Yrou not only vvrite about this but you vvork on thi~, don't 
you? You teach literacy. You ·work ,;vith people who have been 
hanned by whatever. · 
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nJvIMY S.ANTI.AGO BAC ..i\.: r-es, yes. I just finished a big 
,vorkshop at Chino Prison and I have an ongoing \:vork'3hop at a 
dance studio here, and I do a lot of things but basically the impetus 
for the work that. I do is generated fron1 a passion that we all need to 
communicate. I think in the communication is our dance. 

ELIZ.ABETH FARNS\VORTH: You're writing pretty much alone 
no'vv. I read that you!ve spent a lot oftime in recent years alone. I 
guess you would have to spend a lot'oftime working to finish two 
books that both came out at the same time. Tell us about h(lv.r you 
write and why it's important for you to be alone. 

JI1',,fM·y SA.1~TIA.GO B.ACi\.: I think that loneliness really is n1y 
•intimate co1npanion. I used to try to avoid it. But now I em brac·e it. I 
write ... I get up in the n1orning about 5:00 and 5:30 and thtm I sort of 
roust about, \¥ater the piant5, read a little bi~ maybe, go 01tside. I 
start wTiting and I ,vrite very eclectically. I'm sort of ecce11tric in the 
sense that I'll \.Vtite a ... ten minutes and get up, walk aroun :I, sit 
dov,,11~ write five rninute.s, get up, -vvalk around. rn do different things 
according to 1,vhat rm -µ,rriting. \Vith this particular book o~: poetry, 
"Healing Earthquakes:-u I had a different ~pproach. I sat d<,\Vn and 
just ;.vrote passionately, a burst, a sho\ver bUi-st so to speak. \Vhen 
rm writing something else like shot1 stories or a novel, th,~y each 
have their different approaches that affect 1ne physically and that I 
follo\v physically. So thafs ho\-v I do it. 

ELlZA.BETH FAR.."N"S\VORTH: Jimmy Santiago Baca, anthor of 11 A 
Place to Stand" and "Healing Earthquak.es/f thanks for being with us. 

JHvflvIY SA....'N"TI.A.GO Bi\.CA: Ifs my pleasure. Thank you. 

J 
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Notes on Black Mesa Poems by Jimmy Santiago Baca 

Sixty-five poems that represent the most "complete recuperation and revindicatioii ofhis 
barrio, ofits Chicano, working-class ethos, and ofthe life that he has formed around his South 
Valley home" A. Gabriel Melendez, Dictionary ofLiterary Biography, Volume 122: Chicano 
Writers, Second Series. 

"Black Mesa is the ancient volcanic tablelands south ofAlbuquerque. It derives much of 
its mythic and archetypal significance from the ancestral presence ofBaca's mestizo forebears 
(Indian, Spanish, and Mexican) whose spirits still echo in the land and the traditions ofNew 
Mexico" Dictionary ofLiterary Biography. 

"Dream Come Early''- The actual acquisition ofhis dream home comes sooner than Baca 
~xpects. It is his dream home because it is located in Black Mesa, it is surrounded by nature and 
it matches both bis ideal and his wife's ideal ofa home. It carries the history ofthe Chicano 
people, and therefore the spirits ofthe ages. 

"Old Man"- Baca feels he will never become old because he will live on in nature and through 
nature's creatures. 

"From Violence to Peace" - After witnessing the butchering ofa bull, the narrator talces a drink to · 
fuel his anger at what he perceives to be a desecration. In a drunken rage, and "to redeem the 
bull's blood with ours," he goes to settle a score with an enemy and is shot with pellets 
througout bis thighs, belly and groin. During bis recuperation, he comes to the realization that 
what he now wants is to "diffuse the immovable core ofvengeance in my heartj I had carried as 
a child." When the curandero visits he interprets the narrator's rage at the killing of the bull. He 
tells him that "killing the bull is killing the intuitive part ofyourself, the feminine part." That 
when "Jesus was raising Laz.arus/he groaned in his spirit and that bull groaned/ and when you 
killed the bull, it was raising youJ The dying bull gave birth to you and now you are either/ 
blessed or cursed. The flood of that bull's blood,/ is either going to drown you or liberate you,/ 
but it will not be wasted." 

"Dream Instructions" -This poem is the sequel to "From Violence to Peace." Baca reminds the 
reader that he has been advised by the curandero that the bull's blood "is either going to liberate" 
him or "drown" bim....the "bull's blood will not be wasted.'' In his dream he revisits his 
experience ofbeing in prison and the horror it instilled in him. He equates being in prison to 
being in hell. He awakens to find that it is the peaceful man who is speaking to the destructive 
spirit in him. He returns to his dream state and experiences a rebirth as a more positive, peaceful, 
knowledgeable man who is willing to experience "another way oflife." 

"Roots" - In this poem, the cottonwood tree is a symbol of strength. Its roots go deeply into the 
land. Likewise, the narrator feels that his strength, like the cottonwood tree's strength, is derived 
from his ancestral roots. 
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"Jaguar Head" - In this poem, again the branches ofthe cottonwood tree represents strength and 
power. The branch ofthe tree takes on the image ofa jaguar's head, snarling, drooling sap; it has 
fresh-timber fangs. The tree's leaves are like molted fur. 

"Leaps" - This poem reveres the power ofmemory. Despite the fact that ·change is inevitable, 
memory allows a person to freeze a cherished scene, moment or incident in time forever. 

"The Other Side of the Mountain" - Although nature can sometimes present adverse conditions, 
nature is kind; however, life with its limitations can be cruel. 

"Knowing the Snow Another Way'' - This poem gives the nature ofsnow from three different 
perspectives. Nature seems to pay homage to the falling snow. To children, even those who are 
homeless, the snow can be beautiful and comforting. But to adults "Indios y Chicanos" know the 
ravages ofsnow to their livestock, their crop, their well-being, and ultimately their lives. 

"Birthing Work" - This poem begins with giving instructions for making adobe brick. He 
proudly uses the brick to make a dwelling. This type ofcreation is compared to giving birth to a 
child. Like the child, the adobe has a life ofits own. Similarly both are wrought from dust and 
to the earth they both return. 

"Bells" - This poem records the birth ofthe poet. A celebratory tone is indicated by the use of 
bells to herald his entry into the world and his first trip through the streets ofSanta: Fe~ New 
Mexico. His trip home takes him past the mundane and the miraculous. Later in life, when his 
mother gently reprimands him, she reminds him that he was "born ofbells ... they speak to you in 
dreams." 

"Green Chile" - This poem begins with the celebration ofgreen chiles as a great breakfast food, 
along with eggs and potatoes. However, red chiles are great for decorations and as reminders of 
historical grandeur. Baca remembers that his grandmother loved green cbiles. He describes her 
holding, caressing and cutting into them. He associates green chiles with sensuality and the heat 
ofpassion. In fact, eating green chile con came between tortillas becomes a pleasant ritual which 
he remembers often. To quell the heat of the green chile, he drinks a tall glass ofcold water. 
Baca savors this ritual as he sees and smells the green chiles being roasted and sold at market. 
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" Work We Hate and Dreams We Love" - 1bis poem draws the contrasts between the harshness 
or reality and the sweetness-ofdreams. A young worker abhors the monotony ofmaking boards, 
but finds delight in dreaming ofhimself as a mighty hunter. 

"Mi Tio Baca El Poeta De Socorro" - This poem pays homage to Baca's uncle, Antonio Baca, 
who was a rebel for the cause. He advocated land rights be restored to his people. As a result, he 
was massacred. He imagines walking and talking one last time with his uncle, ending with the 
uncle's kneeling in prayer at the alter. Although knows that he should believe, like his uncle that 
"faith, prayer, and forgiveness" will sustain us, he finds it hard to accept. 

"Child ofthe Sun- Gabriel's Birth (Sun Prayer)-This poem records the birth ofBaca's son, 
Gabriel. The sun seems to provide the light for the birth. The baby is greeted by sunlight; he is 
like "God descending from the sky. All three of them are engulfed and dazzled by the sunlight. 
He appears as a "child ofthe sun," and, therefore, Baca pays homage to the sun in thanksgiving 
for his safe arrival. 

"Personal Prayers" -This poem tells gives the details ofthe ceremonial practice ofburying the 
placenta after the child is born. On the night ofthe full moon, the blue spruce is decorated with 
"Kachina dolls, eagle and hawk feathers, and wooden figurines ofmothers holding children." 
After the full moon, the placenta in placed in a fertilized hole on the north side ofthe house, and 
the spruce tree is added, roots first Baca then bends down and whispers a prayer into the soil: 
"Mother earth, give my son deep/strong roots. Care for him/throughout his life, give him/ a path 
filled with light, give him/ the courage to bear himself/ upright, as corn, as his spruce tree/ gift I 
offer you in thankfulness,/ Mother earth." 

"Since You've Come"- This anecdotal poem recounts the changed lives ofnew parents. The 
demands of the newborn son, Antonio, requires that they "stagger out ofbed, guessing what you 
desire," and become "jugglers of toy bears and rattlers." And in response to all of this sacrifice, 
the baby is "bored, indifferent, and unimpressed with our performance." He simply shuts his 
eyes, burps, and goes to sleep. In spite ofall this, Baca writes, "We have never loved anyone 
more than you my child." 

J 
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"Black Mesa"- This poe~ from which the collection takes its title, begins with the description of 
the poet's geophysical space. After describing the landscape ofhis property on Black Mesa, he is 
reminded ofthe memories which the land holds. He remembers that the earth below his feet 
holds the blood ofa slain Chicano activist, Rito, who tried to stop the mine blasting on Black 
Mesa. While, remembering Rito as an Aztec warrior who taught history to the children, Baca is 
reminded ofthe history ofthe land on which he stands. He imagines himselfon this same land 
1000 years ago and compares this time to the brevity ofthe human life span. lbrough what he 
imagines life to be like at that time, he gains a view of life and death, and thus gains strength 
from these revelations. In hi~ imagination, he finds himself in a future time and a distant place 
where someone thanks him for "the stone in my mind." The stone is the endming memory ofthe 
past and history. Thus, "stone" becomes a metaphor for endurance, memory, history. Once back 
to reality, he is ready to face tomorrow, ready to live and learn :from any "catastrophe." 
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Black Mesa Poems by Jimmy Santiago Baca 

Topics for critical thinking and writing 

I. The sixty-five poems ofBlack Mesa Poems unfold in a chronological pattern, that ofthe 
seasons ofthe earth. Beginning with the first poem "Dream Come Early'' select at least four 
subsequent poems and explain how each one represents the progression from one season to the 
next. (Beginning with f'Dream Come Early=fall/winter; "Spring" "God's Coming" "Too 
Much ofa Good Thing" "Matanza to Welcome Spring"=spring; "Wishes" "Family Ties',' 
"Toward the Light" spring/summer; ending with "September" "Black Mesa" =fall/winter. 
These are suggestions as students' responses may be different) (Illustration/Argumentation 
Essay) 

2. In this collection ofpoems, Baca pays homage to the forces ofnature. Using selected passages 
from selected poems, explain how Baca has demonstrated his reverence for nature. ( "Spring" 
"God's Coming" "Sweet Revenge" "A Good Day" "Roots''answers will vary) 
(Illustration/ Argumentation) 

3. Black Mesa Poems not only pays homage to the forces ofnature, but'the poems also celebrate 
the people ofthe mesa or barrio. In an essay, explain how Baca sings a song ofpraise for his 
people. ("The Other Side ofthe .,\fountain" "Green Chile" "Old Woman" "Perfecto Flores" 
"Mi Tio Baca El Poeta De Soco"o "answers will vary) 

4. Compare the image ofthe bull's blood as seen in the poem "From Violence to Peace" and the 
same image of the bull's blood in "Dream Instructions." (In the former. the bull's blood is a 
source ofho"or anddisgust and in the latter, the bull's blood is a source ofrebirth and peace.) 
(Comparison/Contrast Essay) 

J 
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A Place to Stand by Jimmy Santiago Baca 

Topics for critical thinking and writing 

1. The title of the novel is A Place to Stand. In an essay, discuss the significance of the title in 
terms ofBaca's dreams. ( He wanted to have a home in the desert or in the mountains by a 
stream with all the wildlife. He wanted to help his family: give 'Grandmother medical help, 
father would get treatmentfor his alcoholism; sister and brother would live comfortably. He 
wanted to belong to a family. Ul_timately, he wanted to be accepted or acknowledged by his 
mother and the community in general.) (Illustration Essay or Argumentation Essay) 

2. The cover of the novel pictures a vast, wide open space with a lone tree standing. In an essay 
discuss the significance of this picture in terms ofBaca's life. ( Paradoxically, Baca loves open 
spaces, yet he is continually confined, e.g. playing in the yard as a child/ hiding under 
the house; beach/prison; New Mexico plains vs. prison) (Illustration Essay or 
Comparison/Contrast Essay) 

3. As a child, Baca was told the story ofhis mother's being bitten by a snake just hours before 
Baca was born. Based on this event, the healer man predicts that Baca will, like the snake who 
sheds his skin, will change many times in his life. Based on A Place to Stand, argue for or 
against the validity of this prediction. (From the age of5, Baca changes homes constantly; while 
in prison, his personality changes several times; literacy changes his live for the better.) 
(Cause/Effect Essay, Illustration Essay) 
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Denise Chavez 
1948-

Chicana dramatist, poet, and novelist. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Chavez is widely regarded as a leading Chicana 
playwright and novelist of the American South
west. She has written and produced numerous 

one-act plays since the 1970s; however, she is best 
known for The Lastofthe Menu Girls (1986), a poignant 
and sensitive novel about an adolescent girl's passage 
into womanhood. 

Born in Las Cruces, New Mexico, Chavez was 
reared in a family that particularly valued education and 
self-improvement. The divorce of herfather, an attorney, 
and her mother, a teacher, in 1958 was a painful expe
rience for Chavez which led her to remark in retrospect 
that she "grew up knowing separation as a quality of 
life." She was raised in a household of women that in
cluded her mother, two sisters, and a half-sister, and 
has acknowledged that the dominant influences in her 
life-as well as in her work-have been women. From 
an early age Chavez was an avid reader and writer. 
She kept a diary in which she recorded her observa
tions on life and her own "physical, spiritual, and emo
tional ups and downs." During high school she became 
interested in drama and performed in several produc
tions. Regarding her discovery of the theater, Chavez 
has stated: "It was like a revelation for me. I told myself, 
this is it. I can extend myself, be more than myself." She 
wrote her.first play while a senior in college: originally 
entitled The Waiting, it was renamed Novitiates when it 
was produced in 1971. A story about several persons 
in transition~! periods in their lives, her play won a prize 
in a New Mexico literary contest. 

From 1973 to 1984 Chavez composed and collab
orated on some twenty-one dramas, ranging from one
act children's theater pieces to tragic dramas that ex
plore religious or existential themes. New Mexico gen
erally serves as the backdrop for her plays: "My work is 
rooted in the Southwest, in heat and dust, and reflects . . 



·
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a world where love is as real as the land. In this dry 
~nd seemingly harsh and empty world there is much 
,eauty to be found." Although background is significant 

in Chavez's work, Martha E. Heard has contended that 
the "inner transformation [of characters] is more im
portant than external setting." Critics have noted that 
Chavez's plays typically focus on the ·characters' self
revelation and developing sense of their place in the 
community. Mario and the Room Marfa (1974), for ex
ample, is a play about personal growth: its protagonist, 
Mundo Reyes, is unable to develop emotionally due to 
his refusal to confront painful experiences in his past. 
Likewise, Sf, hay posada (1980) depicts the agony of 
Johnny Briones, whose rejection of love is the result 
of emotional difficulties surrounding Christmas. While 
Chavez's plays most often concentrate on her char
acters' inner lives, some deal with external and cul
tural elements that impede social interaction. In Plaza 
(1984) she contrasts two characters who have differ
ent impressions of life in the town square. Iris, a lonely 
and resentful woman who grew up "being told what to 
do, who to talk to, who to marry" because her parents 
were so "very Spanish," fears the plaza that she sees 
from her window, viewing it as a hangout for disrep
utable types; young Benito, on the other hand, finds it a 
stimulating place where he can converse and meet peo
ple. As he advises his friend Cris: "you don't get lonely 

-, •,ere. There's always something going on. Someone to 
) Jlk to. Someone you know. Someone you don't know. 
Whether old friend or new, one can help out." Though 
they range in age, the protagonists in Chavez's plays 
are frequently positioned at a pivotal period in their lives 
that calls for a decision or a leap in self-understanding. 
Critics have observed, however, that Chavez's charac
ters defy conformity to any fixed pattern since she goes 
to great lengths to portray each figure as an individual. 
Her use of detailed descriptions, strong dialogue, and 
linguistic nuances taken from the lingo of the Chicano 
community help Chavez to delineate her characters and 
to distinguish one from another. "I feel," she has said, 
"that as a Chicana writer, I am capturing the voice of so 
many who have been voiceless for years. I write about 
the neighborhood handyman, the waitresses, the bag 
ladies, the elevator operators.... My work as a play
wright is to capture as best I can the small gestures of 
the common people." Though some critics have cen-

.·. !~
sured the loose structure of her plays, most COf\Sid'·:::. 
Chavez a perceptive and inventive dramatist. -~ ~ -_ 

Many of the themes pervading Chavez's plays .ire 
echoed and drawn together in her novel, The Lastofth~ 
Menu Girls. Composed of seven related stories, it ex
plores the coming of age of Rocfo Esquibel, a New M~_
ico college student. In the opening story, Rocio goesio 
work handing out menus in a hospital, where she is ex
posed to many different people and experiences. Her 
impressions are shaped, in large part, by the ordinary 
individuals whom she daily encounters: the IOcal repair
man, the grandmother, and the hospital helper, among 
others. Confronted by the basic facts of hardship, pa.in, 
and death, she begins to plan her future. Rodo is es
pecially attentive to women's voices and concerns, and 
questions the narrow roles assigned to them. Taking 
stock of her family and society, ~ocio denounces fem
inine stereotypes and decides to become· a writer so 
that she may, in the words of the noted Chicano author ::.. 
Rudolfo A. Anaya, "give meaning to the emotionally tur
bulent lives of the people she has known." The novel 
concludes with Rocfo's mother challenging her to write 
another Gone with the Wind: "You don't have to go any
where. Not down the street. Not even out of this house. 
There's stories, plenty of them all around. What do you 
say, Rocfo7" 

Commentators have admired the way in which 
Chavez has interwoven the seven stories that com
prise the novel in order to emphasize the human need 
for compadrfa, or community. Although some scholars 
have found her style to be disjointed and flawed, most 
have lauded her lively dialogue, revealing characteri
zation, and ability to write with insight. They have also 
extolled the way in which the novelist inco'rporates el
ements of American Southwest culture, such as tradi
tional folk stories and poetry, into her work, helping to 
root her characters more firmly in their social and geo
graphical context. Chavez does not look upon The Last 
of the Menu Girls as a novel, but as a series of "dra
matic vignettes" which explore the mysteries of woman
hood. In fact, she envisions all her work as a chronicle 
of the changing relationships between men and women 
as women continue to avow their independence. This 
·assertion has led critics like Anaya to hail Chavez as a 
"feminine voice" that is contributing "a new vision and 
dimension to the literature of [the Chicano] community." 
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CRITICAL COMMENTARY 

BEVERLY LYON CLARK 
(essay date 1986) 

[In the following review of The Last ofthe Menu Girls, 
Claf% commends Chavez's literary debut, regarding 
her as a promising Hispanic novelist.] 

Does [ The Listofthe Menu GirlsJ mark the emergence of 
a Hispanic woman writer ofthe stature ofToni Morrison 
or Leslie Sillco? Not quite. Not yet. But Denise Chavez 
does show promise. The interrelated stories in this first 
collection sketch the corning ofage ofRocio Esquibel, as 
the adolescent girl examines available models ofwoman
hood, tries out. roles, comes to ·terms with the clutter of 
her past and emerges as a writer. The stories are of two 
types: lyrical meditations on everyday objects and mon
tages ofdialogue that swiftly reveal character. The former 
'ltrain too hard for lyricism. The latter, though, show Ms. 
~h:ivez's strengths in dialogue and in juxtaposing evoca-

tive scenes. The title story, for instance, shows 17-year-old 
Rocio working in a·hospital delivering menus to patients, 
touched by- the lives of those she encounters: a beautiful, 
bitter woman sufferingsomething mysterious, something 
to do with sex; an illegal alien who has lost his nose in a 
barroom fight; a hunchbacked dietitian proud ofhis iced 
tea. "Compadrc" tells ofmoments in the life ofthe neigh
borhood handyman, whose repairs are never quite right, 
but also ofmoments in the life ofRocio, from whose per
spective, variously snobbish, exasperated and compassion
ate, the story is told. It concludes with Rodo's mother 
encouraging her to write another Gone With the. Wind, 
which Rocio doesn't do, but also giving advice that she 
will follow in writing her own stories: "You don't have to 
go anywhere. Not down the street. Not even out of this 
house. There's stories, plenty ofthem all around." 

Beverly Lyon Clark, in a review of The Last of the Menu 
Girls, in The New York Times Book Rniew, October 12, 1986, 
p.28. 

RUDOLFO A. ANAYA 
(essay date 1986) 

[Anaya is a prominent Chicano novelist and short 

story writer. In the following excerpt from his intro
duction to The Last of the Menu Girls, he praises 
Chavez's first novel and summons the reader "to en
ter the rich and imaginative world which she portrays 
with such feeling and insight.j 

With the publication of The Last ofthe Menu Girls, De
nise Chavez joins the ranks ofwriters who are rounding 
out the parameters of Chicano literature. The feminine 
voice adds a new vision and dimension to the literature of 
this community. Clearly, a new vanguard is here, and its 
name is woman. 

In this collection, the reader will savor the poignant 
experiences and dreams ofRocio, a young gi.tl whose rites 
of passage into womanhood give unity to the collage of 
stories. At the beginning of the novel Rocio cries out 

· against the traditional serving roles which society has pre
scribed for women, and she opts for the life of the artist. 
By the novel's end she has found her calling, and that is 
to give meaning to the emotionally turbulent lives of the 
people she has known. It is R.ocio's mother who wisely 
counsels and dares her daughter to write the story oftheir 
lives. 

Denise's novel reflects her particular sense ofplace, 
revealing the depths of the world ofwomen and the fla
vor of southern New Mexico. The central metaphor of 
the novel is the home. The family, the known neighbor
hood and the role ofwomen in this context are Denise's 
concern as a writer. Her eye for detail is sharp; the interior 
monologues ofher characters are revealing; and Denise's 
long-training as a dramatist serves her well in creating in
oiguing plot and dialogue. In shon, all the strengths of 
a writer are here. 

Rodo's yearning is to write a great novel from the 
lives of those people she knows best. It is the same dream 
Denise Chavez has followed, challenging us to let go of 
familiar patterns and to enter the rich and imaginative 
world which she portrays with such feeling and insight. 

Rudolfo A. Anaya, in an introduction to The Last of the 
Menu Girls by Denise Chavez, Arte Publico Press, 1986, 
p.ix. 
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Principal Works 

Novitiates (drama) 1971 

Mario and the Room Maria (drama) 1974 

The Flying Tortilla Man (drama) 1975 

The Adobe Rabbit (drama) 1979 

Nacimiento (drama) 1979 

Life is a Two-Way Street (poetry) 1980 

Santa Fe Charm (drama) 1980 

Sf, hay posada (drama) 1980 

El camino {drama) 1981 

El santero de Cordova (drama) 1981 

Hecho en Mexico (drama) 1982 

El mas pequeno de mis hijos (drama) 1983 

Plaza (drama) 1984 

The Last of the Menu Girls (novel) 1986 

Novenas narrativas (drama) 1986 

Face of an Angel (novel) forthcoming 1994 

RAYMUND A. PAREDES 
(essay date 1987) 

[In the following excerpt, Paredes describes The Last 
of the Menu Girls, noting flaws in Chavez's writing, 
but lauding her ability to realistically depict the hu
man condition.] 

Denise Chavez's The Last of the Menu. Girls [is] a col
lection of seven related stories that chronicle, in several 
narrative voices and dialeccs, the experiences of a young 
New Mexico woman, Rocio Esquibel. In the title story, 
Rocio is a college ·student whose first job, in a hospital 
taking meal orders from patients, serves as her initiation 
into a hwnan drama as acted out by a variety of hospital 
characters. The hospital is a microcosm ofthe larger world 
Rocio barely knows and it is here that she, confronted by 
the essential facts of pain and death, begins to plan her 
life. 

Like [ Chicano writer] Gary Soto, Chavez is at
tracted to the literary potentiality ofordinary events. She 
writes of summers in west Texas, of childhood games 

,und a willow tree. But whereas Soto's nacratives are 
__.,snapshots, Chavez's are more elaborated, "continual 

speculations" as she calls them, "into the mysteries of 
womanhood.,, As Soto celebrates the camaraderie of 

boys, Chavez celebrates her memories of"all those wom
en, all of them . . . girls, girls, the bright beautiful girls. 

,, 

[Chicana writer Ana] Castillo's narrator [in The 
Mixquiah11ala Letters, l 986] never quite feels at home in 
either American or Mexican culture but Chavez's various 
narrators seem to settle comfort.ably on any part of her 
fictional landscape. Chavez assumes her various identities 
gracefully, whether Spanish or English speaking, Mexican 
American or Anglo. For her, to be a Mexican American 
implies not a Jiaunting sense of marginality but an ability 

· ofmove easily from one cul~ environment to another. 

Ultimately, Chavez offers her readers an expansive 
view of the human community, rich and poor and An
glo and Mexican alike: Chavez's literary technique-the 
suddenly shifting narrators and scenes-initially creates 
a sense of disjointedness but eventually characters and 
lives intersect and sometimes blend. This technique cor
responds with Chavez's view of the human condition. 
We seem, at first glance, to be a world of many peoples 
in many communities with apparently little in common. 
But ifwe look beyond superficial differences, we find our
selves joined together by the inescapable facts of life and 
death and the awareness that loneliness is the least tolera· 
ble of human circumstances. Chavez's final story, "Com
padre" - from the Spanish term that identifies the Mexi
can principle ofthe extended family-depicts the longing 
for community elegantly and poignantly. 

Chavez is a young writer and a flawed one but her 
sense ofherselfas an artist is what the best Mexican Amer
ican writing is about. Drawing from the resources oftwo 
cultures and.languages, rooting her fictions in folk expe
rience and belief, and defying traditional notions ofgen
der, Chavez fashions stories that are at once distinctive 
and broadly appealing. (p. 128) 

Raymund A. Paredes, in a review of The ·Last of the Menu 
Girls, in Rocky Mountain Rniew, Vol. 41, Nos. 1-2, 1987, 
pp.12~28. 

, 
DENISE CHAVEZ 

(essay date 1987) 

[In the following essay, originally composed in 1987, 
Chavez explores the familial, r~ligious, and ethnic 
influences which shaped her writing.] 

My first childhood recollection is ofheat. Perhaps because 
I was born in the middle of August in Southern New 
Mexico, I have always felt the burningly beautiful intensity 
of my dry, impenetrable land. Land not often relieved 
by the rain-that wet, cleansing, and blessed catharsis. I 
remember as a little girl sitting waist-deep in the cool, 
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grassy water that had been channeled from th~ irrigation 
ditch behind our house. The heat, then the ram, and the 
water were my first friends. 

My other friend was my imagination that invented 
an extended family of loving, congenial spirits w~o ·wan
dered with me nighttimes in my dreams-into the other 
worlds I inhabited as vividly and completely as I did my 
own waking existence as middle daughter in a family of 
three girls, one mother, Delfina Rede Faver Chavez, a 
teacher divorced by my father, E. E. "Chano" Chavez, 
one lawyer, long gone. 

These friendships with spirits were real to me, and 
still are. The spirits were voices of people, people I'd 
known and not known, feelings I felt and couldn't at th~t 
time conceive offeeling. I had no way to explain my cre
ative world to anyone, could not even explain it to myself. 
All I ~ow is that my life was rich and deep and full of 
wonder. 

I always felt advanced for my age, somehow differ
ent. I always thought I thought more than people of my 
own age. My imagination was a friend at first, and later a 
lover, a guide, a spirit te3:cher. 

I grew up in a house ofwomen. That is why I often 
write about women, women who are without men. My 
fathe~ divorced us early on; he was a brilliant lawyer, but 
an alcoholic. My mother was incredibly intelligent, with 
a keen curiosity and love of life and people. Their minds 
were ~ompatible, their spirits and hearts were not. I grew 
up knowing separation as a quality oflife-and this sorrow 
went ·hand in hand with extensions-for despite the fact 
my parents were apart, both families were an everpresent 
part qfmy life. So I grew up solitary in the midst ofnoise, 
a quality I didn't know then was essential to my work as 
a writer. 

People ·always ask me how and when I started writ
ing. The answer never varies. From an early age I kept 
diaries, some with locks, locks I kept losing or misplac
ing, others with no'locks. I'm sure my mother read my 
diary. I'm positive my younger sister did .... Somehow, 
looking back on myself in these diary entries, I am aware 
of myself, even then, as an observer of life. Without my 
diaries, I don't think I'd ever have become a writer. I now 
sec that 1958 was a hard year, the breakup ofmy parent's 
marriage, a devastating time for all of us. I see the or
der I began to put into my life, the need to account for, 
evaluate, assess. Time was ofsignificance, my life ofvalue. 
Religion was important then as spirituality is to me now. 
I wanted to grow up so badly, to be an adult, to under
stand. My life was rich then, I see that too, with much 
experience that was to feed me for years to come. 

I see that I was not a good student, ever. I rarely 
did homework. I would study in bed, usually lying down, ..) 
Waking up the next morning, the light on, in my clothes, 
very hot and clammy, dry mouthed, Mother yelling for 
me to wake up, to find the History or Math book mashed 

into my face. I would race to school, then fly back to en
ter the latest news into my diary. Painful accounts were 
entered, then torn. Did I tear them, and ifnot me, who? 
My mother, my sister? Or that other girl, the me who 
wanted to be happy? I note with interest my early stream 
of consciousness technique (not a technique then), my 
disinterest in chronological time ( critics take note), I see 
the roots of my still poor grammar and spelling, and ob
serve the time I begin to sign my writing-Denise. The 
writing had become a statement for someone other than 
me. What I had to say, suddenly, to me "mattered." 

I see also the many gaps between entries, and that 
too is of significance. I see that I wrote on sad, happy, 
elated, and depressed days. The regular days were entry
less. Writing was a gauge of my personal life. It was a 
record of my physical, spiritual, and emotional ups and 
downs. I enjoyed writing, always have, the actual phys- · 
ical movement of pen or pencil across a piece of pa
per. I enjoyed/enjoy the mind-eye-to-hand-acting-out
delineation of internalness. I practiced my handwriting 
constantly. 

I see now that I was training myself unconsciously 
to "write" efficiently, quickly. A sort of "scales" for the 
writing self/hand. Rolling letters, moving them through 
space, limbering up mechanically so that later I could use 
my hand like a tool, limbered, unrestrained. I still find 
myself practicing the alphabet on random sheets of pa
per, testing letter_ style, still looking for a more effective 
fluid line. Much flight time on the white canvas ofmy con
stantly emerging movement toward my work as a writer. 
I didn't know it then. I didn't know it when I got a note
book and started copying other people's poems, songs. 
But this was later, because first there were books, books, 
and more books to read, like my favorite childhood book 
called Poems of Childhood by Eugene Field, with scary
wonderful poems like "Seein' 1bings." 

I was a voracious reader. Anything. Everything. I 
went on binge~. My mother would hide our books in 
the summertime so we would help her with the house
w9rk. My sister would lock herself in the bathroom with 
a book, heedless of my mother's cries. It never occurred 
to me to do that. Everyday my book would be missing, 
I'd find it, read awhile, then find it missing. It went on 
like that. I read fairy tales. Mysteries. Nancy Drew. You 
name it. Later on it was Ian Fleming!s James Bond, D.H. 

.,Lawrence, Thomas Mann, Thomas Wolfe, Chekhov, Eu
gene O'Neill, Samuel Beckett. Now it's the Enquirer. I 
love the scandal sheets and movie mags and bowling and 
soap operas in the middle of the day, and so much of 
what everyone else considers pedestrian, sub-mainstream 

· culture.Director John Waters calls Baltimore the Hairdo 
capital ofthe world. New Mexico/Texas was and is Char
acter Capital of the Universe. Unbelievable stories, lives. 
I have always been a talker, friendly to strangers, and so 
invariably people tell me about their lives. It's a gift to lis
ten to so many ofthese stories. The Enquirer has nothing 
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over New Mexico/fexas or the world I see every day! 

But this sense of wonder came early. I began to 
_opy my favorite passages, poems. One ofthe earliest was 
a cowboy song. I loved the rhythm. Sang it to myself. 
Later on I copied Gibran and the Black poets, wrote an
gry poems to the nuns at Madonna High School, where 
I attended school for four years, poems they refused to 
publish in the Mantle, the school newspaper. Once, as a 
joke, I invented a quote for the "Quote of the Day" for 
World Literature class: "Christmas is the flowing ofhoney 
on a mound ofcold, white snow." Mrs. Baker, lovely, frail, 
intelligent, and wispy-haired, loved it. I didn't know what 
the hell it meant. I was playing the rebellious know-it-all, 
making up my own poems and quotes. I didn't know 
writing was becoming a facile thing. Then it was just a 
joke. The other day I heard a writer say, "All those ).ies, 
writing all those lies-I love it!" I didn't say anything. 
For me, writing is no longer a facile joke, a prank to be 
played on a well~meaning and unsuspecting reader, nor 
is it a lie. I have said to writers I have taught: Don't lie. 
And to myself: You may lie in other things, but never in 
this. It's a sacred covenant I have with myself. Honesty. 
And no meanness. Sometimes it's been hard. Lies always 
surface, don't you know? 

I never thought of lying in my writing. It would 
have been like hiding in the bathroom to read. 

\ I could never lie to those voices, to those spirits, to 
) 1ose voices I hear clearly. Voices like my mother, who al
ways spoke in Spanish, or my father, who mostly spoke in 
English. Mother grew up in West Texas, moved to New 
Mexico as a widow and met and married my father. My 
father, as a child, was punished for speaking Spanish in the 
school yard. He decided to beat the Anglos at their game. 
He went and got a law degree from Georgetown during 
the Depression. And he became, in his mind, more Anglo 
than those Anglos who had punished him. I remember 
my mother saying, "I never think ofyour father as Mexi
can." My mother was, though, in her heart and soul. She 
studied in Mexico for thirteen summers, was a student of 
Diego Rivera. She'd been widowed for nine years, all that 
time wearing black, when she met my father, just returned 
from the Big City. Both my parents were very intelligent, 
perceptive, sensitive people. My mother's grandparents 
were the first Spanish-speaking graduates ofSul Ross State 
College in West Texas. All ofthem became teachers. Both 
my grandfathers were miners, all-around men, carpenters, 
teamsters, fixer-uppers, workers with their hands.· They 
used their brains and their hands to support their large 
families. The women were independent, creative, and did 
most of the child-rearing, alone. The Chavez men are 
painters now, artists with canvas and paint, or architects, 
builders of some kind. The Rede Family (my mother's 

1·10) are educators, fighters for human rights, communi-
~__/~ators, and believers in the equality ofall people. 

I grew up between and in the middle of two lan
guages, Spanish and English, speaking my own as a de-

fense. My mother always said I "made up words." Speak
ing Spanish to the Redes or English to the get-ahead 
Chavezes and Spanish to the traditional Chavezes and 
English to my Rede cousins was all taken in stride. We 
went_ back and forth, back and forth. My mother taught 
Sparush and she was always correcting, in any language. 
When I asked how to spell a word, she would tell me to 
sound out the syllables, and to find a dictionary. "There 
she goes again," I'd think, "teacher-ing me." I was lazy 
still am. My English needs work and so does my Spanish~ 
I c~'t ~pel_l, p~nctuate or understand the possessive. My 
mulnplicanon 1s a mess and I can't tell time. I was absent 
the day we kids learned the 7, 8, and 9 multiplication 
tables. I_ have gaps-huge ones. But I've taught myself 
what little grammar I know, what math I know, and how 
to type. I can take any vacuum cleaner apart and fix it and 
my pen hand is very fast at the draw. I really write ac
cording to what I hear-sometimes English, sometimes 
Spanish, sometimes both. As a writer, I have tried to cap
ture as clearly as I am able 11oices, intonation, inflection, 
mood, timbre, pitch. I write about characters, not trea
tises, abour'life, not make-believe worlds. Ifmy characters 
don't work, I will go back and make them work. Without 
them, robust and in the living flesh, there is no story for 
me. Readers should stop looking for traditional stories, 
ABC. Writing, to me, is an assemblage of parts, a phrase 
here, an image there, part ofa dialogue. 

Suddenly it occurs to me that Jesusita Real, the 
not-so-mousy spinster in my play, Novenas Narrati11as, 
should wear green tennis shoes, and so I ~dd them to the 
script. When she finally does walk, it will be in comfort, 
with support from the ground up. I work ,vith my char
acters in the way an actress or actor assumes a role, slowly, 
carefully, with attention to physical, emotional, and spir
itual detail. I may read the material out loud, speak it 
into a tape recorder, play it back, rewrite it, and then 
tape it again. My years as a theater person have helped 
me immensely. I have acted, directed, and written for the 
theater. I have done props, hung lights; .performed for 
all types of audiences, young, old, handicapped, drunk, 
aging, for prisoners, in Spanish and English. My work has 
always been for alternative groups, the people who never 
get much, for the poor, the forgotten. My writing as well is 
about the off-offMain street type ofcharacters. My short 
stories are really scenes and I come from the tradition of 
the traveling cuentista. I believe stories should captivate, 
delight, move, inspire, and be downright funny, in a way. 
The "in a way" is what I try to do with all my heart. But 
always, I go back to the characters and their voices. I see 
them: flat feet, lagaiias, lonjas, lumps, spider veins, and all. 
From the feet up and back down and around the other 
side. And I love them. Dearly. But I don't excuse them 
nor will I lie for them. 

I write for you. And me. And Jesusita with the green 
tennies, spinster owner of Rael's Tiendita de Abarrotes, 
active member of the Third Order of St. Francis, and for 
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An excerpt from The Last of the Menu Girls 

In the tlazy half-sleep of my daily nap, the ~er wans r~ 
vealed a new face. Behind an the work of growing up, Icaught 
a gfimpse of someone strong, full of great beauty, powerful, 
dear words and acts. The woman's white face was reflected 
in the fierce, mid-day sun, the bright intensity of loving eyes. 
Who was that woman? 

Myself. 

Ithought about loving women. Their beauty and their doubts, 
theirsuresweet clarity. Theirunfathomabledepths, theirflesh 
and souls aligned in mystery. 

I got up, looked in lhe mirror and thought of Rpnelia, my older 
sisler, who was aJways the older woman to me. It was she 
whom I monitored last. It was she whose rife I inspected, 
absprbed into my own. · 

Itwas my sister's pores, her postures that were my teachers, 
.her~. with and wi1hoµt clothes, that was my awakening, 
and her face that ~ the mino.r image of my growing older. 
Tp see tier, was to see my mo~rand my ~r.and 
now myself. 

l recalled Rooelia standing with her bac::l.< to me. in under
wear. How I marvelk!<I at her fie.sh. her·scars. How .he~ess 
she~. how~ It was she \Vt)o 9r:abbed me when I was 
fearful that I would ~ be able .to~. to ~e up my 
mind. One iime ~ and anolt)er ')'0Ufl9 married .cx>mered 
~ . picked~ me, my skin:·t-ter friend hi.ssed at me-to tow 
the womanly Ji.ne. "For godsakes, Rocio, stand up strai~ 
and do stJmethi1'g about your hair!" Ifelt hope(essfy doo,med 
to vagueness. Everything seemed undefined, my hair, my 
"$(in. rrr, teeth, my soul. I'm incapable of maklng decisions, 
Ron$. I thoµght. .Leave me alone_. Why ai:e ~ atlacldng 
me? Gp on with your babies and --ypur fetid errands! J3ut ir)
~eadofcrying Ol4, f,sat forward, bit my lip, and allowed th~ 
two young matrons to attempt a transfo~ of me, an in-
decisive girt with oumpy skin. · 

The charting of my sister's pody was of the greatest inter
est to me. I saw her large, b_l'Olo'm eyes, her sensual Hps (al-

ways too big for her) soften and sweU in :o dark beauty. At 
the same time. I checked myself, nwasu ing my attractive
ness and weighing it against my other moc lels: Eloisa. Piana 
and Josie. Looking in the mirror, I saw r T'f root beer eyes 
(my sister's ph@$e) in fr()flt of me monitoring flesh and its 
continuance. · 

I never spoke of Qn?Wing old, or seeing othu-s grow olderwith 
any sense of peace. It was a subject that •vas taboo, a topic 
fd<e Death. 

I knew that we grew91der, but how could I ii nagine1hat all 1he 
brightyoung gi.-,S, the Jennies and the Mar} L9us, the l;Joisas 
and Oianas and the Josies, ~ ~~~. theirtaJr 
gfe of lpvers, their pop~ and ,their sur.?OOSS, woufd one 
clay become as passing shadows on the , mite~of 
la~ afl:emoon dreams? 
The tumin_fJ, plaster~ revealed my si ;ters, my ,npttw, 
myco~. n,yfriends, th~irn.l,ldeforrns, hilffdre$sed, ~ 
irJg out, lumpish, lovely, unawareDf ~. iJl -est rooms. in ~ 
dr~ l"0l)JTI$, jn ~ many slalls and th! theatres ()f this 
life~ I was the monil9f of won,eo:S going ·bfth. Beh_ind ~ 
minor, eJeS half dosed, Isaw~. the ck>µd pnnpess, 
Iaddressed my body, the faint i~,t k)veliness.of jts 

earliest but 09t ~ bJO!)fl"ling. ~ I ii l)ijgine the me ot 
n¥>8lf at~ twenty-one~ tbiny-one ,w-ij -89 91"1 ••• 

I bJ~ the mirror to the fight ~ lovelin~ of WQ~ 

sprang from deplh~ r~; I ~ght. it was a~) a 
~~. the echo of a S9UOd, a feel.ir g, a twinge, and 
thenan~ . . . 

~ ,there is ttt_e efil9 Qf the yptmg girl in \he ~ of 
WOl1)8f.l, in small w.rist,s.~ inbuJkyflesil, inftlebrigl)t~ 
of eyessurrotm®d by wrinl<Jes. There is pa 3Ulym .~ ► 
muttuouswitt)~. in.nJY~tbef.sflesh~ti toucoed. 
as a chil!:I, flesh ~t di!1 ®I faD, but pe.rsist 3d .in jl$ ~
ing. Her skin was 01led .ott cloth, with ~'S $llld fold$ ~ 
$rk.blue waves of veins on a cracked sea •>f ~~- On 
mydr~.~rrrt~rpatsher~and~. 
"Someday, S<>fl'le(jay, Rpcio, V9U'II !]81: th~ 1ray." 

Qtmise ~vez, in her The last of~ JAen.U Girls, Art~ 
. P(lbt co Pfe:5$, 1~-

th.epeople: An_glo, Hi$panic, Black, y9u name it: anybody 
<;>ut there who doesn't knew J~~ is aliv~, inside her 
little store, sw.anio.gfiles, and wondering aloud about Pru
d~cio Sifuentes, the .only man who -askt:d ·her to marry 
him. 

I write for the viejitas at the Save-And-Gain in black 
scarves, for the tall blond man testin_g tomatoes, :for the 
Vietnamese cashier~ and foe the hot dog man "oµtsidc the 
clcaric door. For me, it is .a joy· to carry my bag full of 
stories. · · 

Naturally I write aboutwhat I know, who I am. New 
Mexico. Tc:~. Chicaoisma. Laiinismo. Americanismo. 
Woman.i.smo.. Muja:otismo. Peopleismo. Worldismo. Pea
ceismo. Lovcismo. 

W.rit:inj;Jµ..s ~nmyhw1-t, mya~t n~g, my trying 
to und~and rain has ~n.my pra~'.Cf _for pea~e., for 
love, and J.D.~cy. A~ i,Q So:u~·Nc:iv Mcx;ico is y,:;ry 

ho; for many, \l,Dbearable. h has beeQ m r blessing iQ this 
life ofmine W .share that h~t. ,hnd to re1: ).e,n:ibcr the Qin. 
(pp.2:9-32) 

De~ Cbave_z, "'Heat and ·Rain ( testimon :o),"' ~ BreRPnlJ 
Bo-un"~L_ititui Writi"-811,ul. Cri#e,uR.t dings, editedby 
Asunci6n Homo-Delgado .and others, Anther-st: The Uni
versity ofMassa<;husctts Press, 1989, pp. :2 7-32. 
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THE STORIES OF DENISE CHA.VEZ 

Aufhor: Denise Cllavez (1948- ) 
1ype of work: Short stories · 
Principal published work: The last ofthe Menu Girls 

Denise Oiavez. is a public artist, devoted to 
creating works of fiction, drama, and poetry that 
both engage with and represent the Chicano/Cbi
canacult:urefrom whichberwritingstems. Chavez 
is best known fur her short-story cycle The Last of 
the MenM Girls (1986), the title story ofwhich won 
the Puerto deI Sol fiction award for 1985, but she 
has .always defined herself as .a community artist, . 
performing her plays and reading bei- poems in 
prisons and senior centers as well as directing 
writing worlcshops for children and adults. As 
Oiavezcommented, "Ifs not enough to write some
thing. . . . The important thing is being able to 
communicate, making the connection between the 
writer and the audience." The rich, evocative style 
ofChavez's writing connects her to hercommunity

) and to her role as a communal and public artisL 
The lAst ofthe Menu Girls connects writer and 

audience through the overlapping of different 
: kinds of writing, through a style at once both 

engagingly simple and multifacen:d, and through 
careful evocations of the New Mexico and Texas 
landscapeshercharacters inhabit1becollection is 
loosely boundby the narrator, Rocio &quibeL The 
stories in ThelAstofthe Menu Girls depict Rocio's 
movement toward maturity and wisdom, her 
search for a female role model, and her memories 

._of her family, hometown, and community. AI
~ough Chavez's collection does not ignore the 
poverty, pain. and alienation of the world she de
scnoes. the overall tone of The Last of the Menu 
Girls is affinnative. for Ouivez's characters find 
hope in the events of everyday life. In "Space ls a 
Solid," for example, Rocio prevents her nervous 
breakdown through the simple action of making 
tacos. The final story in the collection, "Compa
dre," tells a bleak history offamilies growing apart 
yet ends with a ritual, that of buying aAd eating 
tamales, that reestablishes kinship. 

Moving back and forth i1 time and in and out 
of the lives and minds of v, :ious characters, The 
Last ofthe Menu Girls is a rtylistically complex 
worlc reflecting Chavez's le 1g training in drama 
and poetry. Much like a seri :S of dramatic mono
logues. the collection arran. :es its vignettes the
matically but notchronologi1 ally. Thus the collec
tion begins when Rocio if seventeen, but the 
second story tells of Rocio' ; childhood, and the 
third tells of her adolescence. Rocio's maturation 
is presented imagistically an l dramatically, rather 
than as a series of linear evt nts. Stylistically, the 
collection also provides a c, >llage of techniques, 
interspersing traditional nam.tives with, forexa11r 
ple, a menu from a hospita! and a young girl's 
jownal entries, and moving back and forth be
tween a lyrical, highly met tpborical and poetic 
style and more direct, strai,~tfo1ward•·Ianguage 
meant to capture the day-to -day musings of the 

people Chavez. descnoes. 
The tide story, "Toe Last of the Menu Girls," 

begins in an llllllsual way, list ng the firat four lines 
of Rocio's employment appl calion for her job at 
Altavista Memorial Hospital It quickly moves to 
Rocio's thoughts on herouly, ,therexperiencewith 
the sick and dying, cbe ~ :h of her great-aunt 
Eutilia. Chavez's stories oft.c n do not have tradi
tional plots. In this first narra ive, Rocio's applica
tion for employment is ir: :erspersed with lbe 
"events" of Rocio's summ, r employment as a 
menu girl (someone who v. ires down parientS' · 
food preferences). Rocio is se -,~preparing 10 

go to college, and she has difficulty seeing what . 
this desolate world of pain rud suffering has to do 
with berown youthful sense c "joyandpoteoriali?'• 

' 11uougb her contact with the ;e who are ill, ROCl.0 

teams much about herself an:. her world. 
Rocio discovers, for exan :>le,~ the pain~ . 

sees in the hospital is every I there m the oUtS1 _. . 
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world. and even everywhere in her own life. She 
also learns that life and death are interconnected, 
influencing and shading into each other. Rocio 
imagines, for example, dancing a dance of life that 
connects her youthful and sexual body with the 
decaying and decrepit body of her great-aunt. 
Chavez's rich and powerful style graphically cap
rures both the beauty and the pain ofsuch moments 
of growth and connection: "I danced around Eu
tilia 's bed. I hugged the screen door., my breasts 
indented in the meshed wire. In the darkness Eu
tilia moaned, my body wet, her body dry. Steamy 
we were, and full ofprayers. Could I have absolved 
your dying by my life? Could I have lessened your 
agony with my spirit-filled dance in the deep dark
ness?" 1nrough her dance, Rocio comes to under
stand that her life and her great-awit's are intercon
nected, and later she realizes that although dead 
physically. Eutilia lives on as a part of her con
sciousness'. 

Throughout the summer, Rocfo has such mer
ments of epiphany, moments that help her to un
derstand pain, suffering, and death. Rocio also has 
moments ofgrowth and self-realization, moments 
in which she begins to see some.of the outlines of 
the selfshe wishes to become. Rocio makes a leap 
into herself and discovers that she does not want to 
spend the rest of her life serving people and being 
the Florence Nightingale of Altavista Memorial 
Hospital. Rocio rebels against traditional roles for 
women yet can formuJate no alternatives. Perhaps 
this is why Rocio describes herself as continually 
angry. 

The second story in the collection, "Willow 
Game," delves into an early stage ofRocio's child
hood, perhaps to understand the roots of her teen
age dissatisfaction. The story describes in loving 
detail three trees that hold a tremendous meaning 
for Rocio and the other neighborhood children. 
One tree, a willow, is destroyed by a disturbed 
youth who must later be institutionalized. The 
willow's destruction teaches the children impor-

. tant lessons about pain and loss, lessons that help 
the children mature. Looking back on these memo
ries, Rocio realizes that through them she came to 
understand the way time and memory can both 

wound and heal. Through vivid imagt ry, Chavez 
evokes the texture of memory. the sea1 ing pain of 
loss, and the healing balm of time. " lime, like 
trees, withstands the winters. bursts forth new 
leaves from the dried old sorrows-, ,ho knows 
when and why-and shelters us with the shade of 
later compassions. loves . ..." 

Chavez's themes of time. memory, and femi
nine growth are articulated most clearly in "Shoot
ing Stars," which describes Rocio's search for a 
role model through her friendships witt a series of 
women. Rocfo dreams ofa beautiful an j powerful 
female face, a face full ofclear words ar d acts, and 
awakens to find that this face i~ her O\·rn. Fmally 
she models herself on herself, rejectir g the ver
sions of femininity offered to her by oth ;:r women. 
Rocfo admires the women she sees a 1d knows, 
women whose youth and beauty are de ;o-oyed by 
difficultmarriages, multiple pregnancie ;, and pov
erty. Although Rocio chooses not to b( come like 
these women. she still loves them, cheri ;hes them, 
and memorializes them in her writing. 

The next two stories in The Last of the Menu 
Girls, «Evening in Paris" and 'Toe Oc set," con
tinue to examine Rocio's maturatior and her 
search for a feminine role model, but 1hey focus 
more specifically on Rocio's relationshi~ with her 
mother. In the first of these stories, a yo mg Rocio 
buys her mother, Nieves, a Christmas ,;ift of co
logne and _bath water. Rocio's mother :"md father 
are separated, and Rocio hopes the per fume will 
somehow compensate for her father's absence. 
Rocfo's mother does not attach the sar1e impor
tance to the perfume; in fact, she nev,:r uses it. 
Rocfo's dreams for her mother and for 1erself do 
not materialize, and she is left believin ~ that she 
lacks the right words and the right gifts t< ·compen
sate her mother for the emptiness that ;urrounds 
them, the emptiness that no bottle of co .ogne can 
ever fill. 

In "The Closet," Chavez again examines the 
ways women attempt to fill the emptine ;s of their 
lives. In this story, the closets in Roch's house 
become emblems and metaphors for th~ lives of 
the Esquibel women. At times, the clos~ts repre
sent the way women's dreams can be crushed by a 
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brutal world Nieves' closet, for example, bolds the 
shoes of a woman with furious bitter hopes, the 
shoes of a woman who has waited all her life for 
better things to come. The closets also take on more 
positive symbolism, becoming the realm of 
dreams, fantasy, religious ecstasy, and imagina
tion. Rocio imagines that she travels through the 
hall closet to a world lb.at is spacious, blue, and 
light. She exercises her imagination to create and 
define this alternative world, a space that is her 
own and does not confine her. hnagistically, she 
rejects the con.fined and limited closets of her 
mother and her older sister Ronelia (married and 
pregnant at the age of eighteen), seeking instead to 
define her own close~ her own psyche, her own 
model ofself. Rocio tells her younger sister Mercy 
that everyone has their own rooms, their own 
house; in effect, Rocio is teaching Mercy that she 
need not be defined and limited by the rooms, the 
closets, the houses--the identities-given to her 
by the external world. 

) 

In "The Closet," space itself is embodied, tak
ing on physical and metaphorical meanings. The 
closets of the house become characters, identities, 
personas that the women inhabit or choose not to 
inhabit. Rocio describes a house of women, a 
house in which women are defined and sometimes 
delimited by the spaces they inhabit. Space thus 
becomes a metaphor for self-definition, marura
tion, and the actual .or symbolic possibilities ofan 
individual's life. In the next story, space is again a 
metaphor for individual potentiality. "Space Is a 
Solid" is one of Chavez's most interesting and 
powerful stories. It uses ' 'crossover'' narration, tell
ing the story from multiple points of view, but 
mainly switching between the perspectives ofKari 
Lee, a young schoolgirl, and Rocio Esquibel, now 
a snuggling graduare srudenr teaching drama ap
preciation classes. The story chronicles the growth 
of Rocio and Kari Lee's friendship, as well as 
Rocio's own attempt to find a space (again, an 
identity) that is her own. 

Kari Lee and Rocfo, although at different stages 
of their lives, are on parallel voyages of self
discove.ty. Kari Lee comes from a dysfunctional 
family, and it is only in Rocfo's classes that she 

Masterpieces(! r Latino literature 

begins to explore who she is and what she wants. 
Rocio, too, is seeking a safe SI ace in which to 
explore her psyche. When the !-tory begins, she 
literally lacks any space of her ov 'Il and is living in 
her boyfriend Loudon 's spacest .ip-shaped room. 
Rocio moves in and out of a series of apartments, 
and as she does so her psyche s ?linters and frag
ments, leaving her on the verge o:a nervous break
down. Rocio does finally take control of her life, 
find a space of her own, and re :over her equilib
rium. 

Throughout the story, vru ious spaces are 
marlced with different and often clistinctly feminine 
images of physical and mental trauma. Kari Lee's 
home, for example, is dominate i by hei; bitter and 
paranoid mother, Nita. Nita sees her radical mas
tectomy as a direct punishment from God, a direct 
punishment that she feels in h!r "female flesh." 
Rocio 's pregnant and schizophr~nic cat dominates 
and destroys Rocio 's first apartr 1ent. Even Rocio 's 

classroom is marked by diseast. Kari Lee is often 
distressed by the presence of Arlin Threadgill, a 
boy who has no aims becaus ~ his mother took 
thalidomide duringherpregnan;y. In the end,how
ever, Kari Lee is able to stop seeing Ai:lin as a 
"cripple" and begin treating hi:n as an individual, 
and Rocio is able to heal hersdf and her psyche. 
Toe images of disease and death recede as both 
Kari Lee and Rocio fmd space; in which they can 
be whole and healed. 

In"Compadre," the final story in The l.Astofthe 
Menu Girls, Rocio moves clos!r to self-definition 
and integration, deciding to b, :come a writer and 
chronicle the lives of her fa1ni ;y and friends. This 
story also examines the re: ationship between 
Rocio 's mother, Nieves, and hercom padre, Regino 
Suarez. Compadrazgo is not a: 'arnilial relationship 
but a relationship structured around afftliatioIL 
Regino, the neighborhood bar dyman, and Nieves 
have a protective and support .ve relationship that 
spans their lives and even outl lSts the ties between 
husband and wife, parents anc children. More dif
fuse than Chavez's other stori~, "Compadre" bas 
themes that are more broad an :I universal. offering 
a fitting conclusion to the ccUection as a wtiole. 
Again, Rocio's mawration is an important focus, 
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yet Chavez places this theme in the larger context 
ofdifficult and often fragmented familial relation
ships. Regino Suarez's family abandons him, and 
Rocfo's mother lives in the Southwest while her 
two daughters live in the North. The story is 
marked by alienation and loneliness but also by the 
enduring bonds of compadrazgo. 

Stylistically and imagistically, the story is one 
of Chavez's most complex. Images of the South
west landscape abounq., but in this piece the land
scape is presented as dry and desiccated, ancient 
like the people who inhabit it. The cultural world 
of this landscape is evoked through a blending of 
Spanish and English prose and by an effortless 
movement between these two languages. As in 
"Space Is a Solid," Chavez also moves in and out 
of different characters' minds, telling the story 
from the points of view of Rocio, Nieves, Regino, 
and other characters. The story presents a rich 
mixture of imagery and language, functioning as a 
strong encapsulation of Chavez's main themes of 
maturation, the search for feminine role models, 
the meaning oftime and memory, and the vividness 
ofRocio's spatial and cultural worlds. 

Chavez's later stories continued t:> explore the 
vivid worlds and themes of herearlier fiction. 1ne 
McCoy Hotel" ( 1990) returns to them ::s articulated 
in The I.Ast ofthe Menu Girls: time, nemory, and 
growth-especially female maturation. Other 
works by Chavez, however, explore new areas of 
perception and characterization. "Chata" (1992), 
for example, is a powerful and moving story that 
gives voice and dignity to those who Ierform "me
nial" labor, like the title character a cleaning 
woman. "The King and Queen o-' Comez6n" 
(1988) is a descriptive excerpt that takes as its 
focus a male character, Amuflo Oliv irez. "Grand 
Slam" (1987), a powerful dramatic monologue, 
describes a middle-aged woman's attempts to 
come to tenns with a faded romance 1rom her past 
and with her own sense of loss ar .d mortality. 
Stories such as these show that Ch.ave z can extend 
her strongly evocative style and her 011tirnistic and 
humorous tone in new directions. Th•! beauty and 
strength of The Last of the Menu ( ;iris will be 
retained as Chavez moves into n, :w fictional 
spaces, making these spaces her own. 
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CHAVEZ, Denise (1948-) 

~ With the publication of The Last ofthe Menu Girls, Denise Chavez 
j oins the ranks of writers who are rounding out the parameters of 

~ ~ ·-Chicano literature. The feminine voice adds a new vision and 
'"'~:£~ ion to the lite:ature of_ this community. Clearly, a new 

f:.•)J:',vanguard is here. and its name 1s woman.~,; _~J In this collection: ~e reader wil! savor the 1:°ignant experie~ce~ 
·. .11)11 (!reams of Roc10, a young girl whose ntes of passage mto 
• \ vornaohood give unity to the collage ofstories. At the beginning of 

.. ·the novel Rocio cries outagainst the traditional serving roles which 
': \ ociet)' has prescribed for women, and she opts for the life of the 
:fartist. By the novel's end she has found her calling, and that is to 

% give meaning to the emotionally rurbulent lives of the people she 
111-~·.baS mown. It is Rocio's mother who wisely counsels and dares her 
··b·\daughter to write the story of their lives. 
['¥{ . Denise's novel reflects her particular sense of place, revealing - ~ -' :"?¥.:?dJc depths of the world of women and the flavor of southern New 

· fi;-'·Mexico.The central metaphor ofthe novel is the home. The family,
~V-· lhe known neighborhood and the role of women in this context are
• .-.2. 

~ ·1YI)enise's concern as a writer. Her eye for derail is sharp; the interior 
, / :-:- monologues of her charactas are revealing; and Denise's long 

:;;,;: training as a dramatist serves her well in creating intriguing plot 
{1~ and dialogue. In short, aU the strengths of a writer are here. 

;. "f?,:} Rocio's yearning is to write a great novel from the lives of those 

; {i-?·. people she knows best. It is the same dream Denise Chavez has 
t.f:f..:followed, challenging us to let go of familiar patterns and to enter 
;( · .the rich and imaginative world which she portrays with such 

-:~~~ 

• :, :-

~jf feeling and insight. 

Rudolfo A. Anaya.In the The Last of the Menu Girls, by 
Denise Chavez (Arte Publico Press, 1986), p. ix. 

Ar. this time, Chavez must be considered the chicana play-wright 
from New Mexico. Consistently active in the theater since the early 
seventies, she has written more plays and had more plays produced 

· than any other Hispanic playwright. Her plays reflect different 

_segments of New Mexican society; her characters talk and act like 
· · people familiar to all Hispanic New Mexicans. She celebrates the 

traditions and customs of · Hispanic New Mexico. The Sabor 
nuevo~icano serves to root the plays in time and place. Yet there 
is a universal quality which makes these plays produceable outside 
of New Mexico. Plaza was a success at the Edinburgh Festival in 
Scotland). The inner conflicts of the characters are common to all 
humanity; so are their triumphs and defeats. Chavez' characters are 
masterful conceptions. They live on after the curtain has come 
down. For this reason, above all, Chavez is on her way to becoming 
an outstanding and original playwright. She is someone whose 
works are worth seeing and therefore deserves more recognition 
and support. 

Martha E. Heard. The Americas Review. Summer 1988, 
pp.' 83--91. 

ln the introduction to Denise Chavez ' s The Last of the Menu Girls 
0986), novelist Rudolfo Anaya states: "With the publication of 
~ La.st of the Menu Girls, Denise Chavez joins the ranks of 
Writers who are ro11Dding out the parameters of Chicano literature. 
'.be feminine voice adds a new vision and dimension to the 
~teran.ire oftbis community. Clearly, a new vanguard is here, and 
Its name is woman." With these words Anaya alludes to the fact 

CHAVEZ 

that Chicano literature written in the 1960s and 1970s, a literature 
that largely promoted the political agenda and ideals of a sociopo-
litical movement, was written primarily by men and manifested a 
male world view. This characteristic of the early stages of Chicano 
literature was to change drastically in the 1980s as the voices of 
Chicanas began to be heard and heeded as part of the corpus of 
Chicano literature. Denise Chavez's is one of the strongest female 
voices to speak with vigor and authority about the lives of Hispanic 
women, thereby contributing the missing brush strokes in the 
collective literary portrait of the Mexican American community. 
Of special importance is the fact that she writes about a region of 
the United States, Southern New Mexico, that has been vi~ally 
ignored at the national level. Its proximity to the Mexican-United 
States border makes this an area where two cultures meet, some
times in violent confrontation but more often in an interdependent 
relationship. The use of Spanish in her English text brings to 
readers of American literature an acute reminder that ours is a 
nation comprised of racial, ethnic and linguistic diversity .. . . 

Chavez's theater focuses on the quotidian aspects of life in 
small New Mexico towns. She blends Hispanic cultural imagery 
and folk traditions with motifs from mainstream popular culture to 
show the New Mexican Hispanic community struggling to main
tain its ethnic identity vis-a-vis the swift and powerful currents of 
the dominant culrure. But even as Hispanics resist the temptation, a 

process of cultural hybridization is apparent in Chavez's work. A 
sharp observing eye and a keen ear for colloquial speech allow 
Chavez to capture the richness that results from the clash and 
.mingling ofcultures that occurin the bordercontact zone where her 
stories and dramas unfold. While her dramatic themes are broad 
and encompass many aspects of Chicano culture, Chavez privileg
es female characters in her dramatic work, particularly in pieces 
such as Novena Narratives y Ofrendas Nuevomexicanas andHecho 
en Mexico. In this sense, her plays are the literary antecedents to her 
better-known work, The Last ofthe Menu Girls . . .. 

Chavez's style, in both her drama and her narrative, is charac
terized by a persistent movement from exterior to interior reality. 
The poetic description of landscapes, for example, lead her to 
interior spaces where critical self-examination takes place. She 
explores the physical attributes of her characters as a means of 
revealing their psychological profiles. The enumeration and cata
loging of cultural artifacts can turn abruptly to musings of a 
spiritual nature. Humor is also a mark ofChavez's work. The latter 
is most often achieved through the blending ofSpanish and English 
and through the use of colloquial folk expressions intended as 
satirical barbs. 

Memory is an important ingredient in Chavez's writing. In The 
Last of the Menu Girls, what Rocfo Esquivel remembers most 
vividly from her past are family, place, and the many women who 
had an impact on her life. She recalls transcultural and cross-class 
relationships but she focuses most sharply on the intimate relation
ships between sisters and between mothers and daughters. The 
absence of the divorced father calls attention to the aching desire to 
fill the gap that he leaves in the family. But the presence of a 
bountiful and take-control mother, of aunts and Mexican maids, 
creates security for the growing daughters. This work fits well 
within the tradition of coming-of-age fiction in America. In keep
ing with this tradition, the text takes the reader on a journey to the 
narrator-protagonist's past to reveal gradually the discovery of 
sel.fhood. Those moments, events, places, objects and persons that 
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imprinted themselves upon the narrator's psyche become signifi
cant in the present not only through the act of remembering but, 
more important, through the act in inscription. As is commonly the 
case with coming-of-age narrative, the final pages reveal the 
remembering self as writing self as well. It is thus at the crossroads 
ofmemory and inscription that the possibility of self-discovery and 
self-construction lies. 

A sense of place is central to all of Chavez's work, and in The 
La.st ofthe Menu Girls it is the crucial organizing metaphor. In the 
broader geophysical sense, the space that Rocio remembers is the 
desert of Southwestern New Mexico, or what she calls "the arid 
tension of the desert's balance." The balance brings spiritual 
solace to Rocfo Esquivel; the arid tension stirs desire. Female 
desire thus becomes another theme that Chavez explores as an 
important facet of the young girl's journey to maturation. The 
neighborhood is a special place where children begin to learn the 
intricacies of social interaction. As Rocio recalls the ditch bank of 
her neighborhood and the special trees of her yard, she is able to 
reconstruct those first social encounters that structured the early 
configuration of her gendered self. And finally, Chavez's sense of 
place can be private. Rocio Esquivel spends hours in her mother's 
closet, scrutinizing family photos, forgotten Christmas -gifts, old 
wedding dresses, bottles ofperfume as she searches for clues to the 
meaning of womanhood. The home, with all its secret niches, thus 
becomes a key to the unfolding of the self within the circle 
of family. 

While it is her fiction that has brought Chavez national recogni
tion, there is no doubt that she continues to see theater as an 
essential part of her life. The recent tour in the United States of her 
one-woman performance piece, Women in This State ofGrace, is a 
dramatization of scenes from her narrative works. In this perform
ance, the talents of writer and actor blend as the characters come 
alive to share with the viewers their profoundly human qualities, 
their strong belief in the primacy of human relationships- espe
cially relationships between women-and their ability to survive 
social pressures with dignity. 

Erlinda Gonzales-Berry. In Reference Guide to American 
Literature, 3rd edition, ed. Jim Kamp (St. James Press, 
1994.) 

In Face of an Angel, Soveida Dosamantes, the narrator and 
protagonist, unravels the lives of her family, her coworkers, her 
husbands, and her lovers. Agua Oscura (Dark Water), New Mexi
co, is one of those small towns where everyone knows everybody's 
ancestry, as well as their darkest secrets. "What stories I know 
about these people I will share with you. The stories begin with the 
men and always end with the women; that's the way it is in our 
family." Soveida views her world with a woman's eye, and the 
objectivity of a goddess. Rich in family gossip, the book is 
engrossing, amusing, and definitely one to be savored. The au
thor's mordant wit is pervasive, the language is pithy, blunt, 
and explicit. 

The novel's many characters are deeply flawed human beings 
who enmesh the reader in their complex lives. Soveida's Grand
mother Lupita and her lifelong maid, Oralia, are the strong influ

./ ;nces in this young woman's life. Her mother, Dolores, a seeming
ly weak woman, has been beaten down by Trancha, her strange and 
domineering mother. 

Her Grandmother Trancha, until the day she died, remained a 
bitter woman whose words were "hard as a fist and painful as flesh 
doubled over.'' It was her Grandmother Lupita that Soveida called 
Mama. Her mother was always Dolores or Dolly. Her father, whom 
she called by his first name, Luardo, had shown much promise: "If 
it hadn't been for his two loves--drinking and screwing-Luardo 
Dosamantes would probably have been a great man, maybe even 
governor of New Mexico." Soveida falls in love with good
looking men whom she marries. The first marriage ends in divorce; 
the second leaves her a widow. She then gets pregnant by her 
lover's brother. 

For more than 25 years, Soveida works at El Faro! Mexican 
Restaurant in Agua Oscura. The intimate details of the restaurant's 
life are related with humor and irony. The staff-chef Eloisa, "the 
Queen of Mexican food in Agua Oscura"; Larry Larragoite, the 
hard-working, anxiety-ridden owner of El Faro!; Petra, the old 
waitress who could not add; and an odd assortment of busboys, 
salad chefs, and waitresses-delight the reader with their daily 
affairs. The funniest restaurant episode concerns the "the night of 
the cucas,'' when Chuy, the elderly custodian, decides to spray for 
roaches in the middle of the day rather than after the late evening 
closing: "Clumps of stunned and writhing roaches lay on the floor, 
or leapt from the moist walls, throwing their agitated bodies 
wherever they could. Others bounded past. feverishly driven, and 
under siege.'' 

Soveida's legacy to her profession is The Book of Service: A 
Handbook for Servers, a 14-chapter handbook for waitresses. The 
theme of service is pervasive in the lives ofSoveida and her female 
relatives, and is revisited throughout the novel through excerpts 
from Soveida' s handbook. In the first chapter of her handbook, 
Soveida writes: ''As a child, I was imbued with the idea that the 
purpose of life was service. Service to God. Country. Men. Not 
necessarily in that order, but lumped together like that. For God is a 
family man ... . Life was, and is, service, no matter what our station 
in it." 

The dense! y packed pages of this Jong novel made me laugh and 
nod in agreement. It left me wanting to read it again to catch the 
nuances I might have missed. Chavezhas become a fine writer and 
a great storyteller. With Face of an Angel, her second book, her 
name can be added to the growing list of Chicana authors making 
their mark in contemporary American fiction. 

Irene Campos Carr. Belles Lettres. Spring 1995, pp. 35. 
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In 1986 she published The Last of the Menu 
... . Girls with Arte Publico Press, then a small Chi

cano press which published many new writers. 
The structure of The Last of the Menu Girls 
.puzzled many readers because they could not 
determine if it was a novel or a series of short 
stories. Many other Chicano and Chicana writ
ers were playing with similar structures, utiliz
ing short stories and linking them to a longer 
narrative f~rm, writing novellas and mixing 
poetry, essays, and narrative: for example, San
dra Cisneros in The House on Mango Street 
(1984), Margarita Cota-Cardenas in Puppet 
(1985), and Gloria Anzaldua in Borderlands/La 
frontera: La nueva mestiza (1987). Renato Ros
aldo has commented that; following Mary Lou
ise Pratt's analysis of the short story, this 
particular short story cycle allows for marginal
ized groups to experiment and for the develop
ment of "alternative visions."' He finds that 
Chavez's experimentation allows her to "cross 
over"' into different voices, narrators, and 
ancestry ( Criticism in the Borderlands, p. 89). 
Alvina Quintana, in her book Home Girls, 
contends that the important cqntribution that 
Chavez makes to literature in this text is not just 
that she "reconfigures Chicana silence and invis
ibility into recognition and empowerment"' but 
also that she emphasizes a:domestic orality," thus 
showing that even if women's voices are not 
inscribed into print writing this does not mean 
that they do not have ideas or creativity, or that 
they are silent. 

At first glance, Chavez's Last of the Menu 
Girls appears to be a series_ of short stories, each 

one a self-contained narra~: · · 
...ve. o

calls 
a: 

scenes.,, However, the . . R , C 
1s ~cio Esquivel, a youn~ . 
growing-up story this is.' In 1 • 

story, ''The Last of the MenJ-.' 
Rocio as an aide at Altavista M .: 

· ~tho~ she dislikes hospital. _· 
mg the lives of the patients she , 
to detail their lives. Even as ~ · 
employment form, her mind ·' 
forth to her family and commu · 
Her employment at the hospit. 
job, but when she leaves at the 
mer to enter college, it has bee, '-: 
job. Her experiences with pe0j 

heal~ rude and indifferent anc 
fected her and made her a diff~ 
needs of people have sucked he 
no longer remain indifferent toi 
work she reads patients' chai · 
medical book so she can better} 
illnesses. 

The stories continue; in ~ 
Rocio reminisces about her neig 
she was growing up, but p~ 
neighbors Ricky and Randy, ~ 
turns out; severe physiological I 
takes his anger out ox:i a willowl 
trees that in childhood are 1 
landmarks. He cuts off the b~ 
until it dies. In a moment of i 
young Rocfo realizes that ~ 
around was vented on the ~ 
never really be replanted. . ;j 

"'Shooting Stars," the third ~ 
details her visits as a child and ~ 
her family in Texas. She 1001:'J 
ferent women of her family 61 
meets there for a role model, ;iZ · 

fit what she is looking for. P~ 
as Eysturoy suggestS, what ~ 
authenticity of a sdf-defineij_d; 
fuma.tion of selfhood Rocio JS ." 

122). Thus she will have to ~-
deep within herself, choose her:j 
fulfill her own dreams- ..j

'.i 
) 
,:& 
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In the founh story, "Evening in Paris," Rocfo 
examines the problematic relationship she has 
with her mother. Anxious to please her, she buys 
a bottle of Evening in Paris perfume, a special 
gift for her mother. On Christmas Day, explored 
in detail by Chavez, her mother opens the gift, 
unimpressed. As Rocio explains, hurt by her 
mother's indillerence: "Later it seemed to me 
that perhaps Mother had thought the Evening in 
Paris had been given to her by one of her 
students" (p. 74). This indifference is one of the 
indications that there is something missing in 
Rocio's life. She says: "As usual, I felt unfulfilled, 
empty; without the right words, gifts, feelings 
for those whose lives crowded around me and 
who called themselves my family " (pp. 74-75). 

In "The Closet," the fifth story, Chavez 
explores the secret heart of the house, the differ
ent .centers where lurks all that which is not 
brought out to life. The closets have special 
meaning for Rocio because she was actually born 
in one of them, "a closet full of shoes, old 
clothes" {p. 84). Her mother's closets, where old 
photographs of her mother's first husband, 
home movies, and other m~mories were stored, 
beckon to Rocfo as she tries to understand her 
mother's dreams and desires. But in the house 
are also the medicine closet, Rocio's closet, the 
hall closet, her older sister's closet, and the living 
room closet. Each closet holds its memories and 
secrets, inscribed in the material physicality of 
objects-an umbrella, a prom dress, shoes-and 
the smells associated with them. 

Because she wants to discover and understand 
the mysteries that closets hold, she also has the 
necessity of creating closets of her own. And so 
as a child she imagines the gray closet and the 
blue closet. These are not stagnant, imaginary 
spaces but ones that change as the child has need 
for change. They represent the hopeful and the 
sad spaces of a child's life. As she tries to explain 
these spaces to her younger sister, Mercy, her 
sister asks, "Rocio, Rocfo, if that's your room, 
what's mine?" Rocio answers, "'I don't know, 
-Mercy, e'Verybody has their own rooms, their 

_) ._.·own house" (p. 93). 

•.· 

The next story, "Space Is a Solid," details the 
most difficult episode in Rocfo's life as she leaves 
her community and family and becomes a 
teacher. She is alienated from family and friends, 
even her name is shortened to Miss E. This story 
is different from the other narratives in the book 
as different voices carry the narration: Kari Lee 
(a little girl in Rocfo's drama class), Rocio 
herself, the Wembleys (Kari Lee's parents), Nita 
(Kari Lee's mother), and Loundon (Rocfo's 
friend). Seen from different perspectives, we 
note Rocfo's struggles in a world where she is 
not nourished or supported. S~e is alienated 
from the world surrounding her and especially 
from herself. In this environment she becomes 
ill, suffering from what one person calls "a 
nervous breakdown." Clearly she is depressed, 
as she is tired all the time. Yet even in this sad 
situation, she has one friend, her little student 
Kari Lee. 

In the final story, "Compadre," Rocfo has 
returned home and is known as a writer. Yet the 
story describes her childhood and her mother's 
relationship to Regino Suarez, a man who works 
for her and who is her compadre; that is, she is 
the madrina or godmother to one of Regino's 
daughters. Being a compadre or comadre in 
Mexicano culture involves giving and receiving 
mutual help and sustenance. It carries obliga
tions that are strong and profound. For example, 
Regin:o comes whenever Nieves, Rocfo's mother, 
needs him for anything, but it is also Nieves's 
obligation to help out her compadre when he 
needs help. Regino is not necessarily the most 
gifted worker; nevertheless, Nieves supports 
him and pays him for work, even if it is not well 
done. As she explains to Rocio, "I'm bound by 
the higher laws of compadrazgo, having to do 
with the spiritual well-being and development 
of one of God's creatures" (p. 168). Nieves is 
also a bit bound by self-interest. Having no 
husband to do the work of maintaining her 
property, it helps that her compadre is a handy
man and can fix the things around the house. 

Throughout the narrative, Rocio resists get
ting close to Regino and his family, yet we see 
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the passing of his life as he involves himself with 
another woman (known in Rodo's house as "La 
Pura," the prostitute), returns to his wife, has his 
wife leave to live with one of their children in 
Montana, and is left to live on his own. At the 
end of the story, Rocio sits down for the first 
time to eat with Regino, a symbolic act that 
emphasizes her growing up, her coming into her 
own self, and her understanding and compas
sion for her family and those that live around 
them. It is in this final paragraph that we learn 
she has become a writer, that she understands 
who she is and where she comes from. She has 
become complete, filled with family and the 
nourishment of tamales. 

As a child, all Rocio wanted was a room of 
her own, a place to read and to think, but family 
and community life intruded on her space 
constantly. She is, as various critics have pointed 
out, "unformed," in an amorphous state of be
ing. She receives things, ideas, sensations. But 
throughout the narrative, Chavez feels that 
Rodo moves "from self-absorption and selfish
ness toward a more caring stance" (Mehaffy and 
Keating, Aztlan, p. 144 ). At the end of The Last 
of the Menu Girls, Rocio is a writer, nourished 
by her mother, who tells her: "I say, Rocfo, just 
write about this little street of ours, it's only one 
block long, but there's so many stories. Too 
many stories!" (p. 190). Later her mother decides 
that it would be enough to write only about the 
house. "Why not just write about 325? That's 
our house! Write about 325 and that will take 
the rest of your life. Believe me, Rocio, at least 
the rest of your life." The many houses we 
inhabit, both from the outside and from interior 
spaces like the closets, are truly the subjects of 
this narrative. 

As Rudolfo Anaya says in his introduction to 
the book: 

Denise's novel reflects her particular sense of place, 
revealing the depths of the world of women and 
the flavor of southern New Mexico. The central 
metaphor of the novel is the home. The family, the 
known neighborhood and the role of women in 

this context are Denise's concern as a writer. Her 
eye for detail is sharp; the interior monologues of 
her characters are revealing; and Denise's long 
training as a dramatist serves her well in creating 
intriguing plot and dialogue. In short, all the 
strengths of a writer are here. 

Mehaffy and Keating agree, writing that the 
frameworks of her narratives are based on 
dramatic pedormance (anyone who has heard 
Chavez read from her work would agree with 
this); thus there are many forms of dialogue 
between characters as well as chapters and sec
tions which "require a different a:nd shifting 
relation between a reader and the text" (AztL:in, 
p. 128). 

In her chapter on this novel, "The Last of the 
Menu Girls: Learning from the Women," Eystu
roy writes that the border, bicultural and 
bilingual, is the setting for Rocio to examine her 
"relationship to her environment, look for role 
models, and examine the lives of the women 
around her in search of her own identity, her 
own self" (p. 113). Eysturoy argues in her book, 
Daughters of Self-Creation, that Chicana writ
ers have had to create their own growing-up 
stories and re-create the genre b<;!cau_se they have 
no role models for the genre as their lives are 
outside the general pattern of the bildungsro
man, or growing-up story. She believes that Chi
cana writers like Chavez, Sandra Cisneros, Isa
bella Rios, and Estela Portillo Trambley have 
had to look to themselves and to other Chicana 
writers for a way to establish an authentic Chi
cana sense of self and self-identity for their 
characters. Of particular interest in Eysturoy's 
analysis of The Last of the Menu Girls is her 
description of the meaning of the closets in 
Rocfo's home. We have already seen how the 
house is a central metaphor in this narrative, and 
how Rocfo begins her examination of self with 
her job outside the home at the hospital. Eystu
roy demonstrates that for Rodo, as she tries to 
understand her mother and her mother's dreams 
and desires, the closets of her home "correspond 
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to the interior, secret life of her mother that 
forms part of Rocfo's memories and shapes her 
own concept of self" (pp. 1 lS--116). It is in these 
closets that Rocio pieces together her mother's 
life. However, at the same time that she needs to 
connect with her mother, it is also necessary that 
she distance herself from her mother if she is to 
grow into her own person. As a child she cre
ated her own imaginary closets as a private space 
for herself, but as a growing young woman she 
needs to create her own house and to separate 
herself from her mother's house. 

AnaLouise Keating, in «Towards a New 
Politics of Representation?" finds The Last of 
the Menu Girls an elusive text because of its 
fragmented scenes, its lack of resolution for 
Rocfo's desires and longings, and her inability to 
articulate her experiences. Keating finds the 
solution io the critic's dilemma by emphasizing 
that it is precisely the loss and absences in 
Rocio's desires that she needs to accept. Keating 
sees this as a repres~tation of the internal split, 
or divided self, that many Chicanas experience. 
Moreover, this absence becomes a "'form of con
nection" (We Who LO'Ue to Be Astonished, p. 80) 
among Chicanas/Latinas as a whole as they have 
bad the same experiences. 

The Last of the Menu Girls is a first novel 
whose style and experimentation will be 
developed more fully in later novels. Here in the 
early stages we see techniques that Chavez 
utilizes more fully later on. Among these are her 
characterization of the chaos and instability
yet also nobility-in the lives of poor people; 
the interior monologues of charaeters who are 
trying to find solutions to their problem; the 
complex interrelationships among family 
members; and the love/hate aspects of 
adolescents toward their parents and their fam
ily. And finally we experience the acceptance of 
the complexity (both absence and loss as well as 
fulfillment) of human. lives. Missing in trus 
particular text are the humor and terrific exag
geration that will become a staple of her writing 
later on. However, The Last ofthe Menu Girls is . 

a fine first narration, and a fine growing-up 
story/bildungsroman. 

Her second novel, Face ofan .f .ngel (1994), is 
a text with a complicated and experimental form 
that has left readers puzzling as t :> how to read 
it. Because the narrative about 1he life of the 
heroine, Soveida Dosamantes, i:; interspersed 
with several other narratives, the book circles 
the narrative at the same time that it is elaborat
ing it and opening it up. The main narrative 
details the life of Soveida, her fami y, her friends. 
her loves, and the people she we rks with at a 
restaurant, El Farol, in a small d·!Sen town in 
southern. New Mexico. The book l;as been called 
a family saga, and it has all the characteristics of 
a saga, as Chavez explores the deta Is and secrets 
of a vast family network. .But it is also a saga of 
friends and friendships, of the lires of people 
Soveida works with, and it is fi1led with ec
centric characters, sad and ha:,py stories, 
domestic details, and day-to-da:r (but often 
strange) life in a small town. Becau ;e it is such a 
complicated narrative, it is impossible to 
enumerate every aspect of the bool. in the short 
space given here. However, some cf the central 
themes in the book include the in1portance of 
the work of women and service workers, as well 
as how women are able to assert ti1emselves in 
taking control of their lives and ~ eizing their 
subjectivity-that is, becoming the subject and 
not the object of their lives and stor:es. It is also . 
about identity, the meaning of a se11se of place, 
masks and reality, and, of course, coning of age. 
It is"also about the importance of ti1e telling of 
the stories. At the beginning of the novel, 
Soveida's grandmother tells her. 

Soveida, you like to read. What you're reading is 
the story of the world. Everyone has 1 story, your 
mama has a story, your daddy has •. story, even 
you have a story to tell Tell it wh:.le you can, 
while you have the strength, because~ •hen you get 
to my age, the telling gets harder. 

(p.4) 

Soveida accepts the challenge, sa}'IDi~: "I speak 
for them now. Mother. Father. Brother. Sister. 
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Vocabulary for The Last of the Menu Girls 
Using the dictionary, provide definitions for the following words: 

l. May Day (Holiday) 

2. raze (d) 

3. refrain (noun) 

4. stoic 

5. Osage 

6. diadem 

7. sporadically 

8. resplendent 

9. delineate( d) 

10. histrionic(ally) 

~) 
11. loquacious 

12. odious 

13. vehement 

14. confound 

15. perennial 

16. labyrinthine 

J7...fDray. 

f.C.myriad 

19. audacity 

20. stigmata 

J 
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Vocabulary Quiz - The Last of the Menu Girls 
Circle the correct answers 

1. stigmata 
a the last note ofa musical score 
b. bodily marks resembling the wounds of the crucified Christ 
c. a fixed sum ofmoney paid periodically 

2. diadem 
a crown; headband worn as a badge ofroyalty 
b. the point ofa weapon 
C. stringed instrument 

3. myriad 
a. a poisonous substance 
b. an immense number; innumerable 
c. a tent used in camping 

4.foray 
a. a Scotch unit of liquid capacity 
b. the distance around a plane figure 
c. to make a raid or invasion 

) 
5. resplendent 

a. to place oneself in danger 
b. shining brightly 
c. the first ofmany discoveries 

6. delineate 
a. to describe in sharp or vivid details 
b. to paint with long brush strokes 
c. to prohibit the entry ofthe military 

7. vehement 
a. dangerous 
b. sacred; holy 
c. powerful; forceful 

8. loquacious 
a. talkative 
b. penniless 
c. intelligent 
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The Last of the Menu Girls (continued) 

9. refrain 
a the regularly recurring phrase or verse 
b. to eat greedily 
c. to move into a primitive state 

10. odious 
a registered trademark . 
b. incapable ofbeing changed 
c. offensive; deserving hatred 

11. stoic 
a showing little or no emotion 
b. very talkative 
c. an enclosure made with stakes 

12. labyrinthine 
a having no written language 
b. intricate; complex in structure or arrangement 
c. any ofthe several plants with leaves resembling teardrops 

) . 
13. May Day 

a the last day ofMay 
b. springtime festival; religious season ofveneration of the Blessed Virgin 
c. a court which has jurisdiction over criminal cases 

14. audacity 
a. boldness 
b. kindness 
c. moderation 

15. confound 
a to confuse; to puzzle 
b. to establish a relationship 
c. to appoint a leader. 
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Quiz for The Last of the Menu Girls 

Match the following: 

__l. Regino A. Was sent to a home for disturbed youth 

__2. Ricky B. Great aunt who dies a merciless death 

--3. Nieves C. Setting for Rocio's life 

4. Altavista D. Created menus for the hospital patients 

__5.-Mercy E. Rocio's mother 

6. KariLee F. Rocio' s sister 

7. New Mexico G. handyman; compadre 
) 

8. Eutilia H. Rocio' s student 

9. Mr. Smith I. Exotic perfume 

__10. Evening in Paris J. Hospital where Rocio works during the summer 

1-G; 2-A; 3-E; 4-J; 5-F; 6-H; 7-C; 8-B; 9-D; 10-1 
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The Last of the Menu Girls 

Topics for critical thinking and writing 

1. While working at Altavista Memorial Hospital as a menu girl, what epiphanies does Rocio 
experience? (Pain in the hospital is everywhere, especially in the outside world; life and death 
are interconnected and her life is interconnected with others such as her great aunt) 
(Cause/Effect Essay) 

2. After having read the vignettes The Last ofthe Menu Girls, "Evening in Paris," and "The 
Closet" what comm.on theme emerges? (Rocio 's maturation, her search for a feminine role 
model, and her relationship with her mother.) (Comparison Essay) 

3. What are the physical and metaphorical meanings embodied in the closets, e.g. the mother's 
closet, the medicine closet, Rocio's closet, the hall closet, her older sister's closet, and the living 
room closet, the gray closet and the blue closet? (The closets ofthe house become characters, 
identities, personas fhat the women inhabit or choose not to inhabit; it holds the shoes ofwomen 
with bitter hopes; the closets are the realms offantasy, religious ecstacy and imagination.) 
(Illustration Essay) 

4. fu the vignette "Space Is a Solid," what is the metaphorical meaning of space? (Identity) 
(Illustration or Argumentation Essay) 

5. Based on your reading of the vignette "Compadre," define the word "compadrazco" and 
explain its importance in Rocio's liberating desire to write a great novel about the lives of those 
people she knows best (Compadrazco =not a familial relationship, but one structured around 
affiliation. .. . a protective and supportive relationship which outlasts the ties between lwsband 
and wife, parents and children. Rocio is able to offer an expansive view ofthe human 
community, rich andpoor andAnglo and Mexican alike-out ofdisjointedness, she is able to 
illustrate how characters ' lives intersect and sometimes blend) (Definition/Illustration/ 
Argument) 

6. The vignette, "Space Tu Solid," represents the most difficult episode in Rocio's life. Explain 
why her life is now so depressing. Remember to use examples to support your contention.(She 
moves awayfrom family and community. Alienationfrom all including herself. Name is 
shortened to Miss E. No support, suffers a breakdown (Illustration/ Argumentation) 

7. In the novel, The Last ofthe Menu Girls, Rocio experience~ personal growth, or maturation. 
Focusing on the vignette, "The Last of the Menu Girls," explain the significance of the word 
"menu" and discuss its importance to her process ofmaturation. (She views her life as one would 
view a menu, what are her choices in life, can she make a nontraditional career choice, or is she 
doomed to the choices ofthe traditional Chicana menu?)(Argumentation Essay) 
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